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From the Commanding General

By Maj. Gen. Mark T. McQueen
Commanding General
108th Training Command (IET)

Team 108th,
This past quarter has been an
exceptional one for the entire
Command. As a recap: we bid
farewell to Brig. Gen. Christian
upon completion of a remarkable
command tour and welcomed
Brig. Gen. Bassford as the new
Commanding General, 95th Training
Division; we saw a RIP-TOA for Task
Force Marshall under the leadership
of the 98th Division; we witnessed
the 108th birthday of the Army
Reserve and the 100th anniversary
of the ROTC program; executed the
Strategic Planning Update Review
with command Teams from all 10
Brigades and higher; over 50 drill
sergeants graduated in the past 3
classes many with distinguished
and honor graduate status; we
conducted our Command Best
Warrior Competition where Sgt.

1st Class Mueller and Spc. Bundy
not only won the competition
for the Command, but competed
and won the USARC Best Warrior
Competition; we saw Sgt. 1st Class
Derrick on the cover of the Army
Times representing the finest NCO
Corps in the Army-Drill Sergeants;
and we deployed another 20
Soldiers to support the MOI-MAG
mission in Saudi Arabia.
All of these accomplishments
were achieved while simultaneously
addressing the arming of 41 Stand
Alone Facilities; training nearly
300 leaders in the new medical
profile system; increasing the
medical readiness of the command
from third worst in USARC to the
third best in USARC; initiated Task
Force Wolf in support of Cadet
Command’s Cadet summer training
program; and reinvigorated Family
Readiness Programs and Safety
Readiness-two of the four pillars of
readiness within the Command.
These and a myriad of other
accomplishments were not only
singularly outstanding, but speak
to the collective professionalism of
every Soldier, Civilian and Family
member within the Command. And
yet there is much more to do!
As a Command, we must double
down on increasing our first pillar
of Command readiness called
“Combat readiness”-specifically the
production of Drill Sergeants and
Faculty. Currently we are lagging
behind last year’s production rate
by nearly forty drill sergeants and
yet we have over 200 viable drill
sergeant candidates in the pipeline.
It’s imperative our leaders at

every level engage to make these
professionals ready for the Drill
Sergeant Academy sooner rather
than later. To be clear, there is no
shortage of funds or quotas to send
our ready drill sergeant candidates.
We also must increase our faculty
who have completed the Faculty
Instructor Course. We need this in
order to improve the future of our
officer corps.
Additionally, while we have
significantly improved our
medical readiness, we have not
yet achieved the Army’s standard
for medical readiness. Moreover,
we must continue to press the
attack on the second pillar of our
Command’s readiness-specifically
Soldier Readiness. Every available
dollar within the Command will
be expended to enhance our
Soldier readiness.As I’ve shared
before, I expect leaders (read as
Sergeants and above) to maintain
their individual Soldier readiness as
“green”, and help our lower enlisted
Soldiers to learn how to maintain
their readiness.
Team, I cannot stress enough
the imperative of getting after the
four pillars of readiness for our
Command: Combat Readiness,
Soldier Readiness, Family Readiness
and Safety Readiness. These four
areas require our maximum effort
and allocation of resources. We
should not be wasting time or
money doing things which do not
directly improve these four areas.
In closing, we have on the horizon
a significant number of challenges to
include an increased demand signal
for drill sergeants to support the

I cannot stress
enough the
imperative of
getting after the
four pillars of
readiness for our
Command: Combat
Readiness, Soldier
Readiness, Family
Readiness and
Safety Readiness.
Army’s Training Centers; execution
of a robust engagement with Cadet
Summer Training where some 9000
cadets will be trained; conversion
to a new USR and medical profile
system; potential mobilization of
some 160 Soldiers for CONUS and
OCONUS missions and reforming
of the Command; and exercising
discipline within our logistics arena
throughout the Command.
I’m confident we can do these
missions and others that will come
down the pike. There is no more
professional organization than the
108th Training Command. As Ricky
Bobby said in Talladega Nights,
“if your not first, your last.” Let’s
prove ourselves first in the four
domains of readiness. First in
Training! Army Strong.
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From the Command Sergeant Major

By Command Sgt. Maj.
Robert Riti
108th Training Command (IET)

Several weeks ago Maj. Gen.
McQueen and I attended the Senior
Leader’s Conference in which
General Miley and Sergeant Major of
the Army Daily were guest speakers.
Their topic was one that is not
new to any of us: Soldier readiness.
They reminded us that every single
one of us who wears this uniform
had raised their hand and taken an
oath ‘to support and defend the
constitution of the United States
against all enemies, both foreign
and domestic.’ In order to defend
this nation, we have to be ready
to deploy at any given time.The
issue we’re facing is far too many of
today’s Soldiers are not ready and an
even greater percentage are ‘NonDeployable’.
How can we defend a nation
when we’re non-deployable?
Can you imagine a professional
baseball player signing a contract to
play for a major league team only to
find out he cannot touch a baseball
or a bat!
There are those that find every
excuse to avoid taking an APFT by
getting a temporary or permanent
profile, and then there are also those
who haven’t even taken an APFT
or failed it several times.And this is
Army wide.The Chief of Staff of the
Army and the Sergeant Major of the
Army also indicated that if you’re
non-deployable and you are not
ready, the time has come to make
room for those that are.
We’re talking about the ones who
remember the oath they took and
honor that oath every day.The ones
who push themselves and go far and
above what is required of them.The
ones who take the hard right over
the easy left.When that professional
ball player doesn’t perform to what
is expected of him, they usually get
rid of him. So once again, if you as a
Soldier are not ready or deployable,
you’re not relevant!
Let’s make sure we’re doing
everything possible to fix ourselves.
There are so many resources today

that are available to us and assist
us in getting ‘fit’ and maintain our
physical readiness. I believe the
Army does a great job of looking
after the health and welfare of
their Soldiers. Fixing our medical
readiness is a phone call and
setting up an appointment. No one
should miss a doctor’s appointment
especially when they send several
notifications reminding us of those
appointments. Missing appointments
is not only irresponsible but it costs
the unit an awful lot of money.
Another thing that I would like
to share with each of you is there
are many overseas opportunities
that are getting ready to materialize
shortly. Only the very best will be
selected to represent not only the
108th Training Command but the
U.S.Army as well.
And while I’m on the subject of

The issue we’re facing is far too
many of today’s Soldiers are
not ready and an even greater
percentage are ‘Non-Deployable.’
the very best, I want to acknowledge
two of our great Warriors who just
competed in the 2016 USARC Best
Warrior Competition in Fort Bragg,
North Carolina in May
Sgt. 1st Class Joshua Moeller and
Spc. Kayla Bundy truly represented
their units at this prestigious event
in which the very best of the best
competed.Thirty-nine competitors
from every command in the Army
Reserve competed and at the end,
only twenty-seven remained to

complete the competition. Moeller
won the Best Warrior competition
and will represent the Army
Reserve at the Department of the
Army Competition and Spc. Bundy
came within a margin of winning
her class. I commend these two
outstanding Warriors and am so
proud that they are both part of the
108th Training Command.
First in Training
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From the Command Chief Warrant Officer

CCWO - WO Career Path

By Chief Warrant Officer
Karen Kay

Command Chief Warrant Officer
108th Training Command (IET)

Warrant Officer development
is not just for Warrant Officers
but also for branch officers –
especially commanders – as they
mentor, evaluate and recommend
leader development training and
opportunities. The Warrant Officer

(WO) Leader Development
Model is a guide that links WO
Professional Military Education
(PME) to developmental levels
and talent management. WO
PME is not a rite of passage
to promotion; rather, WO PME
supports professional and
leader development as the WO
progresses in their career to
become fully integrated as an
officer with technical expertise
within the Army and their
organization.
At the tactical level, the
company grade WO hones
technical knowledge through
WO PME and their initial
assignment. As a junior officer,
the WO should seek training
opportunities within their
organization to develop troopleading skills and begin to
develop an understanding of
company, battalion, and brigade
level procedures, organization
and administration. This builds
a solid foundation for future
service.
At the operational level, the
field grade WO should enhance
their depth of knowledge
and grow leadership skills

through a variety of assignments.
Homesteading in any position
or type of assignment stunts
professional growth and leads
to career stagnation. The field
grade WO should be working
in staff positions a brigade or
higher levels who perform the
primary duties of technical
leader, manager, maintainer,
sustainer, integrator and advisor.
At this level, they provide leader
development, mentorship, advice
and counsel to noncommissioned
officers, other warrant officers
and branch officers.
At the strategic level, senior
field grade WOs are master-level
technical and tactical experts
who serve as senior leaders and
managers throughout the Army
and who offer distinctive WO
leadership, representation and
essential advice to commanders
on WO management.
I would be remiss not
to mention performance
counseling and evaluations
since they are critical to leader
development regardless of rank.
A noncommissioned officer
who aspires to become a WOC
should ensure their rater focuses
on specifics that quantify and
qualify a high level of technical
competence in their military
occupational specialty and that
their senior rater states they
have future potential to join the
WO ranks. Company grade WOs
should ensure their rater narrative
describes significant performance
accomplishments and leadership
attributes. They should provide

their senior rater with future
assignments that build and
broaden their knowledge,
skills and abilities. The senior
rater narrative should specify
assignment to key duty positions
linked to upward mobility and to
their future potential to become
a field grade WO. Field grade
WO’s evaluation history should
reflect consistent developmental
progression and in different types
of commands. The senior rater
narrative should clearly describe
superior performance and
potential above that of the vast
majority to become senior level
WOs. All WOs should carefully
scrutinize their evaluations to
ensure the same verbiage is not
used from year to year – or worse
– have two or more identical
evaluations.
I am delighted to announce
the incoming Command Chief
Warrant Officer for the 108th
Training Command (IET), CW4(P)
Edward J. Salazar Jr. Salazar
comes to us from the Services
and Support Division, USAR
Command Augmentation Unit,
Fort Bragg, North Carolina. I
retire from the Army Reserve in
Sept. It has been an honor and I
have been blessed during my 34
years of service. Serving with the
Soldiers and civilians of the 108th
Training Command as CCWO
has been the pinnacle of my
career.
You are the future Army and
FIRST in Training!

CAROLINA CAT
AND LIFTONE

are thankful for all of the men and women who have served our country!
We are continuously seeking the best and brightest to join our team!
We have locations in NC, SC, GA, AL, and TN, and have needs in such areas as:

Equipment Technicians
Sales
Operations Management
Administrative Support

Please visit our website www.carolinacat.com
for a full listing of open positions and training programs!
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95th Training Division (IET)
‘Welcomes Home’ Its Newest Commander
By Capt. Adrienne Bryant
95th Training Div. (IET) Public Affairs Officer

FORT SILL, Okla. — Army
Reserve Brig. Gen. Andrew Bassford
became the twentieth commander
of the 95th Training Division (Initial
Entry Training), headquartered at
the Armed Forces Reserve Center
here on April 16. Bassford assumed
the leadership role from Brig. Gen.
Daniel Christian, who served as the
95th’s commander since December
2013. Maj. Gen. Mark T. McQueen,
Commander of the 108th Training
Command (IET), presided over the
Change of Command Ceremony
held at the 95th Adjutant General
Battalion.
“Thank you to [Brig. Gen.]
Christian for leaving me an
organization that is strong, healthy
and ready to go” Bassford stated
as he took the stage to address his
new command.“I am very grateful
to be able to follow him.”
Bassford, a Salem, Virginia native,
is joining the 95th following
his position as the Deputy
Commanding General for the
88th Regional Support Command
based in Fort McCoy, Wisconsin.
Bassford was commissioned as a
second lieutenant into the active
component from the Georgetown
University Reserve Officer Training
Corps program. Following his
commission, Bassford served
as an Infantry Platoon Leader,
Company Executive Officer,
Company Commander and a
Regimental Logistics Officer before
transitioning to the Army Reserve.
“He is well-seasoned at the
heel craft of current mission
set of the 95th Division, having
commanded at the battalion and
brigade levels within the 108th
Training Command,” McQueen
said of Bassford in his remarks at
Saturday’s ceremony.
The incoming commander held
a variety of roles during his 30year military career to include a
role as 2nd Brigade Commander,
98th Training Division (IET), a unit
within the 108th TC (IET) footprint.
Bassford also served as the Assistant
Commander for Support and the
Chief of Staff for the 108th from
2011-2013.
“In both his military and civilian
careers, [Brig. Gen.] Bassford is one
who stands up for what’s right,”
says McQueen while welcoming
him into the command.
Bassford is a graduate of the
Army War College, the Jumpmaster
Course, the Command and General
Staff College, the Inspector
General’s Course and the University
of Virginia, School of Law. In
his civilian career the general
serves as a federal prosecutor in

Brig. Gen. Daniel Christian, outgoing commander of the 95th Training Division (Initial Entry Training), passing the division colors to Maj.
Gen. Mark T. McQueen, commander of the 108th Training Command (IET), headquartered in Charlotte, N.C., at the Change of Command
ceremony held at Fort Sill, Okla., Apr. 16 at the 95th Adjutant General Battalion. Brig. Gen. Andrew Bassford seen waiting to assume command of the 95th Training Division (IET). Photo by Capt. Adrienne Bryant, 95th Training Division (IET), Public Affairs Officer

southwestern Virginia.
“It’s hard to believe it’s been
28 months,” recalls Christian
during his farewell speech to
the distinguished guests, Family,
friends and Soldiers in attendance.
“These 28 months have been
simply without question the best
experiences I have had in my
military career.
He has served in a variety of
assignments since commissioning
in the Engineer Corps from the
Niagara University ROTC program
in 1983.The incoming and
outgoing commanders’ careers
share some similarities. Christian’s
military career also spans over
30 years. Christian’s previous
assignments include positions as
a battalion commander, brigade
commander, Deputy Chief of Staff,
and Executive officer within the
98th TD (IET).
“As I stand here today, I am
reminded of my days as a second
lieutenant so many years ago,”
said Christian as he addressed his
oldest son 1st Lt.Andrew Christian,
an Army Reserve Soldier in the
382nd Military Police Battalion
headquartered in the Armed Forces
Reserve Center at Westover Airbase
Air Reserve base, who sat uniformed
in the audience at the ceremony.
The outgoing commander also
thanked his youngest son Brian and
his wife Donna for their support
and urged those in attendance to
thank their loved ones at home as
well.
“Thank you for your leadership

Brig. Gen. Daniel Christian seen smiling after relinquishing command of the 95th Training Division (Initial Entry Training) at Fort Sill, Okla., Apr. 16 at the 95th Adjutant General
Battalion. Command Sgt. Maj. John Stumph looks on while Maj. Gen. Mark T. McQueen,
Commanding General of the 108th Training Command (IET) headquartered in Charlotte,
N.C., hands the division colors to Brig. Gen. Andrew Bassford symbolizing the passing of
the responsibility of the mission and care of the Soldiers of the 95th Training Division (IET).
Photo by Capt. Adrienne Bryant, 98th Training Division (IET), Public Affairs Officer

and sacrifice to the 95th Division
and the 108th Training Command,
“McQueen said as he bid Christian
farewell.
Following command of the 95th,
Christian, of Dothan, Alabama, will
be assigned to the 412th Theater
Engineer Command of Vicksburg,
Mississippi as the Deputy
Commanding General.

“Through it all and every step
of the way his wife Donna was
supporting him and encouraging
him and the Families of the
division, and I acknowledge that
it is a team effort to make this
happen,” said McQueen concluding
his remarks at the ceremony,“so, to
Dan and Donna you’ve both done
well.”
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From the 95th Training Division (IET) Commander

By Brig. Gen. Andrew Bassford

Commanding, 95th Training Division (IET)

When I was a young lieutenant
on active duty, the promotion of a
Solider into the NCO ranks was a
sacred event. The entire battalion
would form up on the parade
field for the ceremony, complete
with the command’s color guard.
Before each promotion took place,
the Command Sergeant Major
would recite the Creed of the
Non-Commissioned Officer to the
assembled mass of Soldiers, NCOs
and Officers. It was his way of
reminding all of us, not just the
new Sergeant, of how critically
important the non-commissioned
officer is to our Army.
Many years later, it is my great
fortune to find myself back in a
unit that is all about training and
employing the most professional

NCOs in the United States Army
Reserve – Drill Sergeants. Though
the years have passed, the NCO
Creed hasn’t changed, nor has
the role of the NCO. NCOs are
still the backbone and bedrock of
excellence in our Army.
If you haven’t thought about
the NCO Creed in a while, take
a few moments and read it. The
NCO Creed spells out what a
professional non-commissioned
officer is and does. The
expectations are high. This is how
it should be, because our NCOs are
charged with caring for our most
important resource - our Soldiers.
Nowhere in the United States
Army Reserve is this more true,
or more critical, than in the Drill
Sergeant community. Our Drill
Sergeants are called upon to take
raw civilian volunteers, mold them
into Soldiers, and make them
capable of successfully serving in
the Army anywhere in the world.
Not all NCOs have what it takes
to be a Drill Sergeant. Nor can
you “just show up” and magically
graduate from the Drill Sergeant
Academy. Becoming a Drill
Sergeant is no easy thing.
Once you become a Drill
Sergeant, it doesn’t get any easier.
As a Drill Sergeant, you embody
the standard set by the NCO Creed.
This never changes, whether you
are on mission “pushing troops” or
are at home station taking care of
the routine business of readiness.
The expectation is that you will

know your Soldiers, lead your
Soldiers, and care for your Soldiers
- and that you will do all of these
things by taking appropriate action
in the absence of orders. You don’t
need to be told what right looks
like - you already know.
If we want to remain relevant as
an organization, we must be ready.
There is no other option. This
means excelling in the four aspects
of readiness: Mission, Soldier, Safety,

and Family Readiness. We will
succeed in this, because our NCOs,
are among the very finest in the
United States Army Reserve and are
empowered to perform the time
honored duties which our Nation
has entrusted to them. Our NCOs
are the key to the Army Reserve’s
readiness, and are why we will be
ready and relevant, no matter the
challenge.
“Iron Men of Metz!”
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From the 98th Training Division (IET) Commander

By Brig. Gen. Tammy Smith

Commanding, 98th Training Division (IET)

A prominent engraving in the
National Infantry Museum at Ft
Benning, Georgia reminds visitors
that in battle “the last 100 yards
belongs to the Infantryman.” I
believe that the first 100 yards
of any Soldier’s journey belongs

to Drill Sergeants.There are few
greater honors than shaping the
warrior spirit and the character of
our Army.
Division leaders constantly
push to achieve readiness metrics,
ensuring that Soldiers remain
“combat ready” to assume missions
on short notice. Focus is laser sharp
on medical readiness, physical
fitness and keeping weight in check.
Time is dedicated on the training
schedule for qualification ranges
and mandatory training. Maintaining
these standards is essential for the
Division to achieve its Initial Entry
Training mission. We devote much
less time to metrics that contribute
to character, the baseline of success
for the first 100 yards of battle. How
can we develop character in new
Soldiers if we don’t consciously
focus on character in ourselves and
our Soldiers?
It is important to talk to our
formations about character, leader
behaviors, and Army Values.These
conversations must be integrated

I believe that the first 100 yards
of any Soldier’s journey belongs
to Drill Sergeants. There are few
greater honors than shaping the
warrior spirit and the character
of our Army.
into all that we do. A primary
metric that can chart progress
in character development is
buried within one of the weakest
metrics in a hard charging Drill
Sergeant unit: on-time performance
evaluations.The high late-rate for
performance evaluations across
the Division indicates that we
don’t view evaluation reports as a
readiness metric.
Routine counseling in an
evaluation context provide a
framework for conversations

about Army Values and leader
performance. On-time evaluations
are not a distracting annual
administrative requirement but
rather an essential readiness
metric signaling confidence that
leaders are engaged in character
development. Are late evaluation
metrics high in your unit? If yes,
you might not be adequately
preparing Drill Sergeants and
support staff to achieve success in
the first 100 yards of our nation’s
battles.

98th Commanding General
Inducted into ROTC Hall of Fame
By Maj. Michelle Lunato
98th Training Division (IET) PAO

There was a moment when she
seriously considered getting out
of the Army. However, she stayed
in and now, she’s an Army Reserve
division commander and a National
Army Reserve Officer Training
Corps Hall of Fame graduate.
Looking back to where her
military career all started, Brig. Gen.
Tammy Smith, commander of the
98th Training Division (Initial Entry
Training), returned to her alma mater,
University of Oregon, for their spring
football game and ROTC 100th
anniversary celebration on April 30.
During the game, Smith was
acknowledged for her military
accomplishments and inducted
into the National Army ROTC
Hall of Fame by University
President Michael Schill.
Smith, a 1986 graduate, said
most people are surprised by the
amount of officers who hail from
the college.“The University of
Oregon doesn’t seem like it would
be a source for military officers,
but it is the values that we grow
up with in Oregon that make it a
natural transition into the military.”
The university’s ROTC program
certainly shows strong statistics
for transitioning students into
Soldiers with over 3,500 officers
commissioned.This includes
turning out 47 flag officers.
Out of those 47, Smith is the
first female general officer.

With those numbers, the
university’s ROTC program, which
is ranked 1 out of 30 within the
8th ROTC Brigade, has come to
expect excellence from its graduates,
according to a school document.
“Those who participate in Army
ROTC and subsequently serve as
Army officers develop leadership and
managerial skills that last a lifetime.”
Strong values and proficient
leadership skills helped Smith
throughout her military career,
but she also attributes some of her
success to her home state.“There’s
a bit of rugged independence
associated with being an Oregonian.”
Rugged or not, the visit back home
touched the general’s heart.“Being
nominated was a bit overwhelming,
and I could not be more humbled.”
While Smith was humbled, her
wife,Tracey Hepner, was filled
with joy.“It filled my heart with
pride and brought tears to my
eyes. I know how much this means
to her and what an honor it was
to be recognized in front of her
hometown.”
Being inducted into the Hall
of Fame at home and in front of
her spouse and father was such a
meaningful event. However, it was
not even the best part of the day,
said Smith.
The highlight came at halftime
when Smith had the privilege of
honoring fellow veteran and alumni,
1st Lt. (Ret.) Charles W. Roffe, during
a flag folding ceremony.As senior
member, Smith was the Soldier

Brig. Gen. Tammy Smith, commanding general of the 98th Training Division (IET), stands
with Charles W. Roffe, World War II and Korean War veteran who received two Silver Stars
and a Bronze Star respectively, after a half-time ceremony at a University of Oregon Duck
football game on April 30. During the ceremony, Smith presented Roffe, a fellow alumni
and #ROTC cadet, with a flag to honor him for his service and to commemorate the 100th
anniversary of the ROTC program. “Chuck” Roffe started his military career here at Fort
Benning’s Infantry school and then served with the 10th Mountain Division (WWII) and the
25th Infantry Division (Korea). Courtesy photo

to present the flag to the World
War II and Korean War veteran
who received two Silver Stars
and a Bronze Star respectively.
“Chuck” Roffe, a 1944 graduate,
started his military career in the same
ROTC program as Smith.After that,
he went on to Infantry school at Fort
Benning, Ga., which is where Smith’s
division is currently headquartered.
These links gave Smith a moment

of reflection as her and her fellow
ROTC graduate stood where both
of their careers began and rendered
their salutes to their country.“I teared
up when he saluted the flag. I knew
I was witnessing a true hero extend
honor to our nation’s color, and I
felt very proud to know that I was
connected to him through both the
Army and the University of Oregon.”
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Army Reserve Mentors and Evaluates
Cadets at 2016 Sandhurst Competition
Story and photos by Sgt. Javier
Amador
108th Training Command (IET) Public Affairs

West Point, N.Y. — NonCommissioned Officers are known
as the backbone of the Army.They
are master trainers; passing on
lessons learned in combat as well
as their years of experience to the
Soldiers entrusted to them. It’s a
mission they carry out with true
dedication to all those entrusted to
their care.
Doing what they do best, NCOs
of the 104th Training Div. (LT)
prepared and evaluated a group
of International Military Students
competing in this year’s Sandhurst
Competition at the United States
Military Academy (USMA) at West
Point, New York.There, Officer
Cadets from military academies
around the world are given the
opportunity to compete for the
top prize, a British officer’s sword
presented by the Royal Military
Academy Sandhurst in Camberley,
United Kingdom to the USMA in
1967.
This year’s event, which ran April
8-9, 2016 challenged the Cadets
in several military skills such as
marksmanship, land navigation,
negotiating an obstacle course

Officer Cadets of the Royal Military College of Canada brief a United States Military Academy (USMA) Cadet scorekeeper on where their
next checkpoint will be during the annual Sandhurst Competition held at the United States Military Academy Apr. 8-9, 2016.

as well as other mentally and
physically grueling events chosen
on an ever changing basis; all skills
they’ll use during their military
careers when the time comes for
them to lead their troops of their

own.
Many Cadets facing their first
Sandhurst Competition experience
anxiety. Helping to build their
confidence are the NCOs, assigned
to the 3rd Bn., 304th Inf. Reg.

(USMA,) 104th Training Div., (LT)
Among them are two NCOs whose
leadership styles are perfectly
suited to meet those needs.
See MODERN ARMY Next Page
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Mentors Cadets
Cont’d from page 13

Sgt. 1st Class Jonathan Partin,
a native of Mont Vernon, New
Hampshire, sees his leadership style
as an effective means of teaching
his specialty; marksmanship.
Uniquely qualifying Partin is the
fact that he is a member of select
few known as the Presidents 100,
a group that recognizes the top
100 marksmen and women who
compete for the honor at an annual
match.
Partin’s marksmanship
knowledge did not come overnight.
Joining the Army partly for patriotic
reasons, he mainly wanted to learn
how to shoot. After learning the
basics, he bought and assembled
his own M-16A2 service rifle
and spent countless hours of his
personal time practicing, perfecting
his technique, even paying his own
way to Perry, Ohio, the site of the
match in 1996.
Partin, who has been both
an Infantryman and a Military
Policeman, recalled that the match
was not the real reason behind his
efforts. Rather he wanted to learn
while under pressure because he
felt that’s the best way to learn
anything. He wanted to teach
others by being good at what he
was being asked to teach, himself.
He passes the knowledge he
acquired competing to those he
trains with a leadership style he
describes as one of leading by
example and building unity. More
importantly, he stresses the need to
be self-effacing; working with his
trainees as a member of their team.
Partin credits his past role
models, good and bad, but mainly

Sgt. Richard Libby, Co. B, 3rd Bn., 304th Inf. Reg. (USMA) 104th Training Div. (LT) (center) instructs United States Military Command (USMA)
Cadets on how to properly disassemble their M-4 assault rifles for cleaning prior to the annual Sandhurst Competition held at the United
States Military Academy Apr. 8-9, 2016.

bad, with setting examples he knew
he did not want to emulate as he
grew as a leader.
Sgt. Richard Libby, of Saco,
Maine and also with the 104th
Training Div. (LT), leading those
under his care, understanding as an
infantryman what learning under
pressure is like as well, believes
in taking a calmer approach to
training as well.
“Basically, I’m low stress,” said
Libby.“I will help them rather than
make them feel like they are less

than what they are.”
Libby said it’s impossible for
anyone to know everything and
encourages fellow leaders to be
honest with them. Libby added that
a leader needs to be approachable
rather than intimidating because
it encourages Soldiers to
communicate their needs with him
or her as well as to get them to
carry out any orders they give to
their subordinates.
In the end, both Partin and
Libby have key lessons they want

their trainees and subordinates
to take with them. For Partin, it
is about leaders caring for their
people beyond just training and
“checking the blocks”. Leaders
must remember that their Soldiers
are people like themselves who
have their own lives and are not
just there for the Leader’s ends. For
Libby, it is about leaders taking their
teams aside, learning and perfecting
skills together.

Sgt. 1st Class Jonathan Partin, of Co. A, 3rd Bn., 304th Inf. Reg. (USMA) 104th Training Div. (LT) briefs Cadets from the United States Naval Academy on range safety prior to their turn on
their turn on the firing line to qualify on their M-4 assault rifle during the annual Sandhurst Competition held at the United States Military Academy Apr. 8-9, 2016.
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From the 104th Training Division (LT) Commander
In April, I was fortunate to attend the Reserve Officer Training
Corps (ROTC) 100th Anniversary Symposium at Norwich University.

By Brig. Gen. Darrell Guthrie

Commanding, 104th Training Division (LT)

Only in the Army Reserve would
you find someone who owns and
operates a five-star restaurant on
the Portland, Maine waterfront.
When I asked Master Sgt. Haleem,
3/304 (Saco, Maine) “how long
he had owned the [Tiqa PanMediterranean Restaurant],” he
said “since 2015.” I next asked,“So
what did you do before owning the
restaurant,” MSG Haleem said,“I was
a pension fund manager.” In over 20
years in the Army Reserve, over and
over again, I have meet incredibly
talented and unique Soldiers in the
ranks of the Timberwolves Division
– Haleem is just the latest.
Lt. Gen.Talley says the Army
Reserve is the Army’s technical
enablers and 75 percent of the
doctorate degrees and 50 percent
of the masters degrees held by
Soldiers are held by Army Reserve
Soldiers. In sum, we have an
incredibly talented force of CitizenSoldiers.

In April, I was fortunate to
attend the Reserve Officer Training
Corps (ROTC) 100th Anniversary
Symposium at Norwich University.
Chief of Staff of the Army, Gen.
Mark Milley, delivered the keynote
address. He commented not
only the importance of ROTC to
developing future leaders and its
importance to the Total Army to be
able to fight and win our Nation’s
wars in an increasingly complex
strategic environment.
The Timberwolves contribution
to this effort is to help train
our Army’s future leaders.This
summer Task Force Wolf again will
lead and synchronize the Army
Reserve’s support to U.S. Army
Cadet Command’s Cadet Summer
Training (CST). More than 1,000
Army Reserve Soldiers, to include
Drill Sergeants from the 95th
and 98th Divisions, will assist in
training more than 9,000 ROTC
cadets. Additionally, the Soldiers
of the 3/304 will help train more
than 1,000 new cadets at the
United States Military Academy
at West Point, New York. In sum,
each summer, we contribute to the
development of the next generation
of Army leaders. Leaders, who
will be called upon to “Win in a
Complex World.”
These training events, which are
among the largest conducted by
the Army each year, can only be
accomplished by the dedication,
initiative and talent of CitizenSoldiers. It are these talents that also
allow us to execute CST and USMA
training, while also dramatically

improving Soldier Readiness and
preparing for the Reformation of
the Division.This flexibility and
adaptability demonstrates the
ability of the Timberwolves to also
“Win in a Complex World.”
The coming year promises to

present more challenges for our
Army and the Army Reserve. But, as
you have demonstrated over and
over again, you are up to the task!
TIMBERWOLVES and
NIGHTFIGHTERS!
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Army Reserve drill sergeant provides
mentorship both on and off duty

Army Reserve drill sergeant, Sgt. 1st Class Matthew Blanchett, 3rd Bn., 518th Inf. Reg. 98th Training Div. (IET), encourages visitors trying to do push-ups at Fan Fest during the CIAA College Basketball tournament held annually in Charlotte, N.C., Feb 26, 2016. Blanchett has been a drill sergeant with the Army Reserve since 2004.

Story and photos by
Sgt. 1st Class Brian Hamilton
108th Training Command (IET) Public Affairs

Charlotte, N.C. — Interim
Command Sgt. Maj. of the Army
Reserve, Command Sgt. Maj. James
Wills defines mentorship as “the
positive influence of leaders,
whether up, down, or lateral.”
For more than half a century,
the Army has looked to its corps
of drill sergeants to provide
that mentorship.Whether on an
obstacle course at Fort Jackson,
South Carolina, or a battlefield in

the Middle East, drill sergeants
have provided a level of expertise
to the young Soldiers of America’s
premiere fighting force unmatched
by any other organization of its kind.
But what stands out for the Army
Reserve is the level of mentorship
its drill sergeants provide while not
only on duty but away from the trail
as well.
Take Sgt. 1st Class Matthew
Blanchett, 3rd Bn., 518th Inf. Reg.,
98th Training Division (IET).
Blanchett has been a drill sergeant
with the Army Reserve since 2004.
He also serves as a school resource

officer at the Cochrane Collegiate
Academy for the CharlotteMecklenburg police department.
“My job is to bridge the gap
between the police department
and the youth of today.There’s a
lot of misconceptions about police
officers and how we deal with the
community. But these young minds
get to learn firsthand on how to
interact with me and I’m able to
give them a different perspective
from what they hear on the streets,”
Blanchett said.
Blanchett, who has been a law
enforcement officer for 14 years

now, says he grew up tough in the
slums of Philly. He says mentorship
is what got him through his
childhood into the productive
citizen he is today. Passing on that
mentorship is something he feels
obligated to do.
“Mentorship is without a
doubt my favorite aspect of both
jobs, whether it’s Army or law
enforcement,” he said.“I love being
able to take something that I’ve
learned and present it back to both
students and Soldiers in a way that
teaches. Hopefully, they can take
something I’ve presented to them
and either change their goals or
elevate their goals.”
“Our students need people
to look up to,” said Rachel Corn,
Cochrane Collegiate Academy
principal.“Officer Blanchett has
lived it from different angles and
one of the things our students are
not exposed to is the outside world.
Our students are very sheltered
and I think he offers is a glimpse
into what else is out there, other
opportunities.”
But providing mentorship to
students in an inner city school can
be challenging. So starting at the
beginning of the current school
year, Blanchett brought back an
old forgotten favorite among the
students: the chess club.
Every Wednesday afternoon
Blanchett, along with other faculty
members as well as law enforcement
officers from around Charlotte, meet
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Army Reserve drill sergeant and Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department school resource officer, Sgt. 1st Class Matthew Blanchett, 3rd Bn., 518th Inf. Reg. 98th Training Div.
(IET), steps out of his car at the beginning of the school day at Cochrane Collegiate Academy located in Charlotte, N.C., March 2, 2016. Blanchett has been a law enforcement officer
with Charlotte for 13 years.
Army Reserve drill sergeant and Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department school resource officer, Sgt. 1st Class Matthew Blanchett, 3rd Bn., 518th Inf. Reg. 98th Training Div.
(IET), along with other Charlotte area law enforcement officers, plays chess against students at Cochrane Collegiate Academy located in Charlotte, N.C., March 2, 2016. Blanchett
hosts the chess club at the school every Wednesday after school. He reinstated the club in
2016 as a way for teachers, parents and other law enforcement officers in the area to have
positive interaction with students after school.

at the Academy to take a quick lesson
and then match their whit with the
students in the centuries old game.
“I wanted to have more positive
interaction with the students off the
clock, so I went to Mrs. Simpson,
who used to run the chess club
and started it up again. I think it’s
been pretty successful so far. It’s
turned into one more tool we can
use as law enforcement officers to
interact with the students and we
get to learn chess at the same time,”
Blanchett said.
And that success has not gone
unnoticed.
“If you pull in to this school on
a Wednesday and see all the police
cars you would think something
happened. But then you walk in
the cafeteria and see all these law
enforcement officers sitting there
playing chess with the middle
school students. It’s just amazing,”
Corn said.
“The reason why we have police
officers on campus is in case
something happens. But the reality is
he is so involved in every aspect of
the school that he has become more
than just protection.We have a 100%
partnership. I run everything by
him, even things that don’t involve
law enforcement. In that way I think
Officer Blanchett owns this school
and he has become a mentor not
only to the kids but to me as well,”
she said.
Starting from the top!
KRC Research, at the bequest
of the Army Reserve, recently
conducted a survey of Army
Reserve Soldiers within their one
year reenlistment window, aimed at
understanding key factors involved

in their decision to reenlist or not.
Of the 212 Soldiers interviewed,
leadership effectiveness and
responsiveness were two of the
top reasons for Soldiers deciding
to exit the service. Moreover, those
who decided or are planning on
continuing their military service
with the Army Reserve, say they

were satisfied with the effectiveness
and responsiveness of their first
line leaders and their overall Army
Reserve experience.
In short, mentorship is paramount
to improving the Reserve Soldier
experience. It is the paradigm for
how leaders should conduct their
interactions with Soldiers.
“Mentorship is key in any team
driven organization,” said Command
Sgt. Maj. James Wills, Interim
Command Sgt. Maj. of the Army
Reserve.“It’s the fuel that commonly
bonds a team toward success and
in essence enabling Soldiers to win

on the battlefield. Soldiers expect
feedback.They want to know how,
when, where and what they can do
to be a better Soldier /performer.
I can’t imagine any NBA or NFL
team winning anything without the
positive influence of mentorship.”
Wills went on to say the Army
Reserve is using creative ways to
ensure the message of mentorship
is being sent out to the field via
social media, Command advisory
boards, and various other digital
platforms.
“Awareness is key and a starting
point. It starts from the top!”
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Birdville Invitational
By (Ret) Master Sgt.
D. Scott Murrah
Richland High School JROTC

DALLAS-FORT WORTH,
Texas — The 47th annual Birdville
Invitational is a multi-service
competition of cadets from 38
high schools within the Dallas Fort
Worth metroplex, other cities in
Texas and neighboring states.The
cadets compete in Color Guard,
Armed Drill, Unarmed Drill, PT,
and Air Rifle.
With clear skies and warm
weather at the BISD Fine Arts/
Athletics Complex, cadets were
graded by drill sergeants from the
2/354th FA, 95th Training Division
(IET), Grand Prairie,Texas. Drill
sergeants volunteered their time
to grade cadets competing for
Armed Drill and Unarmed Drill.
The teams are graded based
on their performance in
uniform inspection, regulation
drill, exhibition drill and the
commander’s ability to direct the
team.The cadets utilize the skills
they learn in JROTC and apply
those skills at the drill meet.This
in turn gives them a snapshot
assessment of their ability as a
leader and motivator.
Cadets from Richland High
School; one of the high schools
in the Birdville district, had the
opportunity to work one on one
with the drill sergeants at the
Armed Drill station.This gave the
cadets the opportunity to learn
from the drill sergeant’s leadership
experiences and to gain insight
into their own leadership abilities.
Cadet Maj. Chelsea Lambert
was quoted as saying,“working
with drill sergeants gives me
confidence about what I’m doing
right, and the ability to fix what
I’m doing wrong.”
The cadets interaction with the
drill sergeants gave them a new
set of experiences and skills to
apply to their leadership positions,
teams and school; enabling them
to prepare to become future
leaders of their generation.
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Drill Sergeant Trail Led Him to Chaplaincy
By 1st Lt. Heather Diffenderfer
98th Training Division (IET)
Lynchburg, Va. — God,
family and country is not just a
phrase. It has been a way of life for
one Army Reserve Soldier that all
started at an early age.
Immediately after high school,
2nd Lt. Craig Dowdy, 2/317th, 98th
Training Division (Initial Entry
Training) started serving God. As
a missionary for the Word of Life
Impact Team, he was able to travel,
feed his hunger for religion and
even meet his wife,Tiffany.
Pursuing further faith-based
education after missionary
service, Dowdy went on earn
undergraduate degrees in both
Theology and Pastoral Studies/
Missions at Appalachian Bible
College. However, that wasn’t
enough for Dowdy as he sought to
learn and serve more. So Dowdy
made the decision to become
a Soldier in the Virginia Army
National Guard.The uniform
quickly took the young Dowdy,
then a specialist and a motor
transport operator, to Balad, Iraq, in
2003.
After 15 months in Iraq, Dowdy
said he found clarity on life.
“Combat gave me an entirely new
perspective not only on leadership,
but on how I live my life.” Seeing
the living conditions in Iraq and
how the children were essentially
playing in what Americans would
consider landfills stuck with
Dowdy.“It made me realize how
much I take for granted. It brought
into clarity that I was never meant
to live this life for myself, and it
made me develop a servant leader
mentality.”
Serving is just what Dowdy
continued to do when he
redeployed too, it just required
a change in uniforms eventually.
When he decided it was time
to start a family with Tiffany, he
exchanged his combat boots
for a badge when he joined the
Lynchburg Police Department in
2006.There, Dowdy witnessed
more struggle and hardship, but
this time it wasn’t in a war, it was in

his home town.“I have spent many
times as a law enforcement officer
speaking to the poor and brokenhearted whose only hope is about
survival and how they will make it
from one day to the next.”
Dowdy used these encounters
to be an agent of hope in his
community though. He would
provide words of encouragement
as he administered the law. Not
an easy task, but Dowdy persisted.
This ability to build people up in
difficult situations caused a fellow
officer to recruit Dowdy to become
a drill sergeant with the Army
Reserve. So in 2011, Dowdy put on
the combat boots again.This time
though, added the well-known
round brown hat to his uniform.
As an Army Reserve instructor,
Dowdy saw new opportunities
to encourage people.“As a drill
sergeant, I observed civilian’s
coming to basic training from
all walks of life and every one of
them had a story that led them
to that place. It was up to me as
a drill sergeant to mentor them
in such a way that their training
would sustain them as a Soldier
throughout their military career.”
Dowdy said working with new
troops gave him the chance to
teach Soldiers how to ‘gear up’
and prepare for battle, but it also
opened his eyes to another need—
spiritual guidance for Soldiers.That
was when he decided to become a
chaplain.“As a chaplain, I will have
the opportunity to teach Soldiers
how to ‘gear up’ with the whole
armor of God to help defeat the
warfare that comes from things
such as PTSD and combat related
trauma.”
Going from missionary to
police officer to drill sergeant to
chaplain is not a common path, but
it was God’s calling, according to
Dowdy.“My time as a drill sergeant
solidified God’s calling in my life to
be a military chaplain.”
The unique path to chaplaincy
has provided Dowdy with a wealth
of real-world experience that will
make it easier for him to relate
to Soldiers, said Dowdy’s mentor,
Chaplain (Maj.) Lance Dixon, 3rd

Lt. Col. Matthew Patterson, battalion commander, 3rd Brigade, 98th Training Division (Initial Entry Training), administers the Oath of Office to Staff Sgt. Craig Dowdy during his commissioning ceremony on Jan. 10, 2016. Photo by Col. Bowlman Bowles III

Brigade, 98th Training Division
(IET).“Biblically speaking, his work
as a police officer and detective
has exposed him to the worst of
humanity. However, he has been
able to filter all that he has seen
through a biblical worldview.”
Dixon believes this spiritual filter
gives Dowdy compassion and
understanding that will make him
excel as a chaplain.“He comes
into the chaplaincy with previous
ministry and life experiences that

younger candidates don’t have.”
Regardless of the different
uniforms Dowdy has worn over
the years, he believes it has all
been preparation for his recent
commissioning and reassignment
as a chaplain candidate.“I turned
in my drill sergeant hat for a new
journey in my military career that
I am extremely humbled by and
thankful for. May God get all the
glory as He uses me in this vital
assignment!”
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Learning From the Past to Ensure Victory in the Future

Dressed in a period correct Continental uniform, Guilford Courthouse National Park Ranger Jason Baum fires a rifle similar to those Continental Soldiers would have employed against
the British Army during the Revolutionary War. The demonstration was part of a staff ride conducted by the 108th Training Command (IET) at the Greensboro, N.C., park on Feb. 6. The
staff rides are training events used by staff members of the unit to learn important lessons from the past in order to ensure success in future conflicts. Photo by Sgt. Javier Amador, 108th
Training Command (IET), Public Affairs

By Sgt. Javier Amador
108th Training Command (IET) Public Affairs

GREENSBORO, N.C. — As
one looks on the site of the Battle
of Guilford Courthouse, the first
impression, on the senses, is how
quiet and peaceful the park is. For
the Soldiers of the 108th Training
Command (Initial Entry Training)
the entrance to the park on the
cold, brisk morning of Feb. 6, gave
little indication that it was once the
site of one of the most bloody and
pivotal battles of the Revolutionary
War.
The visit was facilitated by Dr.
Jay Boyd and Mr. Allen Skinner, the
Command Historians for the 81st
Regional Support Command (RSC)
and Christopher Ruff, curator for
the National Museum, both of the
U.S. Army Reserve.
Ruff, as well as Jason Baum, a
park ranger who works at the
Guilford Courthouse National
Park, provided an extra air of
historical presence by wearing
period correct Revolutionary
War uniforms. Baum also lent his
extensive knowledge of the battle
and how its sequence of events
unfolded.
Visits to the sites of battles,
such as this one, are called staff
rides. Capt. Ryan Williams, the G3
Operations Officer, organized this
staff ride which, coincidentally, was
also his first. He explained their

purpose:
“The staff rides give you a
contextual perspective of prior
battles and lessons learned,
reviewing them, (seeing them as
an) opportunity to learn and see
how our current staff sections
would have functioned back then.
Each of the staff sections briefed
on their role or what their role
would have been back in that
engagement,” said Williams.
Williams also explained and
gave examples of what tasks were
assigned to the staff sections
and why, using one staff section
and their function of providing
logistical support; the flow of
supplies, services and information
both to and from the battlefield.
“For the most part, they were
briefing what their section was
responsible for. For instance
(the) G4 (logistics section) were
responsible for logistics during
that battle.Then we threw in key
figures, individuals within that
battle itself, to provide a brief
bio(graphy) that would kind of give
us insight as to the actual people
that fought in that battle,” said
Williams.
Much was also discussed about
what was or was not done well
during the conflict and how it
affected its outcome.These are
important topics when studying
the history of past battles when the
emphasis is on what can be gained

in order to avoid tactical mistakes
and to prevent unnecessary loss of
life in future conflicts.
“The study of military history
serves a couple of purposes. First,
a leader that fails to study the past
will repeat the same errors made
by others,” said Skinner,“Second,
successful commanders design
their operations around logistics
and not the other way around.”
This was also Capt.Yolanda
Mason’s, 108th Readiness Officer,
first staff ride. Mason, originally
from Charlotte, North Carolina,
was tasked with leading a
contextual discussion on the
operational objective of the battle,
its lines of effort and the current
considerations as they relate to
today’s battlefield. Like Skinner, she
sees how much the success of a
mission hinges on efficient logistics.
Mason went on to relate what
she learned regarding the role
logistics, or in this case the lack
thereof, played in the outcome of
the battle.
“One of the things I learned
was preparation and planning
are very important as far as the
logistical part of planning,” said
Mason, If they would have taken
more time on the logistical part
then maybe the whole outcome
of that campaign, as well as the
Revolutionary War, could have been
completely different.”
Skinner also concluded that

the British Army’s poor planning
of their logistics efforts left them
combat ineffective after the battle.
The Battle of Guilford
Courthouse was between The
British Army, led by their General,
Lord Charles Cornwallis and Maj.
General Nathaniel Greene, who led
an army numbering approximately
4,500 American militia and
Continental Soldiers on March 15,
1781.
Cornwallis and his troops,
numbering about 1,900 combat
hardened regulars as well as some
German allies, were tasked by
Cornwallis’s Commander, King
George III, to conduct a campaign
in order to secure South Carolina,
an order which he chose not to
obey.
Cornwallis prevailed at the
Battle of Guilford Courthouse after
Greene’s troops retreated from the
battle.The British victory came at
a heavy cost as the losses incurred,
along with the tactical errors made
by Cornwallis, played a significant
part that ultimately lead to his
surrender at the Battle of Yorktown
in Virginia.
“Cornwallis won a narrow
tactical victory, but his campaign
failed because he did not follow the
orders of his higher commander to
secure South Carolina.” said Skinner.
One the most interesting facts,
that everyone present learned, was
the manner in which some of the
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key people of the battle attained
their ranks. Mason, a former
commander shared that fact.
“What I learned was that back
then, you could actually buy your
commission,” said Mason,“I had no
clue that you could do that (back
then).” said Mason.
As with all training conducted
by the Army, a special emphasis
is placed on leaders sharing the
knowledge they gained with their
subordinates so they also have
everything possible to ensure they
too do not repeat the mistakes of
the past.
“Communication, definitely,” said
Mason,“Communication up and
down the Chain (of Command).You
always have communication with
them in order for things to work
out.To understand how different
personalities, different backgrounds
and education (levels) come from
in order to get to this point.”
Skinner also had three timeless,
key lessons that commanders of
Soldiers must take with them from
this battle.
“First, clear orders and visible
leadership at a critical point in
the battle can make the difference
between success or failure. Second,
successful commanders design
their operations around logistics
and not the other way around.
Thirdly, the commander has to
ensure his operation meets the
higher command’s intent.” said
Skinner.

While the staff ride was a
serious training event where
everyone left more knowledgeable,
there was also some enjoyment
that came from their learning
experience. Soldiers, such as Sgt.
Timothy Gibson, a supply Non
Commissioned Officer (NCO)
and native of Bessemer City,
North Carolina, appreciated the
experience as one who really
enjoys history.
For Gibson, also his first staff ride,
said he enjoyed the experience and
it was interesting to see some of
the tactics used 250 years are still
in use today.
For all Soldiers, juniors or seniors,
leaders or subordinates, who
are interested in learning more
about our Army’s history, Skinner
recommends a variety of official online sources.
“I would start with the Army’s
Center of Military History (CMH).
The CMH has over 600 publications
that cover the Army’s history at
http://www.history.mil/catalog/
browse/title.html.
For more analytical studies
from a historical perspective,
try the Army’s Combat Studies
Institute at http://usacac.army.mil/
organizations/cace/csi/pubs.
Lastly, Army Reserve specific
history, go to http://www.usar.
mil/AboutUs/HistoryCorner/
Publications.aspx.

Standing in front of the statue of Maj. General Nathaniel Greene, Guilford County Courthouse National park Ranger Jason Baum explains the sequence of events that took place
as the lines of effort that both the Continentals and militias, the British Army and their
German allies followed as the battle of Guilford County Courthouse unfolded to leaders
and Soldiers of the 108th Training Command (IET) during their staff ride on Feb 6. The staff
rides are training events used by staff members of the unit to learn important lessons from
the past in order to ensure success in future conflicts. Photo by Sgt. Javier Amador, 108th
Training Command (IET), Public Affairs
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Millennials may need drill sgts beyond basic, Army says
By Michelle Tan
Writer for the Army Times
In a push to instill more discipline
among its newest soldiers, the Army
is looking to its drill sergeants for
help.
With their iconic hats and hardnosed reputations,Army leaders are
taking a serious look at whether drill
sergeants should make a return to
advanced individual training.
The move, if approved, would
mark a huge reversal for the Army
and mean an end to the service’s
lesser-known, underrated AIT platoon
sergeants, who do much of the same
work as drill sergeants without any of
the perks.
The Center for Initial Military
Training is conducting research and
will present a recommendation to
Training and Doctrine Command
senior leaders by early summer. If the
proposal moves forward, any changes
must be approved by senior Army
leaders.
“When you think about TRADOC
soldiers, when we hand that soldier
off to their first unit of assignment,
there are three things we want them
to be – fit, disciplined and welltrained,” said Command Sgt. Maj.
David Davenport, the senior enlisted
soldier for Training and Doctrine
Command.

AIT Platoon Sergeants Sound Off
on Army’s Drill Sergeant Plan
The Army loses about 12 percent
of its trainees, and “we want to
make sure they’re the fittest, most
disciplined, most well-trained
soldiers,” he said.“That’s not to say
AIT platoon sergeants aren’t doing
that, but this is another way to invest
in our training.”
Drill sergeants “are the epitome of
a disciplinarian,” Davenport said.
“As we think about the future
and readiness, how do we make our
soldiers more fit, more disciplined
and better trained?” Davenport said.
“Soldiers always remember their drill
sergeants.They measure themselves
against them.”
The Army in 2007 made the
switch to AIT platoon sergeants
“to recognize that transition of
the soldier from a total-control
environment to lessening restrictions
to prepare them to go to their first
unit of assignment,” Davenport said.
The change did not affect one station
unit training, which is run from start
to finish by drill sergeants.
“It was a matter of trying to get
them to associate authority with
a figure other than the hat,” said
Command Sgt. Maj. Michael Gragg,
the senior enlisted soldier for the
Center for Initial Military Training.
“But what we didn’t realize and
didn’t take into account is the drill
sergeant in the AIT environment is
still working on that soldier.”
Gragg also acknowledged the
Army didn’t give AIT platoon
sergeants “all the tools that they

Should drill sergeants replace AIT platoon sergeants? The Army is examining the feasibility of such a plan. Here Staff Sgt. Angelina Senghor, E Company, 1-518th Inf. Regt., 98th Training Division (IET), watches as a Soldier finishes firing at the zero range on Fort Jackson, S.C.
Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Brian Hamilton

needed to be as successful as they
could be.”
“The same individuals who are
AIT platoon sergeants are the same
people who would be drill sergeants,”
he said.“It’s not about them being
ineffective, it’s about increasing their
effectiveness.”
The move to AIT platoon
sergeants also was meant to
introduce new soldiers to the role of
noncommissioned officers as they
learn the technical skills required for
their first assignment in the Army,
Davenport said.
“It’s working,” he said.“I just think
that to improve the morale of the AIT
platoon sergeants and to recognize
the hard work they are doing, that
they should be parallel to that of a
drill sergeant.”
Those who have served as AIT
platoon sergeants praise it as a key
broadening assignment that gives
NCOs leadership experience and a
chance to mentor young soldiers. But
the job also has gained a reputation
for hard work with long hours and
no incentives. For example,AIT
platoon sergeants wear a patrol cap,
not the distinctive campaign hat
worn by drill sergeants.They also do
not receive Special Duty Assignment
Pay; drill sergeants earn an extra $300
a month.
“Our AIT platoon sergeants have
done nothing wrong,” Davenport
said.“But I hear them.They want
badges, they want hats, they want
SDAP. If they’re selected through the
same process as drill sergeants, and
they go to Drill Sergeant School, it
seems to me we’re training them like
drill sergeants as well, so why not just
make them drill sergeants?”

Making the switch also gives the
Army more flexibility when it comes
to manning these critical positions,
Davenport said.
“If they’re all drill sergeants, if
they want to do a third year as a
drill sergeant, instead of doing basic
training again, maybe we can move
them to AIT or vice versa,” he said.
Army taking hard look at returning
drill sergeants to AIT
The Center for Initial Military
Training’s cost-benefit analysis has
already determined that making
the switch is attainable and feasible,
Gragg said, adding that the Army has
enough personnel in its ranks who
meet the criteria to become drill
sergeants.
“The question is, is it sustainable?”
he said.“The AIT platoon sergeants
are doing an excellent job, but they
aren’t compensated with any type
of special duty pay. If we’re able
to put drill sergeants into the AIT
environment, it comes with some
associated costs.”
The biggest expense will be
Special Duty Assignment Pay, which
amounts to $300 a month per drill
sergeant, Gragg said.
The Army has more than 2,100
drill sergeants and more than 650 AIT
platoon sergeants on duty.
If the Army puts drill sergeants
back in AIT, Gragg said he expects
the number of NCOs in AIT will
increase slightly.
A typical drill sergeant is in charge
of about 20 soldiers, while the typical
student load for an AIT platoon
sergeant is 40, he said.
“If we put drill sergeants back in
AIT, we would focus on getting the
ratio back to 1 to 20, so we would

have an increase in the number of
individuals in the AIT environment,”
Gragg said.
There also will be other AIT
locations where the Army may opt
to retain platoon sergeants,“where
it’s just not feasible to have a drill
sergeant there,” he said.
“We may look at programs where
we’d like to remain with some type
of different variant of cadre than a
drill sergeant because of the length
of the course or complexity of the
course or status of the students in
the course,” he said.“We can’t go into
it with a one-size-fits-all.”
Do you make the cut? Army’s
drill sergeant,AIT platoon sergeant
requirements
The move to possibly return drill
sergeants to AIT was not prompted
by platoon sergeants’ performance,
Gragg said.
“Our AIT platoon sergeants are
doing an outstanding job with the
tools and skills that they have,” he
said.“The problem that we do have
is that right now the generation we
have coming in is not as disciplined
as we would like them to be, so we
have to provide them with discipline
over a longer period of time.”
When asked why AIT platoon
sergeants aren’t just given a hat and a
badge, Gragg said:“Then why not just
make them drill sergeants?”
“The drill sergeant is a symbol
of the master trainer and master
disciplinarian that transcends our
basic combat training locations, that
transcends our military into our
civilian world,” he said.
Gragg said he’s hearing “different
types” of feedback from AIT platoon
sergeants across the force.
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“There’s some miscommunication
out there where they think bringing
the drill sergeant back is a hit
or slight against the AIT platoon
sergeant,” he said.“It’s not about
the AIT platoon sergeant as an
individual. It’s about the authority
embodied in a drill sergeant.That
drill sergeant is able to influence
and maximize the discipline in an
organization.”
The requirements for drill
sergeant and AIT platoon sergeant
are almost identical, Gragg said.
The key difference is sergeants can
be drill sergeants, while the Army
seeks staff sergeants with at least
two years’ time in grade to fill AIT
platoon sergeant positions.
“It’s actually a little bit tougher for
us to find and get the right people
to be AIT platoon sergeants,” Gragg
said.“They’re actually vetted a little
bit tougher than the drill sergeants.”
The Drill Sergeant Academy trains
both drill sergeants and AIT platoon
sergeants, said Command Sgt. Maj.
Charles Gilmer, the commandant.
Drill sergeant candidates must
complete a nine-week course.
AIT platoon sergeant candidates
complete a six-week course before
receiving two weeks of Master
Resiliency Training, he said.
“Drill sergeants are our first
priority fill,” Gilmer said.“An AIT
platoon sergeant … is still a critical
position, but it’s still not widely
known across the force.”
If the Army decides to put drill
sergeants back in AIT, the academy
is already working on “a couple
courses of action,” Gilmer said. He
declined to provide any details
because nothing has been finalized
or approved.
“We’ll be able to handle the
throughput and transition, and we’ll
phase it so the timing works,” he said.
Despite their similar training and
requirements, once on the job, there
is a big difference between drill

The Army is studying a plan to put drill sergeants back in advanced individual training. Here, Sgt. Lori Singer-Barre, a drill sergeant with 1st
Battalion, 48th Infantry Regiment, emphasizes instructions during integration Saturday. Photo by Stephen Standifird/Army

sergeants and AIT platoon sergeants,
said Lt. Col. Michael Anders,
commander of 1st Battalion, 78th
Field Artillery Regiment, which is
an AIT training battalion at Fort Sill,
Oklahoma.
Drill sergeants serve as primary
instructors, responsible for teaching
and instructing new soldiers
every day, he said.AIT platoon
sergeants, on the other hand, are
primarily responsible for leading
and taking care of their soldiers and
preparing them for their first unit of
assignment.
About 6,000 trainees come
through 1st Battalion every year,
Anders said.There are currently 23
AIT platoon sergeants assigned to
take care of the 700 soldiers in the
battalion.
Replacing AIT platoon sergeants

with drill sergeants “I don’t think
would change the job any,”Anders
said.“It’s just going to give them a

hat and a badge and extra money.
I don’t see how it’ll increase the
ability to instill discipline.”
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Soldier sings her way to victory

Spc. Kayla Bundy, 1st Bn., 414th Inf. Reg., 95th Training Division (IET), gets a bit of help removing her ruck after completing a 10-mile forced march during the 2016 108th Training Command (IET) Best Warrior competition held at Fort Jackson, S.C., March 21. This year’s Best Warrior competition determined the top NCO and junior enlisted Soldier who will represent the
108th Training Command (IET) at the Army Reserve Best Warrior competition later this year at Fort Bragg, N.C. Bundy was selected to represent the 108th in the junior enlisted competition.

Story and photos by
Sgt. 1st Class Brian Hamilton
108th Training Command (IET) Public Affairs

FORT JACKSON, S.C. — One by
one, boot by bloodied boot, warrior
after warrior came across the finish
line: body heat escaping their sweat
drenched clothing in the form of
steam against the cold of an early
spring morning.
Some slumping over from the
sheer weight of their rucks. Most
grimacing from the pain of the
10-mile force march through a
combination of asphalt, grass, gravel
and sand.All of them displaying
a deafening silence in personal
tribute that the ordeal was at long

last over.All of them save one; and
that one, well she sang!
“And the warden sang, come on
somebody, why don’t you run…”
Meet Spc. Kayla Bundy.
Bundy, a wheeled vehicle
mechanic with 1st Bn. 114th Inf.
Reg., 95th Training Div. (IET), was
the unlikeliest of warriors at this
year’s 108th Training Command
(IET) Best Warrior competition
held at Fort Jackson, South Carolina,
March 20-25.
Standing a whopping 5 ft., she
tangled with Soldiers and drill
sergeants twice her size and three
times her experience level. But her
small size didn’t seem to slow her

much as she bellowed out another
verse of “Ol’ Red” over and over and
over again!
“If I’m trying to burn some time
and clear my head, I definitely want
to sing and listen to some country
music,” Bundy said.“There was a lot
of time to burn on that march!”
Bundy who failed to meet the
required time of 3 hours for that

event could have given up, but she
didn’t.
“There was a pick up spot and I
was asked if I wanted to get in the
van, but crap, I was just a mile and
a half out so I might as well just
finish.”
It should be said that out of the
35 total competitors, only three
finished in the allotted 3 hours.

Spc. Kayla Bundy, 1st Bn., 414th Inf. Reg., 95th Training Division (IET), turns a corner at
the half-way point of a 10-mile forced march during the 2016 108th Training Command
(IET) Best Warrior competition held at Fort Jackson, S.C., March 21. This year’s Best Warrior competition determined the top NCO and junior enlisted Soldier who will represent
the 108th Training Command (IET) at the Army Reserve Best Warrior competition later this
year at Fort Bragg, N.C. Bundy was selected to represent the 108th in the junior enlisted
competition.
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Spc. Kayla Bundy, 1st Bn., 414th Inf. Reg., 95th Training Division (IET), gets a bit of help removing her ruck after completing a 10-mile forced march during the 2016 108th Training
Command (IET) Best Warrior competition held at Fort Jackson, S.C., March 21. This year’s
Best Warrior competition determined the top NCO and junior enlisted Soldier who will represent the 108th Training Command (IET) at the Army Reserve Best Warrior competition
later this year at Fort Bragg, N.C. Bundy was selected to represent the 108th in the junior
enlisted competition.

Spc. Kayla Bundy, 1st Bn., 414th Inf. Reg., 95th Training Division (IET), gets a bit of help removing her ruck after completing a 10-mile forced march during the 2016 108th Training
Command (IET) Best Warrior competition held at Fort Jackson, S.C., March 21. This year’s
Best Warrior competition determined the top NCO and junior enlisted Soldier who will represent the 108th Training Command (IET) at the Army Reserve Best Warrior competition
later this year at Fort Bragg, N.C. Bundy was selected to represent the 108th in the junior
enlisted competition.

Bundy, who today feels as though
she made a life changing decision
by joining the Army Reserve in
2012, was appearing in her first
competition, a competition she was
not even really supposed to be in.
“I just found out ten days ago
that I was supposed to be here so I

herself?
“I want to win. I’m planning on
winning,” she said.
And win she did.
Bundy placed first in the lower
enlisted competition and now
moves on to the Army Reserve level
competition held at Fort Bragg,

didn’t really have much time to train
up,” she said.“We had some other
Soldiers who were supposed to be
here but some didn’t get orders and
some just didn’t show up. Soooo…
here I am!”
So just what of her chances
of winning; why not ask Bundy,

North Carolina, May 2-6.
If you happen to be out there on
the trails, give a listen.You may just
be able to hear her singing her way
to victory yet again.
“Get my lantern … get my gun
… Red’ll have you treed before the
mornin’ comes.”
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By Sgt. Christina Dion
319th Mobile Public Affairs Detachment

Army Reserve
Best Warrior
Competitors
shine despite
rain, cold

Fort Bragg, N.C. — Dark gray clouds covered the sky with
sporadic bursts of pouring rain. Artillery shells echoed in the notso-far-off distance accompanied with an earthquake-like rumble
and shake. From head to toe, clothing and personal equipment
was drenched and with each gust of wind and drop of rain, it
seemed as though the day would never end.
With about six hours sleep over a 48-hour period, the third
and final day of competition came to a close for the group
of 32 remaining Warriors at the 2016 U.S. Army Best Warrior
Competition at Fort Bragg, N.C., May 4.
Throughout the three-day competition that began with 39
contenders, each faced a series of physically and mentally
demanding Warrior skills that began before dawn and ended after
dusk.
It was a week of non-stop mental and physical challenges with
cold and rainy weather but the Noncommissioned Officer of
the Year Sgt. 1st Class Joshua Moeller, 108th Training Command
(IET), and Soldier of the Year Spc. Michael Orozco, 416th Theater
Engineer Command, proved to be the most tactically and
technically proficient Warriors at their levels and will move on to
compete at the Department of Defense Best Warrior Competition
at Fort A.P. Hill, Virginia, later this year.
The runners up for the top spots are Sgt. 1st Class Robert Jones,
Army Reserve Career Division, and Spc. Carlo Deldonno, 3rd
Medical Command (Deployment Support).
“An event like this is critical for soldiers to build self
confidence in their skills and abilities,” said Interim U.S. Army
Reserve Command Sgt. Maj. James P. Wills.“It builds organizational
readiness to be able to go out into the environment (and)
perform, whether that’s on the battle field or otherwise.”
Each command sent their best, and the caliber of Soldier was
evident after each event.
Moeller had the highest Army Physical Fitness Test score on the
extended scale. Jones earned expert marksman with 36 hits on
the M4 carbine qualification range.
For the 108th Training Command (IET), Moeller is their first U.S.
Army Reserve-level NCO of the Year. Command Sgt. Maj. Robert J.
Riti, the 108th Training command (IET) command sergeant major
said his competitors were well rounded, trained and supported.
There can only be two top Warriors to go to the next level, but
all of the competitors took on the challenge and did their best.
“In my mind every soldier is a winner,” said Wills.“I like to see
the fact that soldiers have the ability to take that first step.”
Being at the company or battalion level and accepting the
challenge to at least try is key, he added. Soldiers don’t always
know their individual skill level until they challenge themselves.
“Once they do and they start to train up for these events, they
find out that they are a little better off than they give themselves
credit for. It’s important that the Soldiers take the self-initiative
to get out there. Each year can be used as a year to build upon so
nobody is expecting them to come in and be a first-year winner,
but they can come in and build upon that as years pass.”

Sgt. 1st Class Joshua Moeller, a drill sergeant with the 108th Training Command
(IET) and the 2016 U.S. Army Reserve Noncommissioned Officer of the Year, stands
with the USAR Interim Command Sgt. Maj. James P. Wills at the awards banquet May
6. The 2016 USAR BWC held May 2-4 at Fort Bragg, N.C., determined the top noncommissioned officer and junior enlisted Soldier to represent the U.S. Army Reserve
in the Department of the Army Best Warrior Competition later this year at Fort A.P.
Hill, Va. U.S. Army photo by Sgt. Darryl Montgomery (Released)

Cadre review the events schedule at the night M4 carbine qualification range
during the 2016 U.S. Army Best Warrior Competition at Fort Bragg, N.C., May 4.
U.S. Army photo by Sgt. Christina M. Dion / Released
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A 2016 U.S. Army Reserve Best Warrior competitor fires downrange at the 50-meter pop up target while pyrotechnics light up the night sky during the M4 carbine qualification
portion of the competition at Fort Bragg, N.C., May 4. U.S. Army photo by Sgt. Christina M. Dion / Released

Army Reserve drill sergeant, Sgt. 1st Class Joshua Moeller, representing the 108th Training
Command (IET), leads the pack during the 2-mile run on the first day of competition at the
2016 U.S. Army Reserve Best Warrior Competition at Fort Bragg, N.C. May 3. U.S. Army photo
Sgt. 1st Class Brian Hamilton/released

A competitor heads toward the next event after finishing a 10-kilometer foot
march at the 2016 U.S. Army Reserve Best Warrior Competition at Fort Bragg, N.C.,
May 4, 2016. U.S. Army photo by Spc. Tynisha L. Daniel

Spc. Kayla Bundy, representing 108th Training Command (IET), competes
in the NBC evaluation lane at the 2016 U.S. Army Reserve Best Warrior
Competition at Fort Bragg, N.C., May 5. U.S. Army photo by Sgt. Darryl L.
Montgomery) (Released)

Spc. Kayla Bundy, a Wheeled Vehicle Mechanic representing the 108th
Training Command (IET) navigates the Weaver at the Air Assault Obstacle
Course at the 2016 U.S. Army Reserve Best Warrior Competition at Fort
Bragg, N.C. May 4. U.S. Army photo by William K. Gillespie / Released
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Best Warrior Competition increases
individual, unit readiness for all involved
By Sgt. Christina Dion
319th Mobile Public Affairs Detachment

Fort Bragg, N.C. —
It’s well-documented the U.S.
Army and U.S. Army Reserve Best
Warrior Competitions (BWC)
increase individual readiness for
the Soldiers competing, however
it also improves unit readiness
for those involved with planning
and support, which Gen. Robert
B. Abrams, commander of the U.S.
Army’s Forces Command, said is his
number one priority.
Training guidance from Abrams
stressed that all training events
must have a direct correlation to
individual and unit readiness and
that’s the underlying intent for
the 2016 U.S. Army Reserve Best
Warrior Competition being held
here May 2-5, said Sgt. Maj. Paul
J. Klikas, operations and training
noncommissioned officer in
charge for the U.S. Army Reserve
Command based here.
“The individual supporting tasks,
which support the collective task
of executing the BWC, enhance
many of our Soldiers’ skill-level
one and two tasks, which include
mission command, mission
planning, risk assessments, vehicle
and weapon familiarization and
operation, and staff management,”
said Klikas.“If you are participating
in an exercise, whether an overseas
deployment training exercise,
combat support training exercise,
Best Warrior, etc., if it is not
enhancing or improving readiness,
then stop doing it. If it doesn’t
facilitate readiness, reevaluate your
training methodology and create a

Sgt. Marcus Jackson, Army Reserve Medical Command, makes his way to the obstacle course after completing the 10-kilometer forced
march at the 2016 U.S. Army Reserve Best Warrior Competition at Fort Bragg, N.C., May 4. This year's Best Warrior Competition will determine the top noncommissioned officer and junior enlisted Soldier who will represent the U.S. Army Reserve in the Department of the
Army Best Warrior Competition later this year at Fort A.P. Hill, Va. U.S. Army photo Sgt. 1st Class Brian Hamilton/released

training plan which is designed to
improve readiness.”
For the past nine months Sgt.
1st Class Aaron Butler and Sgt.
1st Class Casey Martin, both
BWC noncommissioned officers
in charge, planned the U.S.
Army Reserve Command-level
competition under the leadership
of Klikas.

Part of the planning process
includes knowing the tasks and
skills laid out in current programs
of instruction, which get updated
periodically. For example, Martin
explained that some POIs used in
what he calls “hip-pocket training”
were updated in the past 18
months. Most of the drill sergeants
here on site went through drill
sergeant school more than two
years ago.
Additionally, many arrived
realizing they haven’t honed their
skills in all areas as much as they
needed, such as with some of
the weapon systems. Sgt. David
Brown, a drill sergeant with the
98th Training Division, 108th
Training Command, said that
it’s been several years since he
worked hands on with a few of the
weapon systems included in this
year’s competition.
These weapon systems are not
readily available at the unit level
which makes staying proficient
a challenge. As NCOIC of the
weapon systems lane, Brown said
that it’s imperative that he and
his team be proficient in all of the
systems before the competitors
arrive.
Not all of the support staff are
drill sergeants, but that doesn’t
mean other Soldiers involved
aren’t getting good training as well.
It takes bus drivers to move
Soldiers, administration personnel

to complete behind-the-scenes
accountability and tracking, and
leaders from all different military
occupational specialties to run an
event of this size.
“The BWC is a collective training
task for the support staff engaged
in executing mission command,”
Klikas said.“Additionally, the
individual tasks, which support
the collective task, will not only
contribute to mission success
but will also serve as a combat
multiplier for those Soldiers
returning to their home station.”
He added the training they
receive during the BWC will
give them more confidence at
the unit level which translates to
executing a variety of skill-level
tasks.This confidence leads to a
better training venue and thereby
individual and unit readiness.
“Stop to think about what
happens each morning when
we get up and we start a unit
movement,” he said.“Being
in charge of a formation,
moving Soldiers, maintaining
accountability.These are all
trainable, testable tasks. Here,
we are taking a lot of individual
tasks and combining them into
a collective training event called
the Best Warrior Competition,
developed to select the most
qualified noncommissioned officer
and enlisted Soldier in the United
States Army Reserve.”
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‘Not in My Squad, Not in Our Army’
The Army Reserve Best Warrior
Competition held a mystery event
that was never done before.The
undisclosed event represented the
significant focus attributed to the
Army’s Sexual Harassment/ Assault
Response Prevention (SHARP)
Program. It was held on the final
day of the competition and was
worth 25 points, all or nothing.This
year, Sgt. Maj. of the Army, Daniel.
A. Dailey adopted the motto,“Not
in My Squad, Not in our Amy.”This
motto is associated with taking
responsibility for all happenings
within a squad—both good and
bad—not just prevention of sexual

harassment and assault.A phrase
to simple to remember; who knew
“Not in My Squad” be a question
at the competition? Furthermore,
who would figure knowing the
motto,“Not in My Squad” would play
in a key role in winning the Best
Warrior Competition? Apparently,
the majority didn’t know the motto.
Only five Soldiers out of 39 got the
question right, less than thirteen
percent. However, the good news
is two out of five who responded
correctly belong to the 108th
Training Command, including the
winner and NCO of the Year, SFC
Moeller. SFC Moeller credits his

achievement to the 108th Training
Command’s emphasis on the SHARP
Program.Their knowledge of “Not
in My Squad” is proof the word is
getting out and SHARP is at the
forefront.
Mrs. Paula James, 108th SARC /
Program Manager and Mr. Nick
Philoctete,Victim Advocate
consistently keep the Command up
to date with the necessary training
and changes in policy and laws. It is
the Army’s mission to eradicate and
eliminate sexual assault. However,
“We do not tolerate, condone, or
ignore sexual harassment. It is
fundamentally at odds with the
obligation of DoD military and
civilian personnel to treat each
other with dignity and respect.
Sexual harassment jeopardizes

combat readiness and mission
accomplishment, weakens trust
within the ranks, and erodes unit
cohesion.” Lastly, a new revision
of Command Policy AR 600-20 is
expected to publish in the near
future.This will address informal
sexual harassment complaints and
the authorized use of DA Form 7746
to file and track complaints of sexual
harassment.
While “Not in My Squad” was
initially created as an alternate
way to address SHARP issues and
concerns, the phrase has impacted
and branched out into other Soldier
dimensions. Dailey quickly realized
if all Soldiers lived the Army ethic,
sexual assault and harassment, among
other things, would not exist in the
ranks.“We are Trusted Professionals!”
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108th Training Command Soldiers Compete
for Best Warrior and Brown Round Crowns
By Sgt. Brandon Rizzo
210th Mobile Public Affairs Detachment

FORT JACKSON, S.C. — Drill
sergeants, non-commissioned
officers (NCOs), and junior
enlisted Soldiers from battalions
all across the U.S. Army Reserve’s
108th Training Command (IET)
rallied to compete for the titles
of Drill Sergeant of the Year,
Soldier of the Year, and NCO of
the Year at the 2016 Best Warrior
competition held at Fort Jackson,
South Carolina, March 20-25th.
This combined event is held
each year to determine the highestcaliber drill sergeants and warriors
within each of the command’s
three divisions, the 95th and
98th Training Division (IET), and
104th Training Division (LT).
The top two contestants for Drill
Sergeant of the Year and the top
two for Best Warrior will then be
selected to compete later this year
in the TRADOC Drill Sgt. of the
Year and Best Warrior competitions
at Fort Jackson and Fort Bragg,
respectively.Those two events
will then determine the overall
winner from each competition.
“There are only 35 of us
here,” said Sgt. 1st Class Ethan B.
Feldner, 3d Bn., 339th Inf., Reg.,
95th Training Division (IET).
“We’re supposedly the best of
the best. So, it’s quite an honor
to try to compete against the
best of the rest of the 108th.”

A brass shell casing ejects from his weapon as Sgt. 1st Class Blake Skola, 1st Bn., 354th Inf. Reg., 95th Training Division (IET), fires rounds
to adjust the zero of his weapon during the 108th Training Command’s 2016 Drill Sgt. of the Year competition at Fort Jackson, S.C., March
23. Skola finished the overall contest as the 95th Training Div. (IET) winner. U.S. Army photo by Sgt. Brandon Rizzo/released

Competitors test their mettle
against each other and themselves
in up to 18 critical events –
including three mystery events –
ranging from physical fitness and
drill sergeant modules to Army
Warrior Tasks (AWT) and night land
navigation, to name just a few.
They must function at high
capacity on very little sleep,
operating for up to 18 hours per

day. Written exams are thrown
into the mix to test not only
their knowledge, but also their
mental aptitude while under
extreme physical stress.
Contestants were gathered at the
PT field by 4:30 Monday morning
to kick off the first event, the Army
Physical Fitness Test (APFT), in
30-something degree weather.
With fresh steam still rising

12/31/16

12/31/16

from their heads following the
APFT two-mile run, the Soldiers
were given instructions regarding
their first mystery event – get
back on the track immediately
for a timed three-mile run.
“The concept behind the
mystery event is ‘how can the
Soldier adapt,’” said Command Sgt.
Maj. Robert T. Priest, 98th Training
Division (IET) Command Sgt. Maj.
“Adaptive leaders means you’re
able to continue with the mission
without any degrade in mission
capability.This tests that ability for
Soldiers to adapt to a changing
environment and then execute the
mission to the best of their ability.”
“That’s the reality on the
battlefield,” he added.“You’re
going to deal with the unknown
when you’re out there engaging
the nation’s enemies.”
Sgt. 1st Class Blake Skola, 1st
Bn., 354th Inf. Reg., 95th Training
Division (IET), reiterated the
parallels between the competition’s
mystery events and combat.
“Most of the time there’s
nothing going on and all of a
sudden something happens and
you have to react instantly to
whatever it is,” he said.“It’s the
same concept, no preparation
– you just have to react.”
Eighty-five percent of the
competitors finished the run total
of five miles in less than 40 minutes,
which is within Army Ranger
standard, according to Priest.
Skola was at the front of the pack.
“I run a lot,” he said.“Two
miles is not very far. So I had no
problem running three more.
Four or five miles is an easy run.”
It’s all in a day’s work, according
to Skola. He said his civilian job
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Sgt. 1st Class Joshua Moeller, 95th Training Division (Initial Entry Training), maneuvers
through an obstacle course at Fort Jackson, S.C., on March 23, as part of the Best Warrior
competition for the 108th Training Command (IET). This year’s Best Warrior competition
will determine the top noncommissioned officer and junior enlisted Soldier who will represent the 108th Training Command (IET) in the Army Reserve Best Warrior competition later
this year at Fort Bragg, N.C. U.S. Army photo by Maj. Michelle Lunato/released

as a firefighter played a big role
in his physical preparedness
for the competition.
“As firefighters, we get a lot
of time to train while we’re at
work,” he said.“It definitely lends
itself to helping PT scores.”
Another mystery event
the Soldiers faced during
the competition was the
tomahawk (or hatchet) throw.
Hatchet throwing was an
activity used by the warriors of
the Iroquois nation to “sharpen
the eye, harden the muscle,
and preserve the skill of the
warrior and hunter,” according
to The Iroquois in the American
Revolution, by Barbara Graymont.
“The 98th Training Division
is hosting the competition, and

our patch for the 98th is the
Iroquois head,” said Sgt. Maj. Robert
Cameron, 98th Training Division
(IET) operations sgt. maj. and the
head coordinator for the event.
“Command Sgt. Maj. Priest decided
to add the tomahawk throw to
the competition to acknowledge
our history and to build esprit
de corps among our Soldiers.”
The plan worked, because
the general consensus from the
Soldiers was that they loved
that event in particular.
“It was obviously a moralebuilding event designed to
break up the stress of all the
other events, and we all really
enjoyed it,” said Sgt. Ryan C.
Moldovan, 1st Bn., 390th Inf. Reg.,
98th Training Division (IET).“I

Soldiers competing in the 108th Training Command’s 2016 combined Best Warrior and
Drill Sergeant of the Year competition wrapped up the first night of competition with a
night land navigation course at Fort Jackson, S.C., March 21. Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Brian
Hamilton, 108th Training Command (IET), Public Affairs

hope it becomes a tradition.”
Regardless of the area in
which each Soldier excelled, the
key to winning is consistency,
according to Skola.
“You can’t be just good at
PT or just good at modules,”
said Skola.“You have to be
consistent at everything.You
might not win every event, but
if you come in second or third,
you’re probably going to win
just because you’re consistent.”
The overall winners for the
108th Training Command (IET)
Best Warrior competition were Sgt.
1st Class Joshua Moeller and Spc.
Kayla Bundy, both from the 95th

Training Division (IET).Those two
now advance to the Army Reserve
level competition to be held in
May at Fort Bragg, North Carolina.
Army Reserve Drill Sgts., Sgt.
Ryan C. Moldovan, 98th Training
Division and Sgt. 1st Class Blake
Skola, 95th Training Division,
will meet this September at
Fort Jackson in a head-to-head
matchup to determine who
will be crowned the Army
Reserve’s Drill Sgt. of the Year.
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UNC Charlotte reflects
on history and future of ROTC
The UNCC ROTC program held a 5k fun run and barbecue at its Charlotte, N.C. campus, April 23, 2016. This year marks the 100th anniversary of the program that generates about 70
percent of the nation’s Military officers. The ROTC program was officially created under the Defense Act of 1916 signed into law by President Woodrow Wilson.

Story and photos by
Sgt. Javier Amador

their individual curriculum dating
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108th Training Command (IET) Public Affairs
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the
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offered military training as part of

This spring as those same
programs celebrate 100 years
of rich history, Cadets from the
University of North Carolina at
Charlotte took to the classroom on
April 23 to do what Lt. Col. Jared
Sloan, UNCC Professor of Military
Science, called “remembering
where we came from.”
Cadets were given a brief
synopsis of the ROTC program as a

whole and were then afforded the
opportunity to ask questions in a
Q&A session.
“The Army’s ROTC program is
the bulk officer producing program
so it’s integral to the way the Army
builds strength and teaches its
officers.That said, it’s important for
us here today to take a step back
and look at where we’ve been and
where we’re going as a program,”
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he said.
Sloan, now in his second year
with the UNCC program, is a West
Point graduate. Having been given
his first introduction to ROTC
through his current assignment, he
says he’s worked hard to dwindle
his footprint opening up more time
with his cadets.
“At West Point we had what they
called ‘contact’ time. You were
exposed to the military 24-7. Here
we didn’t have that and one of the
reasons was we were spread out
too far,” he said.“With dwindling
budgets and fewer instructors, it
gave me the perfect opportunity
to pull everyone into teaching
at one location and increase that
‘contact’ time.”
Joshua Dunn, an enlisted Infantry
Soldier from 2001 until 2006,
now a Cadet with UNCC’s ROTC
program, said ROTC has given
him the opportunity to regain
the camaraderie that comes with
being in the Army while he goes to
school.
Dunn, who was given the task
of facilitating the ROTC history
brief, had limited knowledge of the
program before today.
“When I was given this task,
I really had no clue about the
program. After diving into it and
doing the research into the lineage
of the program it was a real eye
opener about how far we’ve come
to where we are now.”
“I learn something new every
day. A lot of things have changed
since I got out of the Army and I
see them continuing to change.
This [ROTC] has helped me to
stay current with those changes,”
Dunn said.
Sloan reinforced that assessment.
“It [ROTC] has evolved over the

Cadets in the University of North Carolina at Charlotte, ROTC program encourage each other along the route during a 5k fun run marking the 100th anniversary of the ROTC program, April 23, 2016. The ROTC program annually generates about 70 percent of the nation’s
Military officers. The ROTC program was officially created under the Defense Act of 1916 signed into law by President Woodrow Wilson.

first 100 years but so has warfare.
Trench warfare in World War I to
armored warfare in World War II
to where we are now. ROTC has
continued to adapt its training
and education with those types of
revolutions in Military affairs,” he
said.
“We focus today a lot on
teaching our young graduates to
be critical thinkers and adaptive.
We realize that I can’t possibly
teach them all the answers to the

Army ROTC Cadet Joshua Dunn speaks about the history of the ROTC program to his classmates before a 5k fun run held at the University of North Carolina-Charlotte campus, April
23, 2016. This year marks the 100th anniversary of the program that generates about 70
percent of the nation’s Military officers. The ROTC program was officially created under the
Defense Act of 1916 signed into law by President Woodrow Wilson.

questions. I don’t even know what
the questions will be. What I can
do is teach them to ask the right
questions to let them make those
critical decisions for themselves
and that’s important.”

Immediately following the brief,
Cadets and cadre lined up on
the greenway behind the school
for a 5k fun run and barbeque
afterwards.
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Third Battalion, 518 Infantry Regiment Hosts Future Soldiers
By Sgt. 1st Class Mathew Highsmith
3rd Bn., 518 Inf. Reg.,
98th Training Division (IET)
Unit Public Affairs Representative

HICKORY, N.C. — The 3rd Bn.,
518th Inf. Reg., 98th Training Division
(IET), provided three drill sergeants
to train Future Soldiers who have
committed to the United States Army
through the Delayed Entry Program.
The goal of the training was
to give Future Soldiers a taste of
basic combat training. Recruiters
and Future Soldiers from Asheville,
Shelby, Morganton, and Hickory,
North Carolina, participated
in the event. In all, 35 Future
Soldiers completed the training.
The morning started off with
the Army Physical Fitness Test.,
graded by drill sergeants, who
also helped motivate the Future
Soldiers.The APFT was followed
by land navigation, where the
Future Soldiers learned how
to use a compass to obtain an
azimuth, establish a pace count and
navigate using terrain features.
Land navigation was followed
by weapons training where
they learned the disassembly
and assembly of the M16A2
semiautomatic weapon , how to
correct a malfunctioning weapon
and basic rifle marksmanship
in which the Future Soldiers
conducted dime and washer drills;
a technique used by firearms
instructors to instill the basics of
breathing and trigger control.
The final class was on Drill and
Ceremony where the Future Soldiers
learned basic movements such as
right and left face, and what steps to
perform when falling into formation.
The day concluded with an
award ceremony conducted by
the Future Soldiers recruiters.
Awards were given to the highest
physical readiness training score
and most improved Future Soldier.
The drill sergeants were
recognized for their outstanding
performance with coins from
Recruiting Command. Over all, the
general consensus was positive.
The Future Soldiers got a firsthand introduction to life in the
Army and enjoyed the interaction
with the drill sergeants.

Drill Sgt. Staff Sgt. David Turner, 3rd Bn., 518th Inf. Reg., 98th Training Division (IET), conducted Weapon Disassembly/Assembly of the
M16A2 with Future Soldiers who have committed to the U.S. Army through the Delayed Entry Program. Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Mathew
Highsmith, 3rd Bn., 518 Inf. Reg., 98th Training Division (IET), Unit Public Affairs Representative

Drill Sgt. Timothy Bingham, 3rd Bn., 518th Inf. Reg., 98th Training Division (IET), conducted land navigation “how to” procedures with the
Future Soldiers from Asheville, Shelby, Morganton, and Hickory, N.C. In all, 35 Future Soldiers completed the training. Photo by Sgt. 1st
Class Mathew Highsmith, 3rd Bn., 518 Inf. Reg., 98th Training Division (IET), Unit Public Affairs Representative
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Clemson ROTC Cadets Test their Mettle
with Water Survival Training
By Staff Sgt. Ken Scar
45th Military History Detachment
Public Affairs

CLEMSON, S.C. — U.S. Army Reserve
Officers’Training Corps cadets were tested
on their stamina and personal courage with
the Combat Water Survival Test at Clemson
University Thursday.
The test evaluates each cadet’s stamina
in water and their ability to complete three
stations while loaded down in full uniform and
equipment. Passing the events helps ensure
they have the fundamental water survival
skills necessary to lead Soldiers in a hostile
environment where there’s water, but as Army
cadets, who will likely see little if any water
environments in their careers, the test is mainly
an exercise to challenge their mental fortitude.
“In the Army, we aren’t in combat in the
water very often,” said Maj. Amanda Kane,
Clemson’s assistant professor of military
science.“We do this event not only to build
esprit de corps but to learn to trust our
equipment, and to learn to be more comfortable
in the water.This is mostly a confidence-builder.”
Completing each of the tasks is a matter
of handling anxiety without panicking, and
passing the test is a mandatory commissioning
requirement - one that’s a lot more fun than
many of the other requirements according to
Katheryn Bean, a sophomore from Newport
News, Virginia, studying biological sciences.
“This is my favorite lab,” said Bean.“It’s a
different side of the Army. At first, it’s kind of
scary but at the same time it’s exhilarating,
because you have no idea what’s going to
happen next. I just think about jumping out of a
plane.”
During the test, cadets first must swim laps
for 10 minutes without touching the pool sides
or bottom. After a five-minute break, they must
tread water for five minutes without touching
the pool sides or bottom.
Next come the three events with full gear on.
In the “equipment ditch,” cadets must wear
a tactical vest and hold an M16 rifle while

U.S. Army Master Sgt. Joe Medrano (left), a senior military instructor for Clemson University’s Reserve Officers’ Training Corps program from Presidio, Texas, instructs a cadet before the 5-meter drop event of the Combat Water Survival Test, Jan. 28, 2016. Photo by Staff Sgt. Ken Scar, 45th Military
History Detachment, Public Affairs

stepping backward into the water.The cadet
must submerge completely and remove the vest
and weapon before resurfacing.
Then the cadets must swim 15 meters
carrying the M16s without touching the pool
sides or bottom.
Last is the 5-meter drop, widely considered
the most nerve-wracking event. Cadets are
blindfolded and guided off a 5-meter diving
board carrying M16s.To pass, they must hold
onto the weapons upon hitting the water, take
off the blindfolds and return to the side of the
pool with the weapons still in hand.
The hardest event might not be the
one most people think, said cadet Preksha
Jayamarughyraman, 20, a sophomore from
Alexandria, Virginia,
studying biological
science.

A U.S. Army Reserve Officers’ Training Corps cadet plunges into the Clemson University
pool while performing the “5-meter drop” event of the Combat Water Survival Test, Jan. 28,
2016. To pass the event Soldiers (and future Soldiers) must step off a 5-meter diving board
blindfolded and carrying an M16, and make it back to the side of the pool with weapon in
hand. Photo by Staff Sgt. Ken Scar, 45th Military History Detachment, Public Affairs

“That equipment ditch has never been the
easiest thing – I would rather do the 5-meter
drop multiple times. It’s a two-second drop and
before you know it you’re coming up for air,”
she said.“The [equipment ditch] always takes
me a second - I’ve got a 10-pound rifle that I
have to stick in the air or at least not let the
tip go in. It takes a moment to adjust, and then
you’re weighed down by your uniform and all
your [load-bearing vest] stuff.You start getting
really tired at the halfway point, but when you
have a lot of people around you encouraging
you - you can see the end and that’s always
helpful.”
The Clemson ROTC program was
established as an integral part of the academic
curriculum in 1893. It offers a general military
subject curriculum, producing officers for a
wide variety of assignments.

U.S. Army Reserve Officers’ Training Corps cadet Preksha Jayamarughyraman, 20, a Clemson University sophomore from Alexandria, Va., studying biological science, hands off her
M16 to complete the “15-meter swim” event of the Combat Water Survival Test Jan. 28,
2016. To pass the event, cadets have to swim 15 meters in uniform carrying an M16 without touching the bottom or sides of the pool. Photo by Staff Sgt. Ken Scar, 45th Military
History Detachment, Public Affairs
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Cadets from Around the Globe Square Off
at 2016 Sandhurst Competition

During the second day of competition at the 2016 Sandhurst competition, April 9, 2016, Cadets from the United States Military Academy at West Point, N.Y., carry simulated casualties
and their gear 560 meters at the Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) station. In all 60 teams of cadets from 13 different countries participated in this year’s Sandhurst
competition. Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Brian Hamilton, 108th Training Command (IET), Public Affairs

By Sgt. 1st Class Brian Hamilton
108th Training Command (IET) Public Affairs

Cadets from the University of Delaware’s Reserve Officer Training Corps move a howitzer,
water cans and ammo boxes at the eleventh and final station, the gun run, on the final day
of competition at the 2016 Sandhurst competition held at West Point, N.Y., April 9, 2016. In
all, 60 teams of cadets from military academies in 13 countries traveled 35 miles through
the Hudson Valley over 36 hours during the annual event that began in 1967. Photo by Sgt.
1st Class Brian Hamilton, 108th Training Command (IET), Public Affairs

WEST POINT, N.Y. — Rain
subsided, the temperature
plummeted and jubilation turned to
determination as teams of Military
Cadets made their way to historic
Washington Hall for the start of the
2016 Sandhurst competition held on
the United States Military Academy
campus at West Point, New York,
April 8-9.
What started in 1967 as a friendly
challenge between the Army’s Corps
of Cadets and those from the Royal
Military Academy Sandhurst located
in Camberley, United Kingdom
for a British Officer’s sword,
has blossomed into a 60 team,
multinational match of whit, skill
and endurance that stretched nearly
35 miles over 36 hours.
“It’s been a bit taxing so far,” joked
Officer Cadet Perry Jolly of the
United Kingdom, on a training day
prior to the competition.“I think
we’ll win.”
Jolly, a British Cadet from one of
13 international teams, joined his
counterparts from as near as Canada

and as far as China in this year’s
quest for International bragging
rights.Almost all of those making
their first visits to the United States.
“I am excited to compete, but
I’m also looking forward to getting
it done.This is my first time ever
off the European continent and
I’m staying for a couple of weeks
afterwards just to enjoy myself,” he
said.
This year’s competition boasts
13 different stations through the
rugged terrain of the Hudson River
Valley surrounding West Point.Those
stations included functional fitness,
small arms qualification, react to
contact and more. For most this was
their first taste of infantry tactics but
for some it was an opportunity to
build upon the trials and tribulations
of years past.
“There are a couple of us on the
team that had the…so called…
luxury of competing in last year’s
contest and it was a lot more squad
patrol based than what I expected,”
said Cadet Zachary Delph of
Michigan State University.
MSU is one of eight teams from
Cadet Command’s Reserve Officer
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Training Corps who are competing
in Sandhurst and on a year where the
ROTC program turns 100, there was
a lot of anticipation over what this
year’s contest might bring.
Delph, who experienced a
grueling casualty carry up the muddy
ski slopes of West Point last year,
battle buddy and gear in tow, had
only good things to say about the
challenge.
“That was sadistic,” he said.“It
about killed me!”
“Emotionally, last year was pretty
tough but this is definitely a team
building exercise and it helped us
come together for this go round.
You’re physically and mentally tired
and you get frustrated with your
buddies but you learn to think like a
leader.You shake it off and you move
on,” he said.
This year marked a milestone for
the trainers of the Army Reserve’s
104th Training Division (LT). For the
first time in their storied history, they
were not only tapped to facilitate the
train-up prior to the competition but
the actual competition itself.
“Usually we come out here, do
the train up before the competition,
and leave,” said Sgt. 1st Class Scott
Wilburn, 3rd Bn., 304th Inf. Reg.
(USMA), 104th Training Division (LT).
“This year we are actually staying to
help out with the actual competition.
We finally get to see the end result of
all our work.”
“I think that will help us going
forward as trainers,” he added.“We
can see our deficiencies and then
work on what we need to do to
better ourselves.”
For others with the 104th this year
marks a first in other ways.
“I’ve been out here for the Cadet
Summer Training mission but this
is my first time at Sandhurst,” Sgt.
1st Class David Palczewski, 3rd
Bn., 304th Inf. Reg. (USMA), 104th
Training Division (LT), who is
running the hand grenade train up.
“It’s been fun working with some
of the international teams who
are not familiar with our weapon
systems like the hand grenades
and M4 (carbine). It makes it more

Sandhurst-Cadets from the United States Military Academy at West Point, N.Y., paddle a zodiac inflatable boat to the turn-a-round point of
the water crossing event during the 2016 Sandhurst competition, April 9, 2016. Competitors were required to paddle across a lake outside
of Camp Buckner, grab a single piece of engineer tape, and then paddle back to the finish line. The competition originated in 1967 as a
friendly match of skill and endurance between West Points Corps of Cadets and their counterparts at the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst
in the United Kingdom. Overall the competition has expanded in both size and difficulty. What started as a 2-team competition in 1967 has
expanded to 60 teams from 13 different countries. Each team of cadets is expected to log close to 35 miles over a 36 hour time frame with
various squad level tasks thrown in along their route. Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Brian Hamilton, 108th Training Command (IET), Public Affairs

enjoyable you see people take an
interest in what you are trying to
teach them.”
Finishing where they started, at
Washington Hall, one-by-one, teams
of cadets completed the last of the
13 tasks, ran to the finish line and
collapsed, grimacing in painful smiles
with what they had accomplished.
The overall winner of this year’s
competition was the Royal Military
College of Canada.Team H-3 placed
the best of the USMA teams and the
University of Texas A&M finished first
in the ROTC division.
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Hand grenade Assault Course Challenges
Soldiers in Basic Combat Training

A Soldier in Basic Combat Training with Co. C, 1st Bn., 61st Inf. Reg., uses a three to five-second rush to bound to the next over watch position on the hand grenade assault course at Fort
Jackson, S.C., Feb. 1, 2016. Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Brian Hamilton, 108th Training Command (IET), Public Affairs

By Sgt. 1st Class Brian Hamilton
108th Training Command (IET) Public Affairs

A Soldier in Basic Combat Training with Co. C, 1st Bn., 61st Inf. Reg., tosses a practice grenade into a bunker on the hand grenade assault
course at Fort Jackson, S.C., Feb. 1, 2016. Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Brian Hamilton, 108th Training Command (IET), Public Affairs

FORT JACKSON, S.C. — In
preparation for their culminating
event, Victory Forge, Soldiers
in their seventh week of Basic
Combat Training with Co. C, 1st Bn.,
61st Inf. Reg., at Fort Jackson, South
Carolina, took to the hand grenade
assault course to refine their
individual skills as well as boost
their confidence going into next
week’s exercise.
On the course, Soldiers were
given a series of stations to
maneuver through as buddy teams
where they combine individual
movement techniques with cover
and concealment and engage
targets in bunkers and trenches
with hand grenades from the
standing, kneeling and prone
positions.
“I think the hand grenade assault
course serves its purpose by
proving to that Soldier in training
they can do more than they
thought possible,” said Army Drill
Sergeant, Staff Sgt. Jonathon Martin,
Co. C, 1st Bn., 61st Inf. Reg.
For most, this is the first, and
possibly the last time they will
experience a course like this: a
course designed to test a Soldiers
physical and mental limits but also
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develop a sense of cohesion while
working within the team concept.
Martin sees the course as more
than just another Army Warrior
task to check off a list. He sees
it as a powerful tool to prove to
Soldiers that they are capable of
accomplishing things they never
thought possible.
“When a challenge like this is
presented; go put this grenade in
the front of that bunker, it provides
a great opportunity for personal
growth and development by taking
them out of their comfort zone and
gives them a specific standard to
meet,” Martin said.
“If you can push yourself to
accomplish tasks outside your
normal expectations then suddenly
other difficult tasks become more
achievable.”
Martin, an Infantry Soldier, who
has been a drill sergeant for close
to eight months, says although the
hours are long and he misses his
old assignment as Airborne Infantry
squad leader, he enjoys the training
environment as well.
“It’s a powerful experience to see
citizens transform from civilians to
Soldiers in a matter of weeks,” he
said.
“There are always the great
success stories as well as harsh
defeats in every class. Not everyone
has what it takes to become a
Soldier. But by the end of each
training cycle, I feel proud to know
that I am contributing to the Army
in a very profound way.”

A Soldier in Basic Combat Training with Co. C, 1st Bn., 61st Inf. Reg., tosses a practice grenade from the standing position on the hand
grenade assault course at Fort Jackson, S.C., Feb. 1, 2016. Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Brian Hamilton, 108th Training Command (IET), Public Affair
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Moldovan a Favorite for 98th Training Division
Drill Sergeant of the Year
By Sgt. Brandon Rizzo
210th Mobile Public Affairs Detachment

If your actions inspire others
to dream more, learn more, do
more and become more, you are
a leader. - John Quincy Adams
FORT JACKSON, S.C. — If
you were a contestant or coach
during the Drill Sergeant of the
Year and Best Warrior competitions
at Fort Jackson, South Carolina,
this year, you would have heard
of Sgt. Ryan C. Moldovan by day
two of the backbreaking, five-day
event.That’s because he captured
everyone’s attention by finishing
a grueling 12-mile ruck march, in
full combat load, nearly 30 minutes
before the second-place finisher.
That’s truly saying something,
considering that Moldovan, Co.
E, 1st Bn., 390th Inf. Reg., 98th
Training Division (IET) is one of 35
competitors who are considered the
cream of the crop when it comes
to Army Reserve Drill Sergeants and
non-commissioned officers (NCOs)
from the various battalions within
the 108th Training Division (IET)
“I like to challenge myself as a
drill sergeant, as a leader, and as
an NCO,” said Moldovan.“Here,
I’m surrounded by some of the
best NCOs we have in the whole
entire Army.They’re the ones that
keep me sharp because I know
that I have to maintain their level
of standard as well as my own.”
It’s safe to say he exceeded that
standard. In an event where most
competitors cross the finish line
grimacing, drenched in sweat,
limping, and even bleeding,
Moldovan came cruising in,
leaning forward and jogging at
a steady pace, with little more
expression of discomfort than
his scantily labored breathing.
Moldovan normally rests his

Sgt. Ryan C. Moldovan, 1st Bn., 390th Inf. Reg., 98th Training Div., (IET) returns from a 12mile ruck march during the 2016 Drill Sgt. of the Year competition at Fort Jackson, S.C.,
March 22. Moldovan completed ahead of the other competitors by nearly 30 minutes. He
went on to finish the contest as the winner for the 98th Training Division (IET) and will
move on to compete in the TRADOC Drill Sgt. of the Year competition at Fort Jackson this
September. U.S. Army photo by Sgt. Brandon Rizzo/released

head in Canton, Ohio; though
he rarely actually rests.
In fact, he attributes much of
his success during the physically
demanding portions of the
competition to working long
hours in his civilian occupation

as a UPS delivery driver.
“Long-distance is kind of my
forte,” said Moldovan.“It’s my
job to do that all day, fifty to
fifty-five hours a week, running
around carrying stuff.”
After seeing his lanky, athletic,
6’4” frame barreling down the
road with rifle in hand, donning
body armor and a large field
pack, it’s fairly easy to imagine
him being effective at anything
from running around delivering
parcels to killing bad guys.
However, it’s not just his physical
performance in the competition
that makes him stand out. Just
speaking with him, it’s easy to see
why he was chosen to represent
his battalion. He is quick on the
draw, and he needs not pause to
give a precise answer for anything.
“When I asked the companies
whom to select, his name was the
first one they mentioned,” said
Command Sgt. Maj. John DeMarco,
Command Sergeant Major, 1st
Bn., 390th Inf. Reg., 98th Training
Division (IET) “The guy’s a stud.
He’s ahead of everybody else in
his company and the battalion,

so obviously it was the natural
choice for us to send him.”
Although soft-spoken,
Moldovan’s words are clear, and
one can detect both confidence
and sincerity in his voice. Below
his combat uniform cap visor, his
brown eyes are set deep beneath
his brow, and they appear to
lock laser-like on a target when
he is directing his attention
to someone or something.
“He seems like he’s always
thinking,” said his coach and
2015 Drill Sergeant of the Year
for the 98th Training Division,
Staff Sgt. Russell T. Vidler, 2d Bn.,
389th Inf. Reg.“And he’s a Family
man, that’s always good to see.”
They say behind every good man
is a good woman, and Moldovan
said his wife, Abbie, is no exception.
“She’s been my best friend and
number one fan since high school.
She’s as proud as I am that I’m
here, competing with the best
of the best. I want to win just as
much for her and my daughter, if
not more than for myself,” he said.
Moldovan and his wife have a
two-year old daughter, Mary Jane.
“You can tell just by talking
to him that he’s got heart,” said
Vidler.“He cares about everything
that he does, whether it’s this
competition, being a dad or
husband, or being a Soldier in
general – he cares and he’s proud.
And he doesn’t make excuses.”
Perhaps it was that heart and
pride that compelled him to the
join the Army in March 2004, while
our country was at war. Being
sent overseas to fight was more
of a probability than a possibility.
“I have many memorable
Army experiences. Probably my
most memorable experience is
deploying to Iraq in 2009,” said
Moldovan.“I deployed as an MP
in a combat support role.That
was the real reason why I joined
the Army. If the country needs
us to go over there and sort
something out, that’s what we’re
going to do. I felt good about
doing that, leading my team.”
“That’s really what makes a
Soldier. It’s that experience,” he
said.“Leading men and women in
combat, that experience kind of
speaks for itself.You can’t get that
anywhere else.You can’t get that
in a civilian job; you can’t get that
in a day-to-day nine to five job.”
While Moldovan hopes
that experience, combined
with preparation, will help
lead him to victory this week
at the Drill Sergeant of the
Year competition, his mentor,
Vidler is confident it will.
“Put your money on
Moldovan,” he said.
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Panther Drill Competition
By Capt. Eric S. Henson
1st/321st, 2nd Brigade, Public Affairs Officer

MYRTLE BEACH, S.C. — The
sun was out and enthusiasm was
high as Carolina Forest High School
hosted its annual Panther JROTC
Drill Competition on Saturday,
March 12, 2016. Schools from
South and North Carolina were in
attendance to compete in multiple
categories of Military Drill &
Ceremonies.
Also in attendance were Soldiers
from Alpha Co., 1st/321st Battalion,
98th Training Division (IET),
stationed out of Charleston, South
Carolina.These Army Reserve
Soldiers, who are U.S. Army Drill
Sergeants, were on hand to judge
the competition and provide
support to Carolina Forest High
School for the event.
The day began with a briefing
by Senior Naval Instructor Capt.
Kevin Boyle, who leads the Naval
JROTC program at Carolina Forest
High School. Boyle briefed the drill
sergeants on station assignments
for the competition as well as the
judging criteria.
Schools attending the event
included South Florence High
School, North Myrtle Beach High
School, Myrtle Beach High School,
Dreher High School, Conway High
School, Georgetown High School
and West Lincoln High School.
Five stations were manned by
Alpha Company Drill Sergeants to
judge multiple events conducted by
the JROTC Cadets of each school
in attendance. Events included
Freshman Color Guard, Exhibition
Squad (Armed), Exhibition Squad
(Unarmed), Color Guard, Unarmed

Squad, Armed Squad, Unarmed
Platoon and Armed Platoon.
Additionally, at the end of
the day’s formal competition a
“knockout” drill was conducted. In
the knockout competition cadets
from each school are arranged in
one mass formation, and are given
commands for movements.
If a cadet makes a mistake on a
movement, he/she is “knocked out”
of the competition until only one
cadet is left who is then declared
the winner.
This year’s winner for the
Unarmed Knockout Competition
was Cadet Nieto-Carranza, aka
“Hollywood” out of Georgetown
High School.The winner for Armed
Knockout was Cadet Tyrese Gibson
out of South Florence High School.
After all the events were
completed, and the drill sergeants
of Alpha Co., 1st/321st submitted
their scoring totals, an awards
ceremony was held to recognize
the winners in each category.
The most coveted award is the
Best Overall, which recognizes the
school with the highest totals for
the entire competition.This year’s
winning school was Myrtle Beach
High School, who was led at the
competition by Sgt. Maj. Delgarn.
It was an exciting day of events
participated in by many future
armed services members. It is
encouraging to see the level of
dedication and commitment that
our young men and women are
willing to give, in order to excel in
the JROTC program.
From a soon to be retired Army
Officer,“I sincerely salute these
young men and women for their
efforts.”

Cadets compete in the Unarmed Knockout competition under the ever watchful eye of Drill
Sgt. Douglas Homrich from A Co., 1st/321st Battalion, 98th Training Division (IET). Photo by
Capt. Eric S. Henson, 1st/321st, 2nd Brigade, 98th Training Division (IET), Public Affairs Officer

Cadets compete in the Color Guard competition with the Presentation of Colors to Drill Sgt.
Lawrence Bodnar, A Co., 1st/321st Battalion, 98th Training Division (IET). Photo by Capt. Eric
S. Henson, 1st/321st, 2nd Brigade, 98th Training Division (IET), Public Affairs Officer

A Cadet competes in the Unarmed Knockout competition. Photo by Capt. Eric S. Henson,
1st/321st, 2nd Brigade, 98th Training Division (IET), Public Affairs Officer

Capt. Kevin Boyle, Senior Naval Instructor with Carolina Forest High School, addresses Soldiers of A Co., 1st/321st Battalion, 98th Training Division (IET), prior to the start of the competition. Photo by Capt. Eric S. Henson, 1st/321st, 2nd Brigade, 98th Training Division (IET),
Public Affairs Officer
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Applying History to the Future

Ruth Branham, a volunteer with the River Alliance Organization, sets the scene of this particular location at Congaree Creek Heritage Preserve in Cayce, S.C., to Army Reserve Soldiers
from the 108th Training Command (IET), on March 24. The educational tour was part of the 108th’s combined Best Warrior and Drill Sergeant of the Year competitions at Fort Jackson,
S.C., March 20-25. Photo by Maj. Michelle Lunato, 98th Training Division (IET), Public Affairs

By Maj. Michelle Lunato
98th Training Division (IET) Public Affairs

FORT JACKSON, S.C. —
Citizen-Soldiers have been around
in some form or another for
generations. Since the onset of the
Civil War, everyday citizens have
put on a uniform to defend their
homeland and though their names,
uniforms and missions have
changed over the years, one thing
has remained the same – their
passion for their country.
In today’s evolving environment,
Army Reserve Soldiers must take
that fervor and combine it with
complex and diverse training.
Traditional skills of shooting,
moving and communicating are
still important, but today’s CitizenSoldiers must also know their
history, and how it applies to
their futures, said Maj. Gen. Mark
McQueen, commander of the
108th Training Command (Initial
Entry Training), as a group of
Soldiers gathered at the Congaree
Creek Heritage Preserve in Cayce,
South Carolina, on March 24.
“History really helps us
understand that dimension of
leadership,” he said.
Testing and building on
Maj. Gen. Mark T. McQueen, commander of the 108th Training Command (IET), thanks the volunteers who provided an educational tour of
leadership was exactly why the
Congaree Creek Heritage Preserve in Cayce, S.C., to his Soldiers on March 24. The tour was part of the command’s combined Best Warrior
Soldiers stood at the historical site. and Drill Sergeant of the Year competitions. Photo by Maj. Michelle Lunato, 98th Training Division (IET), Public Affairs
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Joe Long, curator of education at the South Carolina Relic Room and Military Museum, speaks with Army Reserve Soldiers March 24, about
the details of the historical Battle of Congaree Creek. The historical tour was part of the 108th Training Command (IET) combined Best
Warrior and Drill Sergeant of the Year competitions at Fort Jackson, S.C., March 20-25. Photo by Maj. Michelle Lunato, 98th Training Division
(IET), Public Affairs

For four days preceding their tour
to Conagree Creek, Soldiers of the
108th had been competing in a
combined Best Warrior and Drill
Sergeant of the Year competition
at Fort Jackson: a competition
that included everything from
weapons qualification to essay
writing to a 12-mile ruck march.
Their final task was the historical
tour and a lesson on how battles
of the past apply to today’s Army.
Adding applied history as an
element to the competitions
helps our future leaders learn
from the past, said Allen Skinner,
Command Historian, 81st
Regional Support Command.
“These are already the best and
the brightest who will turn into
our future sergeant majors and
command sergeant majors. It’s
our job to develop them.”
As the Soldiers walked through
the site, volunteers from the
River Alliance Organization, most
whom were Veterans themselves,
explained the historic battle’s
tactical details. They pointed out
topographical challenges, passed
around civil-war ammunition
shells discovered in the area, and
held up displays of weapons from
that time period.
The combination of visuals
and discussion helped paint a
picture of how we have advanced
as a society; leading to a better
understanding and appreciation
of technology, said Spc. Antony
Palmer, the Soldier-level winner of
the Best Warrior Competition for
the 98th Training Division (IET).
“Learning how things were done
in the past, makes me appreciate
our progress and technology
now.”
Building each generation is
exactly why history, and tours like
this are so important, according to

Skinner.“We are here to develop
you as leaders,” he told the troops
as they discussed the battle scene
and historical documents.
The vast differences between
the Civil War Soldier’s tools
and disciplines to today’s Army
Reserve Soldier’s, was explained
even further when the Soldiers
met with Joe Long, curator of
education, at the South Carolina
Relic Room and Military Museum.
Through Long’s researched
stories, he showed the Soldiers

why leadership matters even
more today with all our advanced
gadgetry.“Leadership principles
don’t change. If we are not careful,
all the new technology will
just allow us to make the same
mistakes faster.”
Getting the tour from fellow
Veterans made it more interesting,
said Sgt. 1st Class Ethan Feldner,
Best Warrior competitor from the
95th Training Division (IET).“I
really liked all the graphic aids and
how they applied to our jobs as

Soldiers today.”
Breaking down the facts of the
battle to Soldiers was an enjoyable
assignment, said Douglas
Patterson, senior volunteer and
Army Veteran who served time in
both the active and Reserve Army.
“The military side of me likes to
see Soldiers. I can relate to them
and they can relate to me,” he said.
Teaching them history was not
just for fun though. Patterson, a
passionate history buff, says that
knowing where we came from is
critical for our future generations
to avoid the same mistakes.“If we
don’t learn from our past, that old
adage, history repeats itself, can be
very true.”
Elise Partin, City of Cayce Mayor,
agreed.
Taking time out of her busy
schedule, Partin was there to greet
the Soldiers at the start of their
tour.“Our Soldiers give so much to
us, there are not enough ways to
give back, so it’s important to do
so every opportunity we can.”
Her appreciation for Soldiers,
particularly drill sergeants, comes
from Family and community.
“My father and father-in law
both did their basic training at
Fort Jackson, so I’m thankful for all
those who helped to make them
the great men they are,” she said.
“History can tell us so much,
even what mistakes we don’t want
to make again. If we understand
our history well, for what it is and
what it isn’t, it can help us to have
an even better future,” she added.
Molding future generations is a
responsibility for all leaders, said
McQueen to the Mayor and other
volunteers.
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‘Papa Bear’ Didn’t Hibernate at 73 Easting
Commentary and Photos by
Sgt. 1st Class Brian Hamilton
(From ARMY Magazine, Vol. 66, No.
5. Copyright 2016 by the Association
of the U.S. Army and reprinted by
permission of ARMY Magazine.)
I could fill a calendar with
dates that are important to
me: the day I got married; the
birth of my sons; the day I quit
smoking, then started again, then
quit again. But twice over, Feb.
26 was a day that made me the
man I am today, all because one
man took the time to make a
difference in a young Soldier’s life.
Feb. 26 was the day I left home
for boot camp at Fort Knox, Ky., in
1990. Exactly one year later, Feb.
26 was the day I rode into battle
in the barren Arabian Peninsula.

No, I haven’t always lived the
good life as an Army Reserve
journalist. Way back when, typical
of most 18-year-old American boys
with a vast collection of G.I. Joes, I
got a wild hair to serve Uncle Sam
by launching headfirst into oh-soglorious battle as a cavalry scout.
I got my wish at the Battle
of 73 Easting. The list of 2nd
Armored Cavalry Regiment
“Dragoons” who claimed 3rd
Platoon, A Troop, 1st Squadron,
2nd Armored Cavalry Regiment
as not just a unit but also an
institution is long. But there was
one man who bore responsibility
for us all: now-retired Sgt. 1st
Class Gerald Shoates. He became
known to us as Papa Bear and
after 25 years, the power of social
media brought us back together.

Draft Pick
Shoates, a native of Sebring, Fla.,
was working his way through his
third year of college at Florida
A&M University when his number
got called for the draft in 1970.
After basic combat training at
Fort Jackson, S.C., and advanced
individual training at Fort Knox,
Ky., Shoates was officially an
Army scout. Two weeks later, he
was stepping onto Vietnamese
soil to serve with the 101st
Airborne Division in Quang Tri.
“I got my Purple Heart at
Quang Tri,” Shoates recalled.
He and his unit were on patrol
when they encountered North
Vietnamese Army troops and
started taking fire. The battle
lasted for several hours; Shoates
was injured by a mortar blast

Retired Sgt. 1st Class Gerald Shoates.

but continued fighting.
“We were taking fire from
everywhere when I got hit
with shrapnel,” he said.“I was
returning fire from an M113
when my section sergeant tried
to pull me down off the gun. I
told him to hold on a doggone
minute and about a half-hour later,
I looked down and saw blood
all over my neck and chest.”
When he returned to the U.S.,
“I wasn’t the best person in the
world. I got into a lot of fights
back then,” he said. It wasn’t
until Shoates served on the 4th
Infantry Division Honor Guard at
Fort Carson, Colo., from 1971 to
1972 “that I straightened up. We
did a lot of military burials, and I
made up my mind that I could do
better than what I’d been doing.”
“I kept looking at these guys’
families and thought, man, I’m
messing up,” Shoates said.“I
convinced myself that the best
way to honor these guys is to
do my job right. In that way, I’ve
tried to honor them ever since.”

First Run-In

Momentos of a Soldier’s life; in this case, that of retired Sgt. 1st Class Gerald Shoates.

I was a 105-pound newbie
fresh from basic training when
my journey with Shoates began in
Bindlach, Germany, which sits at
the top of a mountain near the old
East German and Czechoslovakian
border. When I arrived in late
June 1990, the highlights of “The
Rock” were a Baskin-Robbins
with three flavors, and a mobile
ATM that made its way to post
every Tuesday and Thursday, give
or take a Tuesday or Thursday.
I was standing, frozen at parade
rest and with jaw clenched,
outside the office of the platoon
sergeant, Shoates. After what felt
like days but in retrospect may
have been minutes, a hulking man
approached me from next door.
The left shoulder of his uniform
bore a fleur-de-lis; perched on his
right shoulder was the screaming
eagle. In a deep, low voice, this
great big bear of a man asked me,
“Which way does wheat grow?”
Dumbfounded, I stood there
and answered his question
with another question,
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not prepared for the swift and
violent attack that came. In fact,
the 2nd Armored Cavalry Regiment
advanced so quickly that most of the
Iraqi opposing force were caught
off-guard and out of their tanks and
personnel carriers.
In all, 113 armored vehicles
were lost that day by the Iraqi
army, while the U.S. lost just one
Bradley Fighting Vehicle and a
crew member due to enemy fire.

Returning Home

Retired Sgt. 1st Class Gerald Shoates during Operation Desert Storm.

“In the ground … sir?”
Several minutes later, as I
was recovering from pushups
to the point of muscle failure,
my new supervisor explained
that wheat alludes to the gold
border around unit awards on
the dress green uniform. More
importantly, knowing so indicated
attention to detail—the very
thing that got Shoates through
Vietnam.That same attention to
detail, he said, would carry me
throughout my military career.

New Threat Emerges
The months following my arrival
at Bindlach were dedicated to
preparing for a Soviet threat that
never came.The call that did come,
quite unexpectedly, was to deploy
to the deserts of the Middle East.
It was a terrain vastly different
from what we had trained for, but
Shoates wasn’t worried.There
were some tactical adjustments
that would need to be rehearsed
before deploying, he said, but these
things become second nature.
So in late February 1991, gear
and equipment in hand and as
ready for battle as we could be,
the soldiers of the 2nd ACR braced
ourselves for Middle Eastern
theater ground operations. It was
the last great tank battle of the 20th
century: the Battle of 73 Easting.
The events of 73 Easting have
been well-documented.The
battle’s name is derived from a
north and south grid line on a
map in the barren Iraqi desert
used to mark the advance of
U.S. and coalition forces.
In it, elements of Operation
Desert Sabre, namely the 2nd
Armored Cavalry Regiment under
the command of Col. Leonard
D.“Don” Holder, spearheaded a
lightning-quick attack against a
well-equipped opposing force
in Saddam Hussein’s Republican
Guard—the Tawakalna Division.
We were facing a formidable foe,
and Shoates decided we needed
a reality check.“You know, we’d
been sitting there, bored, for
quite a while,” Shoates said later,

“and there was a lot of bravado
in the platoon. Having been one
of a small handful of people
in the troop that had actually
seen combat, it worried me.”
“So I borrowed a body bag
from one of the medics and met
with all the leaders of the platoon
the night before the battle. I
explained to them how to use it.”
It was a cold dose of reality.
“Soldiers get hurt and killed.
It happens,” he recalled telling
us.“But you guys are the besttrained in the Army, with the best
equipment in the world. Rely on
your training, and let’s go out there
and do what we need to do.”
Shoates then reached back to his
faith for that final pep talk to his
platoon.
“I thought back to an old hymn
my wife used to sing, A Storm
is Passing Over. I said,‘There’s
a storm passing over.Yep, it’s a
Desert Storm, but it will pass over.’
I prayed every day that if it did
come and we were caught in the
midst of it, that it would indeed
pass over.”
Though the Republican Guard
was dug in and probably expecting
a large attacking force, they were

Twenty-five years after Operation
Desert Storm and about 50 years
after Quang Tri, Shoates said a
lot has changed in the Army
and in the U.S. in general. But
of it all, the one positive change
that stands out to him is how
returning soldiers are treated.
“After Vietnam … the Army as a
whole was demoralized,” he said.
“Don’t get me wrong, I served with
some brave and dedicated [soldiers],

but our demoralization resulted from
the way [the war] was opposed
when we returned stateside. I am
proud to witness, and be a part of, the
revitalization that took place and was
crucial to our Desert Storm success.”
Shoates retired from the Army
shortly after Operation Desert
Storm. He and his wife,Angela, live
in Tyrone, Ga., about 25 miles south
of Atlanta, and have been married
for more than 40 years.They have
seven children and 21 grandchildren,
several of whom are in uniform.
During our recent visit after
reconnecting on Facebook, the
man who had served as my platoon
sergeant, father figure and mentor
told me he was proud of me, and
I gave him a hug.A tough and
battle-hardened former cavalry
scout would never admit to
getting emotional, so I whispered
the words as I walked away.
“Wheat grows up, Papa
Bear.Wheat grows up.”

Retired Sgt. 1st Class Gerald Shoates during the Vietnam Conflict.
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NC A&T State University Commemorates 100 Years
of ROTC with Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony
By Sgt. 1st Class Brian Hamilton
108th Training Command (IET) Public Affairs

Greensboro, N.C. — This
year college campuses all across
the country are celebrating the
100th anniversary of the Reserve
Officers’Training Corps (ROTC)
program and North Carolina A&T
State University is no exception.
On April 14, the university,
located in Greensboro, North
Carolina, hosted an ROTC Hall
of Fame Induction Ceremony at
its Alumni Center, paying tribute
to past and present Soldiers as
well as those of the future.
Having first initiated the concept
of formal military training on the
North Carolina A&T campus in
1919, it wasn’t until 1942 that the
program was officially designated
ROTC with Capt. Robert Campbell
at the helm as its first Professor
of Military Science, or PMS.
Later, in 1947, the university
commissioned its first
group of eight officers into
the Infantry branch.
One Officer of that first group
of eight, retired Lt. Col. Reginald
Reeves, was in attendance at the
ceremony and says the ROTC
program was quite different back
in his day than what it is today.
“The students get a lot more
training today than what we
did back then,” he said.“They
also have choices.There was
only Infantry in my time. After
we commissioned we went to
Fort Benning and that was it.”
Reeves, who spent 20 years
with the Army Reserve as a Civil
Affairs Officer in Idaho, now
practices law, praised the ROTC

Brig. Gen. Richard Sele, 108th Training Command Deputy Commanding General (center), is joined by retired Lt. Cols. James Davis (left)
and Dianne Fisher (right) at the North Carolina A&T State University ROTC Hall of Fame induction ceremony in Greensboro, N.C., Apr. 14,
2016. The event was held at the Alumni Center as a part of the centennial celebration of the Reserve Officers’ Training Corps. Photo by Sgt.
1st Class Brian Hamilton, 108th Training Command (IET), Public Affairs

program and says it will continue
to be a great benefit for not only
students but also schools as long
as they continue to support it.
Reeves was inducted into the
ROTC Hall of Fame in 2003.
This year, the school added
3 members to its long list of
distinguished graduates.
One of those was Brig. Gen.

Richard Sele, 108th Training
Command (IET) Deputy
Commanding General.
Sele received his commission
at A&T in 1987 as an Ordnance
Officer but later transferred
to Civil Affairs. Following his
commissioning he went on
to Germany and then served
as a liaison officer to the 2nd

Armored Cavalry Regiment
during Operation Desert Storm.
“Start Strong.These two words
embody the profound impact
that ROTC has on its graduates
for the rest of their lives,” he
said in his remarks to those in
attendance.“It certainly had that
kind of impact on me and I’m
grateful for the opportunities

A plaque displaying the image of the 108th Training Command (IET) Deputy Commanding
General, Brig. Gen. Richard Sele, is proudly displayed in the Veterans’ Center at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. Sele received his commission to 2nd Lt. at North
Carolina A&T State University in 1987 and was inducted into that schools ROTC Hall of
Fame, Apr. 14, 2016. This year marks the 100th anniversary of the ROTC program and the
ceremony was part of that celebration. Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Brian Hamilton, 108th Training
Command (IET), Public Affairs
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Retired Command Sgt. Maj. John
Scott was a senior enlisted advisor
for the ROTC program at A&T from
1985 to 1988. He made the trip to
Greensboro to see Sele, as well as
retired Lt. Col. James Davis, inducted
to the Hall of Fame. Both of these
men were under his tutelage
during their time at the school.
“Thirty years later, it’s
invigorating,” he said.“You can
see the product of your work in
the Cadets as these guys stand
before you. I look at Lt. Col. Davis
and I look at Brig. Gen. Sele and I
think ‘all right, I must have done

Brig. Gen. Richard Sele, 108th Training Command Deputy Commanding General (left), gets
a photo op with retired Command Sgt. Maj. John Scott (right) at the North Carolina A&T
State University ROTC Hall of Fame induction ceremony in Greensboro, N.C., Apr. 14, 2016.
Scott served as senior enlisted advisor at the school from 1986 until 1988. Sele was inducted into the school’s ROTC Hall of Fame on Apr. 14, 2016. The event was held at the Alumni
Center as a part of the centennial celebration of the Reserve Officers’ Training Corps. Photo
by Sgt. 1st Class Brian Hamilton, 108th Training Command (IET), Public Affairs

that the Army afforded me over
my career. Most importantly is
the privilege to lead Soldiers.”
Sele gave credit to the ROTC
program for giving him the
tools he needed to succeed
in his Military career.
“When young people become
a part of the ROTC family,
they’re leaps and bounds ahead

of their peers in developing a
sense of human decency.”
“Less than one percent of
the American population has
ever served in the Military.The
responsibility for leading those
Soldiers is enormous and falls
on the shoulders of Officers like
those who got their start in the
ROTC program,” he added.

something right while I was here’
and for me it’s good to see that.”
In all, 43 former cadets of the
A&T ROTC program now grace the
walls with bronze plaques in their
honor. Sele and Davis were joined
by retired Lt. Col. Dianne Fisher
as this year’s class of inductees.
Fisher’s last assignment before her
retirement in 1999 was as North
Carolina A&T State University’s
Professor of Military Science.
The day’s celebration
concluded with a 5k run and
12 mile ruck march by current
cadets in the A&T program.
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98th Training Division Hosts Future Soldier Event

Army Reserve Drill Sergeant, Staff Sgt. Michael Merritt, 1st Battalion, 518th Infantry Regiment, 98th Training Division (IET), questions a Soldier in formation during Future Soldier
Day at the Reserve Center in Asheville, N.C., Feb. 20, 2016. The event was hosted by 1st Battalion, 518th Infantry Regiment and gives future Soldiers in the Army and Army Reserve an
introduction to basic Warrior Tasks but more importantly gives the Reserve Drill Sergeants
of the unit a chance to brush up on their skills as they gear up for their annual training mission in the basic combat training companies. Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Brian Hamilton, 108th
Training Command (IET), Public Affairs

By Sgt. 1st Class Brian Hamilton
108th Training Command (IET) Public Affairs

ASHEVILLE, N.C. — Ten drill
sergeants and prospective drill
sergeants from the 98th Training
Division (IET) spent an unseasonably
warm winter day in Asheville, North
Carolina, teaching basic Army Warrior
Tasks to close to 40 future Soldiers,
Feb. 20, 2016.
The program, known as Future
Soldiers Day, was a chance for young
citizens from the Asheville as well
as Greenville, South Carolina, areas
who have either enlisted in or
are planning to enlist in the Army

and Army Reserve get a firsthand
introduction to basic drill and
ceremony, weapons safety and Army
physical readiness training.
“Basically, this is us showing them
skill level 10 tasks that we teach and
reinforce so that when the Soldiers
get to basic training that’s one less
thing they have to worry about and
they can move on to other things,”
said 1st Sgt.Anthony Childs, Co. C,
1st Bn., 518th Inf. Reg., 98th Training
Division (IET).
The day also served as a chance
for the drill sergeants from the 1st
Bn., 518th Inf. Reg. to hone their
skills as they prepare for their

Army Reserve Drill Sergeant, Staff Sgt. Michael Merritt, 1st Battalion, 518th Infantry Regiment, 98th Training Division (IET), observes future Soldiers doing push-ups during physical readiness training on Future Soldier Day at the Reserve Center in Asheville, N.C., Feb.
20, 2016. The event was hosted by 1st Battalion, 518th Infantry Regiment and gives future
Soldiers in the Army and Army Reserve an introduction to basic Warrior Tasks but more importantly gives the Reserve Drill Sergeants of the unit a chance to brush up on their skills
as they gear up for their annual training mission in the basic combat training companies.
Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Brian Hamilton, 108th Training Command (IET), Public Affairs

summer annual training mission
to Fort Jackson, South Carolina, in
support of TRADOC at the basic
combat training companies.
“This is the first event of this
nature for us here in Asheville,”
Childs said.“I’m hoping that the

future Soldiers get a glimpse of life
in basic training. I’m hoping that
my cadre get to polish some skills
and get to interact with young
Soldiers.And I’m hoping that my drill
sergeant candidates get to see the
teaching methods they’re going to
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training in May, spent no time tearing
into an MRE that the cadre provided
to them for lunch.
“It’s not bad.You really don’t even
have to heat it up; plus I’m really
hungry,” Shields said.
Army Reserve Drill Sergeant, Staff
Sgt.Angela Lee, also with the 1st
Bn. 518th Inf. Reg., a drill sergeant
since 2009, has been to other Future
Soldier events and says the value
for both, the future Soldiers and the
cadre, is tremendous.
“I think doing things like this
makes perfect sense,” she said.“When

Army Reserve Drill Sergeant, Staff Sgt. Angela Lee, 1st Battalion, 518th Infantry Regiment, 98th Training Division (IET), assists a future Soldier with clearing his M16A2 semiautomatic weapon before receiving further instructions on Future Soldier Day at the
Reserve Center in Asheville, N.C., Feb. 20, 2016. Lee’s unit hosted the event with the goal
of giving future enlistees in the Army and Army Reserve an introduction to basic Army
Warrior tasks while sharpening their own skills at the same time. Photo by Sgt. 1st Class
Brian Hamilton, 108th Training Command (IET), Public Affairs

have to use when they get out there
on the trail.”
For some in the group of young
citizens this was their first glimpse
of life in the Army and it made an
impact.
“This is the first time I have ever
done anything like this,” said Bailee
Dean from Anderson, South Carolina,
who recently enlisted in the Army
Reserve.“If I would have known
we were going to do a workout
I wouldn’t have worn my jeans. I
would have worn my exercise gear.”
After completing a rigorous
physical workout and moving
straight into the class room for an
introduction to map reading and

land navigation, Dean, who plans to
go to college after completing her
advanced individual training at Fort
Lee,Virginia as a supply specialist,
admitted the experience was eye
opening.
“I’m glad I came and did this,” she
said.“I am going to go ahead and tell
you right now map reading is not
my thing. I need to do a whole lot of
work on that.And the PRT; my pushups were not looking good at all.”
For others, it wasn’t necessarily
the physical training or the classes
that made an impact; it was the
chow.
Joshua Shields, a future cavalry
scout who leaves for basic combat

the kids get to basic they’re so scared
and out of their element that they’re
not retaining anything, I think this
gives them a head start, puts them
more at ease, and helps relieve that
stress of the first few days of basic
combat training.”
“For us it helps relieve the
monotony of weekend Battle
Assemblies. It keeps us engaged and
forces us as drill sergeants to keep
up with our skills so that we’re not
teaching these kids the wrong thing.
That’s a win-win for everybody.”
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Timberwolves conduct Ruck March for Hunger
By SGT Miguel Diaz
Unit Public Affairs Representative

JERICHO, Vt. — Members of the
3rd Brigade, 104th Training Division
(LT) conducted their annual field
training exercises at Camp Ethan
Allen, with a change this year.Aside
from their routine training, Best
Warrior Competition held annually
and battalion competitions, they also
participated in a Ruck March for
Hunger.
The events for the Best Warrior
Competition lasted two days May 5-6,
and consisted of the Army Physical
Fitness Test, M9 and M16 qualification
shooting ranges, the Leadership
Reaction Couse, a Land Navigation
Course, a Best Warrior Competition
Board and a six-mile ruck march.
“The Board was mentally tough,
and the Ruck was physically tough,”
said Sgt. Dasine Asberry, one of the
competitors of the Best Warrior
Competition representing Alpha
Company 1/391st.“All in all, it’s meant

to create better Soldiers.”
The second year of battalion
competitions included a Leadership
Reaction Course which had five
stations meant to beget trust and
leadership amongst groups,Tug-ofWar, an M16 disassembly/reassembly
contest, a five team litter carry where
each team member had to be carried
on the litter a distance of 50 meters,
and a wheel barrel crawl, fireman’s
carry and a three-legged race.
Alpha Company 1st Battalion,
391st Infantry Regiment took home
the Timberwolf Cup at the end of
the competition, for the second
consecutive year.
The Ruck March for Hunger was
approximately three miles and in
their rucks, soldiers carried food with
them to off load at the end of the
march.The food was donated to the
Heavenly Food Pantry based out of
Essex Junction,Vermont.
“We wanted to make the FTX fun
this year, so we decided to go with a
change,” said Lt. Col. Johann Gomez.

Soldiers with 3rd Brigade, 104th Training Division (LT) load cans of donated food items into
bags after completing a three-mile ruck march. Courtesy photo from Sgt. Richard Fullam

Soldiers with 3rd Brigade, 104th Training Division (LT) conducted a Ruck March for Hunger. The march was approximately three miles and in their rucks, soldiers carried food
with them to offload at the end of the march. The food was donated to the Heavenly
Food Pantry based out of Essex Junction, Vermont.
Courtesy photo from Sgt. Richard Fullam

“Also, we want a better tie within
the community because as of right
now, the National Guard has a better
relationship in the area than we do as
Reserve Soldiers.”
At the end of the ruck march
and battalion competitions, Soldiers
enjoyed a barbecue supplied by a
local catering company as they waited
for Henry and Valerie “Val” Gabert to
retrieve the food collected at the end
of the march.
Once the Gabert’s arrived, their
van was loaded with food, and awards
were distributed to the contestants of
the Best Warrior Competition and to
the organizers the events including
the coordinators of the march.
“Soldiers donate more time and
more money to the local communities
compared to their civilian
counterparts,” said Gomez.
According to Food Coordinator
Val Gabert, approximately 500 to
600 pounds of food was collected
overall.The food collected goes to
the needy families of Essex Junction
and surrounding areas. On the fourth

Thursday of the month, the pantry is
opened from 2-6 p.m.The pantry, as
described by Gabert, acts as a grocery
store where people come in and pick
out the groceries that they want.
Since the Heavenly Food Pantry is
opened only one day out of the month,
the food received is shared with the
Emergency Food Shelf located in
Burlington,Vermont.The Emergency
Food Shelf is opened five days a week
and serves food from 9a.m.-4p.m.,
according to the Food Pantry’s website.
Although the pantry is not open
every day, the church where they
operate from accepts Helping Hand
Boxes, which are filled with food
that they give out to those in need
to get them through the day. Local
supermarkets provide these boxes
between October and December.
“The people buy them in the
grocery store for $10, and then the
boxes get put near the courtesy desk
and every pantry goes in and picks
them up,” said Gabert.“They’re full
of cereal, spaghetti, spaghetti sauce,
peanut butter, jelly, rice and just
everything you could want for two or
three days.And they’re a big item, last
year we collected 900 boxes.”
The Heavenly Food Pantry feeds a
number of refugee families who exiled
from Nepal, as well as members of the
local community, according to Gabert.
The number of families was low
during the start back in 1998, ranging
from 10 plus families. Now the pantry
serves approximately 70-80 families a
month.
The Gaberts wanted to send a
special thank you to Command Sgt.
Maj.Tracy J. Finnerty for a monetary
contribution he made at the end of the
evening as well as the rest of the unit
who helped support their cause.
“We’re very thankful for you guys
thinking of donating to our pantry.
I mean that was wonderful,” said
Gabert.“All of the food will go to
good use.”
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108th Griffon Association Fulfilling Its Mission
The 108th Griffon Association
has had a busy winter and spring
fulfilling its mission of support to
the 108th Training Command.
One of these missions is to
create an environment where
present and past members can
gather socially to renew old
friendships and cultivate new
ones.
Accordingly, this year’s spring
picnic was at the Weston Lake
recreation area of Ft. Jackson, S.C.
Approximately 30 plus members
gathered to include three
retired past commanders of the
command, Maj. Gen. Goldsmith,
Maj. Gen. Robinson and Maj. Gen.

McCartney, along with a number
of officers and NCOs who had
previously not attended one of
these gatherings.
After a delicious lunch of BBQ
pork and chicken with all the
trimmings, a very informative
talk was given by the Ft. Jackson
commanding general, Maj. Gen.
Roger L. Cloutier, Jr. His most
interesting remarks were about
recent changes to the Army and
at Ft. Jackson including how and
why this particular installation is
growing even though the Army is
downsizing and money is tighter.
The relationship between Ft.
Jackson and the 108th Training

Command is a strong one
based on the ongoing missions
undertaken by the command’s
subordinate units. The 108th
Training Command is a definite
part of their team and mission.
A second mission of the
Griffon Association is to award
post secondary scholarships to
deserving individuals. So far this
year seven scholarships have been
awarded totaling $8,500. Seven
applications were received and all
were deemed to be worthy of an
award. The top three recipients,
according to the judges who all
have an academic background,
were awarded $1,500 each and
the remaining four were awarded
$1,000 each.
These scholarships are available
to any active reservist in good
standing throughout the entire
command to include spouses,
children and grandchildren.
Retired and dependants of
retired 108th Training Command
personnel, who served honorably,
are also legible for these
scholarships. It is gratifying that
these recipients came from
all subordinate units of the
command. Information for the
2016-2017 academic year will
be announced in a later issue of
the Griffon. The Griffon web site,
www.108thgriffonassoc.com also
has this information as well as
other areas of interest.
A third arm of the 108th Griffon
Association in keeping with
our motto,“Be a Patriot Help a
Soldier,” is to provide monetary
assistance to soldiers who have
been placed under a hardship due
to training events or other forms
of disability until aid is provided

through normal channels. Bills
keep coming regardless of one’s
situation and awarded funds in the
form of grants to these individuals
has helped them through difficult
times. Again, this assistance is
available to all personnel in the
headquarters and subordinate
units of the 108th Training
Command. Requests for review
may be forwarded through normal
family program channels.
The 108th Griffon Association
has in the past and is available
now and in the future to assist
all areas of the 108th Training
Command when non-appropriated
funds are needed for a project.
Such an example was to send care
packages to deployed soldiers.
Each request will be carefully
examined to assure all regulations
and guidelines are met.
To provide the programs
discussed above, funds are needed.
Our major fund raising event each
year is the Soldiers and Families
Golf Tournament. A day of fun and
relaxation with fellow supporters
of the military, both civilian and
Soldiers, will assure the continued
success of this organization. This
year, September 26 is the date.
We welcome all and especially
if you can bring a group. Details
for the tournament can be
found elsewhere in the Griffon
newspaper or on our web site.
www.108thgriffonassoc.com.
All of this is moot unless
we have a solid and sustaining
membership. Your membership is
vital to the success and continued
existence of the association. For
a tax deductible $10.00 a year or
$108.00 for a life membership,
you will have the satisfaction
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of helping your fellow soldiers
with whatever is needed. The
108th Griffon Association’s board
consists of retired officers and
NCOs who have volunteered

their time and expertise to
make this a valid and respected
organization. Except for stamps
and a few other minor expenses,
almost 100 percent of the monies

raised are channeled back to the
108th Training Command and
to its subordinate units. Visit our
website to sign up.
Again, all subordinate units,

(95th, 98th, 104th) are fully
eligible for anything we can
provide. We encourage you to
contact us with your request, ideas
and comments.
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Military Personnel and PTSD
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) is an anxiety
disorder that can occur following the experience or
witnessing of a traumatic event, such as military combat,
natural disasters, terrorist incidents, serious accidents,
or physical or sexual assault in adult or childhood. PTSD
is a real problem and can happen at any age. If you have
PTSD, you are not alone. It affects nearly eight million
American adults.
For many people, symptoms begin right away after the
trauma happens. For others, the symptoms may not begin
or may not become a problem until years later. Symptoms
may include:
• Physical symptoms such as chronic pain, headaches,
stomach pain, diarrhea, tightness in the chest
•Problems of daily living such as problems functioning
in your job, at school or in social situations
• Substance abuse
• Relationship problems
• Depression
• Suicidal thoughts
If PTSD is affecting your family, consider contacting
a mental health professional for individual, couples
or family counseling. More serious cases may require
inpatient hospitalization.

Honoring Our Military Veterans
Cardinal Health has a rich history of
supporting U.S. military veterans. Since
2010, the company, its employees
and its customers have contributed
approximately $2 million to nonprofit
organizations like Support the Troops,
America’s VetDogs, Operation
Supporting Our Heroes and Resurrecting
Lives Foundation.
Recently, Cardinal Health selected
Fisher House Foundation as a primary
recipient of its charitable donations. The
foundation is best known for its Fisher

House Program, which provides a home
away from home for families of patients
receiving medical care at major military
and VA medical centers. Each of the 70
Fisher Houses allows families of veterans
and military to stay at no cost.
“Military families are the true unsung
heroes,” says Jonathan Downes, a
veteran and Black Belt Operational
Excellence consultant at Cardinal Health.
“Fisher House is like a silent partner for
a military family and their soldier. It lets
them focus on the soldier’s healing.”

Downes, who was deployed to
Afghanistan in 2010 as a platoon leader,
says, “Fortunately, none of my soldiers
needed the services of Fisher House.
But we were grateful knowing that Fisher
House would take care of us and our
families if we needed it.”
Fisher House Foundation will be the
beneficiary of Cardinal Health’s charitable
initiatives at three national business
conferences this summer, attended by
company leadership and thousands of
customers.

Supporting Veterans
at Work
Cardinal Health also proudly supports
veterans in the workplace, through
active recruitment, training and career
development.
Employee Charlotte Click, one of the
program managers of the company’s
accelerated leadership development
program, EMERGE, is deeply engaged
in these efforts. As a former long-time
military spouse, she brings unique
perspective to the transition that
veterans and their spouses face as they
enter civilian life. “I was a volunteer Navy
ombudsman; later, my son served in the
U.S. Army,” she says. “My experiences
have given me a particular passion for
supporting veterans.”
Last year, Click was on hand at the
Pentagon when Cardinal Health was
honored with the Secretary of Defense
Employer Support Freedom Award, the

highest honor given to employers for
outstanding support of National Guard
and Reserve employees. “It was an
amazing, moving event,” she says.
Cardinal Health was given the award
for several reasons, including:
• A free Veterans Professional
Advancement Course (VPAC)
for military members seeking
employment.
• The Veteran Advocates Forum (VAF),
which Cardinal Health hosts for
the Human Resources Association
of Central Ohio (HRACO). This
annual event brings area employers
together for awareness and
education on veteran and military
spouse talent. Later the same day
there is a job fair for veterans.
• The Veterans and Military Advocates
Employee Resource Group, which
supports veterans in the workplace
as well as veterans causes around
the country. (Cardinal Health has
also helped other employers
establish military resource groups.)
• An annual Support the Troops Care
Package Event, which has delivered
almost 5,000 care packages and
received more than $54,000 in
donations.
Click says, “It’s an incredible honor to
work with veterans. And it’s a privilege to
work in a company that does so much
for those who have bravely served our
country.”
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Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
in the Military
Dr. SooMi Lee-Samuel MD MA
Medical Director
Timberline Knolls Residential Treatment Center
The world has long known the casualties of war. None of
them are good. Military research, in the post-Vietnam era, led
to the legitimizing of post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
as a genuine disorder. Prior to that time, those extremely
traumatized by combat experience were simply referred to as war weary or battle
fatigued; these inadequate labels did sufferers a profound disservice. Essentially, until
an addiction or disorder is officially recognized, treatment will not be forthcoming.
PTSD is a severe anxiety disorder that can develop after exposure to any event that
results in psychological trauma. The operative word in this definition is “psychological.”
The truth is that while physical trauma usually resolves itself, for many, the mental and
emotional pain associated with trauma is relentless and ultimately destructive.
When an individual suffers from PTSD, their world view frequently alters from
positive to negative. The belief that people cannot be trusted can result in broken
relationships. The person feels emotionally numb, hopeless and rarely enjoys
pleasurable activities. Given time, it can destroy their lives as well as the lives of
family members.

PTSD Symptoms:
Onset of symptoms usually occurs one to three months after experiencing a
traumatic event, such as combat violence. For PTSD to be diagnosed, three types of
symptoms must have occurred within the span of a month. These include:

Re-experiencing Symptoms:
These are often characterized by flashbacks, nightmares and frightening thoughts.
Individuals are plagued by trauma-related memories which often surface at random
times. A person may find themselves reliving a traumatic event due to a trigger in the
environment such as a certain smell or sound.

Avoidance Symptoms:
With avoidance, the person avoids thinking about or speaking of the event. This
often includes staying away from places, losing interest in enjoyable activities, and
feeling guilt, numbness or depression.

Hyper-arousal Symptoms:
The person exists in a state of tension and agitation, always alert for danger.
Sudden anger and irritability becomes the norm. The person frightens easily and is
often plagued with insomnia. Engaging in self-destructive behavior such as consuming
too much alcohol, grows in frequency.

PTSD Within the Military:
Although women in the general population are twice as likely to suffer from PTSD
than men, combat involvement tends to level the playing field. Soldiers, regardless of
gender, share many of the same character traits such as strength, integrity, bravery
and patriotism, to name only a few. But at the end of the day, all soldiers are human
beings with individual thoughts, feelings and emotions. Modern warfare, though highly
sophisticated, is defined by death and destruction. Soldiers see and experience things
that are simply horrifying.
It is no wonder that even the most experienced of soldiers often return home
highly traumatized. Regrettably, PTSD among veterans is not exclusively the result
of combat. Sexual harassment and assault in the military is experienced by both men
and women.
Regardless of causation, PTSD, depression and anxiety are the most common
mental health problems faced by returning troops.
Approximately 11 to 20% of veterans of the Iraq and Afghanistan wars (Operation
Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom) have been diagnosed with PTSD.
A full 30 percent of soldiers develop mental problems within 3 to 4 months after
returning home. Also, reports show that 55% of women and 38% of men report being
the victim of sexual harassment while serving in the military. Due to the fact that there
are more men than women in the military, more than half of all veterans experiencing
military sexual trauma (MST) are men.
Although psychiatric issues are rampant, seeking help is more the exception than
the rule. This is due to the fact that in the military, psychiatric issues are perceived of
differently than physical problems. Whereas medical attention is immediately sought
for a broken bone, it is not the same for a broken spirit. Those with PTSD often suffer
in silence, believing that if counseling is requested, they will be seen as weak, their

leaders will treat them differently and fellow troops will lose confidence in them. PTSD
often leads to debilitating depression, alcohol addiction and drug abuse. Far too often
it results in suicide.
• An estimated 20% of returning Iraq and Afghanistan veterans turn to heavy
drinking or drugs once they return to the US.
• The most recent statistic reflecting suicide rates is from 2010. At that time, an
average of 22 veterans committed suicide every day. The group with the highest
number of suicides was men ages 50 to 59. It is thought that the rate of suicide in
this population has grown since that year.

Help is Available
Just as the shame associated with seeking help must be eradicated, so must the
overriding perception that those with PTSD must suffer endlessly and never return
to a normal productive life. This is simply not the case. Many therapeutic approaches
have been successfully utilized in treating this disorder. These include Dialectical
Behavioral Therapy, Somatic Experiencing, Trauma Sensitive Yoga, Group Therapy,
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy and Sensory Motor work.
PTSD is not a disease, it is a disorder—a psychiatric issue that can be successfully treated.
If you, or someone you love, are displaying symptoms of PTSD for any reason, please do not
suffer in silence. Get the help you need and deserve.
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Finding Resiliency
in the Face of Stress and Threat
Finding
Resiliency in the
Face of Stress
and Threat
Trauma is part
of the human
experience.
Being alive
comes with
Dr. Caldwell
the inevitable
risks of stress,
injury, sickness, loss, and death. There’s
no escaping it. Critically though, these
threats to health and life are perhaps
most pronounced for individuals
who serve in the military. Few other
circumstances in modern times make
these threats more real than military
service. Military service members are
required to complete their mission while
facing significant risk and threat.
Fortunately, humans are equipped with
a highly functional nervous system that,
under typical conditions, can successfully
deal with most stressors and threats. For
example, relatively common experiences
like nearly running over a piece of garbage
on the freeway, an argument between
two people in a retail store, or being
disappointed by a loved one are stressful
and somewhat threatening situations

that are usually managed effectively
by most people’s nervous systems.
In circumstances like these, most
people feel a temporary surge of
adrenaline and hyper awareness to
the potential threat; their nervous
system prepares them for “fight or
flight” and mobilizes the necessary
resources to effectively deal with the
situation. In relatively short order,
the fight or flight reactivity usually
subsides naturally, and they are able to
return to the flow of their lives: driving,
shopping, and social engagement.
However, under extreme or chronic
conditions of stress and threat, as is
common in military service, the nervous
system can become overwhelmed. In
fact, the chemical and physical makeup of the brain-body stress response
system can be altered by experiences of
extreme or chronic stress (i.e., trauma).
For many service members, this can
result in decreased “resiliency”, or the
capacity to effectively manage everyday life
circumstances. This shift in resiliency can
occur immediately after the experience
of trauma, but very often it can occur
down the road, sometimes years later.
For some service members, the
trauma-related changes to the nervous

system progresses to the point where
he or she qualifies for the diagnosis of
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD).
The diagnosis of PTSD is made when a
person was directly or indirectly exposed
to an extremely stressful or threatening
event or series of events that resulted in
symptoms of intrusion (e.g., disturbing
memories, nightmares, flashbacks),
avoidance (e.g., avoidance of thoughts,
people, places, and things associated
with past trauma), negative alterations in
thinking and mood (e.g., self-blame, guilt,
shame, isolation, withdrawal, depression),
and alterations in arousal and activity
(e.g., insomnia, hypervigilance, irritability,
anger, self-destructive behavior).
These trauma-related symptoms are
very distressing. But, for a variety of
reasons, many service members don’t
seek help and, despite their best efforts,
are unable to manage the symptoms
on their own. Therefore, it is common
for these individuals to cope with their
symptoms by turning to addictive
behaviors, like alcohol and drugs,
pornography and sex, gambling, video
games, and disordered eating. Of course,
while these behaviors may temporarily
modify unpleasant trauma-related
symptoms, they frequently result in more

distress and added functional limitations.
The everyday situations mentioned
above will be used here to better
understand the experience of PTSD. For
many service members, a piece of garbage
on the freeway would likely elicit thoughts,
memories, or flashbacks about Improvised
Explosive Devices (IEDs). This experience
could easily result in driving-related stress
and hypervigilance, intrusive memories
or flashbacks, poor concentration
while driving, fear and avoidance of
driving, or anger and road-rage.
When encountering an argument
between two people in a retail store, a
service member who is affected by past
trauma might experience a pronounced
fight or flight response. If it is a fight
response, he or she may experience
intrusive memories or flashbacks of
previous violent encounters and surges
of adrenaline in preparation for defending
oneself or attacking others. If the
individual has a flight response, he or
she may experience overwhelming urges
to leave the store, avoid that store and
similar retail stores, and retreat further
from public places and crowds.
If a military service member who is
affected by trauma is disappointed by a
loved one, he or she may escalate quickly
to irritability and anger, perhaps reacting
by yelling, throwing things, or becoming
violent. Alternatively, the anger might
secretly fester into resentments that result
in addictive acting out behaviors. On the
other hand, being let down by a loved
one might result in painful feelings of
being misunderstood, guilt and shame,
self-loathing, sadness, and depression.
As these vignettes illustrate, services
members can have pronounced
nervous system reactivity in response
to everyday situations as a result of
their history of traumatic experiences.
This reactivity takes them out of the
present moment flow of routine life and
leaves them feeling uncomfortable in
their own skin and disconnected from
other people. In this state, they are
more likely to resort to addictive and
unhealthy behaviors. Sadly, many service
members suffer in silence, and some
don’t get help before it’s too late.
Fortunately, it’s never too late to get
help, and there is hope! Appropriate
treatment can help to identify past
traumas, current symptoms, and
unhealthy coping mechanisms.
Additionally, treatment can help reduce
nervous system reactivity and restore
its natural capacity for self-regulation.
Treatment can help affected service
members to let go of shame and selfdestructive behaviors. Restoration of
resiliency means that service members
will once again feel confident in their
abilities to manage everyday life situations.
Lastly, service members who receive
appropriate treatment can reestablish
safe connections to peers, loved ones,
and the world around them – they are
able once again to enter the flow of life
and experience all that it has to offer!

Dr. Jon Caldwell, D.O., Ph.D., Chief
of Psychiatry for The Meadows
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Choosing the
Correct Career Path
When it comes to determining a
career path you must assess what
you value the most. What path
is going to lead to longevity in a
career field as well as a thriving
industry with viable employment
opportunities? Many may look at
the traditional path of a four-year
degree or beyond, but for those
that learn more effectively in a nontraditional setting or a career-based
education model they perhaps
feel limited in their options. In
addition, utilizing the valuable
skill set acquired when serving
in the military will lead to further
opportunities in the long-term.
Redstone College has two
campuses located in the Denver
area of Colorado. The school offers
programs that deliver results with

the end goal being placement in
the students’ desired career field
and long-term career success.
Programs offered include aviation
based Airframe and Power plant
and Avionics training. In addition,
energy programs including Wind
Energy and HVAC (Heating/
Ventilation/Air Conditioning) help
candidates with strong career
outlooks. Redstone has been able to
work with many companies across
the world to establish a relationship
leading to opportunities for their
graduates utilizing their skills
acquired within their programs
of study.These range from 1518 months in an accelerated
format.The organizations that
have hired our graduates include
Boeing, Lockheed Martin, L3
Communications, SkyWest, Nextera,
Duncan Aviation, American Flyers,
Echostar.
Currently the state of the
industry is in dire need of
technicians to work on aircraft,
specifically Lockheed Martin and
major airlines whose need will
double for Aviation technicians
stemming from projections of
reduced workforces due to the
retirement of the baby boomer
generation. For example, the
current 1,500 technicians needed
will double to over 3,000 to satisfy
the demand and future workforce
shortages. United Airlines is also
facing a similar issue as they need
technicians that are specifically
interested in structural repair/
maintenance of aircraft. Due to the
high volume of work and shortage
of technicians United has been
forced to rely upon outside vendors
and have been hiring off the street
to sustain their maintenance
obligations. Also, American Flyers
has noticed a significant trend of
growth from last year as the airlines
are on a hiring frenzy for both
mechanics and pilots.
In the energy industries, growth
is continuous and Wind Energy
companies such as NextEra are
building more and more sites
to meet power demands.This is
creating a large need for wind site
managers and technicians. HVAC
is an ever growing field that has
not seen a downturn leading to
high job placement for graduates.
MAI Mechanical has been around
over 40 years and is now facing the
challenge of having a limited pool
of candidates resulting in hiring
students still completing their
degree program.
Redstone College provides the fast
track to getting into these high demand
career fields, through hands-on training
in universal technical education. For
more information, please visit www.
redstone.edu.
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Logistics

Transition Your Military Career

Do You Have Military
Transportation Experience?

We are Currently Hiring Veterans and Members of the
National Guard and Reserves to Join Our Team!

Thank You For Your Service!

Must have or be willing to obtain a Class-A CDL and Tanker & Hazmat
Endorsements (we will consider your Military transportation experience)

Fill out an application today at www.TroopsToTankers.com
or call 888-419-0115 to discuss your opportunities!
twitter.com/TroopsToTankers
facebook.com/TroopsToTankers

QC-Oct-10x5-TroopsAd.indd 1

Estes Express Lines is a longtime supporter of our nation’s
armed forces and participates
with worthwhile organizations
to benefit active-duty service
members and remember
those who gave all. Hundreds
of vets are in our ranks
today, and we’re also one of
BestJobsUSA’s Top 100 veteranfriendly employers.
If you’re transitioning from
the military and considering
a career in transportation
— particularly as a driver or
mechanic — Estes is recruiting
smart, talented and motivated
professionals like you. Our
employees have been the key
to our success since 1931. And
it’s through their dedication to
the job and to our customers

that we’ve become the largest
privately held less-thantruckload (LTL) company in
North America.
Military service is also part
of our heritage. Robey W. Estes,
Sr., who led our company for
more than 30 years, received
three Purple Hearts in World
War II. We’re still owned and
operated by the Estes family.
And for more than 85 years,
we’ve grown from a single
truck-and-driver operation
into one of the nation’s most
respected freight carriers.
With more than 16,000
employees serving around the
country, Estes is the shipper of
choice for customers seeking
unmatched quality, know-how
and reliability.
At Estes, you can expect
competitive pay and great
10/20/15 5:35 PM
benefits. Our road drivers
are home weekly and our
local drivers are home daily.
What’s more, you’re on a team
that includes dockworkers,
dispatchers, customer care
representatives, account
managers and others who
truly enjoy being part of one
of America’s most respected
transportation providers. That’s
because at Estes, we believe
every team member is essential
to the performance of the
organization as a whole.
If that sounds like you, don’t you
think it’s time to look at a company
like us? To learn more and to view
our career opportunities, visit www.
work4estes.com.
EOE/M/F/Vet/Disabled

Special Military Resources
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WASHINGTON REPORT

Size of Army Depends on Bending Budget
By Rick Maze

duty soldiers, 350,000 Army
Guard soldiers and 205,000
Army Reserve soldiers. These
The size of the Army and
combine to be 45,000 more
the size of soldiers’ 2017 pay
than the Pentagon requested,
raise will be determined by the
and 20,000 more than the ﬁscal
willingness of Congress to bend
budgetary rules and diverge from year 2016 authorization. Total
Army strength would remain
Obama administration priorities.
above 1 million soldiers under
Initial work on the ﬁscal year
the committee plan.The Army has
2017 budget began in late April,
been scheduled to dip be- low 1
but negotiations are expected to
million by 2018.
continue until fall.
The Senate Armed Services
Responding to fears by Army
Committee
is working on similar
leaders and the Association of
the U.S.Army that the continuing legislation to slow, stop or maybe
even reverse the drawdown.
force structure draw- down was
The House committee
leading to unacceptably high
lawmakers partly pay for the
national security risk, efforts
added soldiers by taking $1.1
are underway to stop the drop.
billion from the overseas
The House Armed Services
Committee, the ﬁrst congressional contingency operations account
and applying it to the Army
panel to weigh in on the ﬁscal
personnel bud- get.The full
year 2017 budget, moved to
cost of the added soldiers is
prevent additional losses in the
estimated by Army officials to be
Regular Army,Army National
about $2 billion. If correct, that
Guard and Army Reserve.
means enactment of the House
Their version of the 2017
committee plan might require
National Defense Authorization
the Army to come up with about
Act calls for 480,000 active-

Editor, Army Magazine

$900 million to divert from other
accounts to cover the personnel
costs.
Army personnel is not the
only non-war expense the House
panel would fund from the warrelated contingency budget. Of
the $58.8 billion in the overseas
contingency budget, $23.1
billion is being used for non-war
expenses.The cut is so big it is
possible the contingency budget
would run dry in six months,
requiring additional war-related
funding by June 2017.
“There will be a new president,
who undoubtedly will review the
operational activities proposed
by President Obama as well as
the funding levels for them,” said
Rep. Mac Thornberry, R- Texas, the
House Armed Services Committee
chairman.“The new president
and the new Congress will
have the opportunity to make
adjustments.”
Another question of budget
priorities involves the 2017

military pay raise. DoD budgeted
a 1.6 percent raise, an amount
that is half a percentage point less
than the military raise man- dated
by law. If approved by Congress,
this would be the fourth
consecutive year that increases
in basic pay and drill pay did not
keep pace with average private
sector pay increases.
The House committee
provides for the full 2.1 percent
in- crease to match the raise
called for under the Federal Pay
Comparability Act.
The Senate Armed Services
Committee is concerned about
the $330 million cost in the 2017
budget, and is also concerned
about the cumulative $2.2 billion
cost over ﬁve years of the slightly
higher raise.
Reprinted with permission from
Army: The Magazine of the Association
of the United States Army (AUSA). A
monthly subscription to Army is a
benefit for all AUSA members.
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From the Army to the
Tactical Team,
a Chronicle of Commitment

By Paul Koscak
CBP Public Affairs

Army 1st Lt. First Lieutenant
Joseph Brunone needed a job
when he left active duty in 2011.
With a business marketing
degree from Seaton Hall
University, Army training in armor
and reconnaissance as well as
planning and leadership skills,
it’s the kind of resume most
employers would covet.
But Brunone wasn’t interested
in just any job. He longed for a
position with camaraderie and
where his military background
would prove useful—something
with edge. He wasn’t interested
in a desk job and joining the 9-to5 crowd. Brunone also reasoned
that finding employment with
those qualities would not be easy.
Meanwhile, applications to state
and local police departments
followed and Brunone became an
Army ROTC instructor at Lehigh
University. He also joined the New
Jersey National Guard. Still, the
search continued.
Then in December 2010, Border
Patrol Agent Brian Terry was killed
in a firefight with gunmen waiting
to rob Mexican drug traffickers.
Brunone said the tragedy riveted
his attention and inspired him to
investigate the Border Patrol.
“I grew up in New Jersey and
didn’t know anything about the
Border Patrol,” he said.“I decided
to check it out. I wanted to
become who he was.”
Similar inspiration occurred
after the 9/11 attacks, when the
military experienced a spike in
recruitment.
Brunone said he discovered
the Border Patrol offered a way
to serve the country as a civilian
on a military-style team, the
kind of job he was seeking. He
stayed focused as he proceeded
through the vetting—application,
interviews, physical test and a

polygraph exam. Hiring took
nearly two years.
“You have to have a strong
interest,” he said, of the extensive
process.“You can’t get distracted.
You need to be committed.”
He was.
Brunone entered duty in
September 2012 and headed
to the Border Patrol Academy
in Artesia, New Mexico. For
five months, Brunone studied
immigration law, applied
authority, the Fourth Amendment,
and he learned Spanish. Firearms,
physical training, tactical driving
and defense tactics—training
where his Army background
proved valuable—were also part
of the curriculum. In February
2013 he graduated as Agent
Joseph Brunone.
During his first assignment
to the Border Patrol station at
McAllen,Texas, he spent two
years patrolling the border,
apprehending drug smugglers
and illegal immigrants as well as
learning the arrest process and
the paperwork that followed.
Still, Brunone’s ambition to
follow in Terry’s path loomed.
Terry belonged to the Border
Patrol’s elite tactical unit, or
BORTAC.The Border Patrol

Applying to the BORTAC
selection and training course
in El Paso,Texas, was the easy
part. Getting selected and then
completing the training was
another matter. Selection hinged
on passing three weeks of
physical and mental challenges.
Complex problem solving
and team-building exercises,
paired with food and sleep
deprivation, were high on the list
of challenges rating a candidate’s
leadership and character. Not
everyone succeeds.
BORTAC training takes its
toll. It’s not uncommon for just
20 agents—or, amazingly, even
as few as three—from a class

team assignments, said Brunone,
who sweated through seven
weeks of primary and advanced
training.
Specialized training continued
for Agent Brunone after
returning to the Rio Grande
Sector.
His unwavering commitment
paid off. Brunone completed
his training in November 2014,
becoming BORTAC Agent
Joseph Brunone. He’s now
assigned to the Rio Grande
Sector Special Operations
Detachment, one of 25 agents,
where learning continues
on the job.There are still
sacrifices—living in austere

Brunone said he discovered the Border
Patrol offered a way to serve the country as
a civilian on a military-style team, the kind of
job he was seeking. He stayed focused as he
proceeded through the vetting — application,
interviews, physical test and a polygraph
exam. Hiring took nearly two years.
requires two years of experience
before an agent can apply for
that select team. Brunone didn’t
waste a day after reaching two
years—he applied immediately.
As his goal grew closer,
Brunone was determined to
prevail. He worked hard to stay in
top shape and practiced shooting
firearms—all on his own.
Finishing his midnight shift,
BORTAC Agent Joseph Brunone
surveys the terrain just before
sunrise.
“It was a vast investment of my
time,” he recalled.

of 75 to finish, said Brunone of
the arduous screening.Typically,
just 33 percent of the selectees
graduate.
He made the cut.
BORTAC schooling emphasizes
teamwork in solving tactical
problems and completing
missions.Tasks involving counterterrorism, drug interdiction,
direct action operations,
foreign internal defense,
security assistance, national
security events and special
reconnaissance within the
United States and abroad were

conditions and working shifts
of 10 or more hours. But
also rewards, foremost the
camaraderie of a tight-knit
tactical team that helps and
supports one another, said
Brunone.
“I take pride in being on a
team that takes prides itself on
being the best,” he said.“You
directly get to see how your
work effects the community
and benefits the nation.”
For information on CBP careers,
visit cbp.gov/careers
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Online Classroom is One Reason
Ball State is Military Favorable

When Mike Black took over
recently as assistant of director
of financial aid and scholarship
for veteran affairs at Ball State
University and realized that most
of his applicants were online
students, he found himself in
familiar territory. Black attended
three universities before finishing
his degree online through
American Military University.
Q: How can online learning
benefit student veterans?
MB: For members of the
military, it used to be that you
would attend the colleges around
your post and then you would
piece a degree together.That was
my experience.
Today online learning is the
viable option for active military.
I’d say 98 percent of our military
earn their degrees online.Your
typical length of deployment at
a duty station is three or four
years. But with online education,

you don’t have to worry about
changing schools.
Online learning is all about
time management, which is a skill
that most student veterans have.
You also have to remember that
the typical military student is at
least 26 years of age, married, has
kids, has traveled internationally,
and has totally different life
experiences than an 18-year- old
or even most graduate students.
Classroom interactions can be
“interesting.”
One thing online education
does is allow military students
to transition into the college
experience and be free of
distractions of an on-site
classroom.
The online classroom offers
veterans a diversity of opinions
because online students are
usually not afraid to challenge
each other in the online setting.
Q: In what other ways does
your office support veterans?
MB: We want our office to
be a resource hub for veterans.
Right now we have more than
400 students on campus and
online who are active military
or veterans. And we have a share
of faculty who are veterans—
and faculty who have pledged to
support veterans as mentors.
The mission of our office is to
inform student veterans of the
financial benefits to which they
and their families are entitled.
We also connect veterans with
the university’s Career Center,
the bursar’s office, the Graduate
School, advisors, study skills
and writing services, and other

resources.These are all available
to online students.
Q: What should student
veterans know about the
application process?
MB:The college application
process can be very convoluted
for veterans. One of the first
things I did in veterans affairs was
to make a checklist of steps for
getting started.
Before you can even get started,
you need to contact our office —
office of veterans affairs — with
information about your service
record so we can report it to
the U.S. Department of Veterans
Affairs.
• So my first step is to apply for
admission. Easy enough.
• Second, you fill out the Free
Application for Federal
Student Aid, the FAFSA.You
complete this form to ensure
eligibility for maximum
financial aid—even if you
plan on using your veterans’
education benefits.You’ll find
this application on the FAFSA
website.
• Third step is to submit
military transcripts or DD214
discharge documents. If you’re
using VA benefits, you are
required to provide copies of
your military transcripts and
your DD214 to Ball State.Your
military training may translate
to academic credit.

• Step number four applies only
if you’re applying for student
housing with Housing and
Residence Life.
• Step number five is to attend
new student orientation.
For on-campus students,
orientation is held on campus.
Online students can log into
orientation as soon as you get
your username and password.
And you can view you’re the
orientation as many times as
you want.
• Step number six is to visit
the GI Bill website and learn
what benefits are best for you.
Or our office can help you
through the process.
• And the last step is to visit us
at office of veterans affairs and
veterans benefits to complete
registration for using your VA
benefits.
I encourage veterans to follow
these steps, as soon as possible,
into the college of their choice.
Mike Black is assistant director
of financial aid and scholarships for
veterans affairs at Ball State University
in Muncie, Indiana. Black recently
retired from the U.S. Army after 21
years of active service. His last duty
assignment was with Ball State as
senior military science instructor for
the ROTC program.
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Summer on the Alabama Gulf Coast
Warm weather, beautiful
beaches and pristine turquoise
waters set the stage for summer
on the Alabama Gulf Coast. Gulf
Shores and Orange Beach span
across 32 miles of sugar-white
sand beaches that continue to see
generations of families return year
after year. The area is booming
with activities and events for
the whole family to enjoy,
especially during the summer
months. From fishing excursions
and nature-based adventures to
concerts performed by nationallyrecognized musicians, it’s no
wonder that Alabama’s beaches
have become one of the most
popular destinations for summer
travel in the Southeast.
Throughout the summer,
Gulf Shores and Orange Beach
welcome guests from across the
country who come to explore
the beaches and attend some
of the area’s largest events. The
C-Spire Concert Series at The
Wharf in Orange Beach begins
in April and lasts through the
last weeks of August. This year,
The Wharf is hosting a variety of
artists including Twenty One
Pilots, Train, Brantley Gilbert
and Keith Urban. In addition to
the concert series, The Wharf in
Orange Beach will also be hosting
the 2016 Blue Marlin Grand

Championship (July 12-17),
the big finale for the deep sea
tournament season. Dubbed the
“Greatest Show in Sportsfishing,”
this event attracts nearly 15,000
spectators to the weigh-in and
awards ceremony. This year,
Dierks Bentley will conclude the
tournament with a performance
at the amphitheater as part of the
C-Spire Concert Series.
Aside from the picturesque
beaches and exciting events,
Gulf Shores and Orange Beach
have a multitude of activities for
visitors to enjoy while on vacation.
For nature lovers, the Hugh S.
Branyon Backcountry Trail
is a great spot to visit. Spanning
across six distinct ecosystems
and 15 miles of paved trails, this
trail system is a beautiful place
for biking and hiking excursions.
Guided nature tours are also
offered on the Backcountry Trail,
which is a perfect way for both
children and adults to learn more
about the flora and fauna on the
Alabama Gulf Coast. Bon Secour
National Wildlife Refuge is
another stop for a nature-filled
learning adventure. The refuge
houses some of the state’s last
undisturbed coastal barrier
habitats. The area also welcomes
over 360 different species of
migratory birds throughout the

year, making it the ideal location
for birders to visit.
Many other adventures await
visitors of Gulf Shores and Orange
Beach. From a seven tower zipline
course and multiple parasailing
vendors to flyboarding and diving
excursions, there are many ways
for adventure seekers to catch
a thrill while vacationing on
Alabama’s beaches.
For those who enjoy fishing,
some area restaurants offer a
program called hook ‘n’ cook
which allows guests to bring in
their catch to be cooked by a local
chef and made into a dish they
will be bragging about for years to
come.

The accommodation options
in Gulf Shores and Orange Beach
are the icing on the cake for
a wonderful summer vacation
with the family. The area has
a variety of options including
nationally-known chain hotels,
resort style condominiums,
colorful beach houses and RV and
camping locations. Many of these
accommodations offer amenities
such as indoor and outdoor pools,
fitness facilities, spas and play
areas for children.
To learn more about Alabama’s
beaches visit GulfShores.com or
OrangeBeach.com.
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Experience Three Rivers, Lake Kaweah and
Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks

In Three Rivers, Lake Kaweah and
Sequoia and Kings Canyon National
Parks, the beauty of our natural
surroundings and our slow-paced
life combine to create a unique
experience along with some truly
wonderful R&R. Here are a few
events and activities which we have
selected, which you and your family
might enjoy! For information about

these and others, email us at info@
threerivers.com or visit our website
at http://threerivers.com/.

Full Moon on Moro Rock
Sunday, July 17, meet atop Moro
Rock, the granite dome located in
Sequoia National Park’s Giant Forest,
for this enchanting program focusing
on the features of the Moon,

Discover ~ Explore ~ Enjoy
We honor our military for the
job that they do and invite
them to visit our military friendly
destination for their R&R.
• Camping and Hiking
• Fishing and Swimming
• Horseback Riding
• Shaved Ice/BBQ/Seafood/Pizza
• Boating, Water Skiing
and other Water Sports
• Concerts and Local Art

877-530-3300
info@threerivers.com

Explore the Tulare County emap,
the interactive guide to our county:
http://www.tularecountyemap.com/

This ad sponsored by Three Rivers Bed and Breakfast.

including craters and lunar seas.
Hear stories from our civilization’s
past as you enjoy the moon rise over
the Great Western Divide.
http://www.exploresequoiakingscanyon.
com/

Hot Dog Festival
Saturday, July 19 is the Community
Event of the Summer, that brings
Three Rivers Historical Society
and the Three Rivers Volunteer
Firefighters together for a joint
fundraiser and an old-fashioned
good time! Enjoy hot dogs, corn on
the cob, and root beer floats. along
with crafts booths. Meet personnel
from Cal Fire, NPS and American
Ambulance service.
http://threerivers.com

Dark Sky Festival
August 5-7 you will find
located throughout Sequoia and
Kings Canyon National Parks.
This event features constellation
tours, telescope viewing, solar
observations, astronaut speakers,
model rocket building, special
Crystal Cave tours and more.
http://www.exploresequoiakingscanyon.
com/

1st Saturday Three Rivers
On Sept. 3 we celebrate labors
of love and the fruits of such labor
in the land of the free, along with
our National Park Service as they
celebrate their centennial year, under
a “Find Your Labor” theme. Enjoy
food, fun and fabulous art!
http://www.1stsaturdaytr.com

Family Birding Walk
Held Saturday, Aug. 20th, meet at
Wuksachi Lodge in Sequoia National
Park. Walk with a naturalist and learn
to identify common songbirds of the
Sierra.
http://www.exploresequoiakingscanyon.
com/

Rave’n Run at Lake Kaweah
Held Saturday Oct. 8th., this
annual fun run plays on the words
“rave” and “raven,” while celebrating
our river and lake’s namesake —
“Kaweah” was the Native Yokuts’
name for a subtribe in our area
and the sound of the raven’s call
— while combining the traditions
of Hash House Harriers and New
Orleans Second Line.
http://threerivers.com
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Take the Ultimate Weekend Getaway
to Tupelo — the Birthplace of Elvis!

Elvis Birthplace
Located in the foothills of
Northeast Mississippi,Tupelo is
the epicenter of America’s music,
where, in 1935, the world’s greatest
entertainer was born in a two-room
shotgun shack.The gospel tunes
he sang in his boyhood church, the
soulful blues that he heard coming
from the juke joints in the Shakerag
district, and the country music that
he listened to on the radio from his
front porch, enabled Elvis Presley
to blend the sounds and deliver
what we all know as Rock ‘N’ Roll,
to the masses.Visitors can immerse
themselves in America’s musical
heritage, by beginning their journey
in a town called Tupelo.
Travelers to Tupelo can experience
the first part of Elvis’ incredible
story by visiting the birthplace
where he took his first breath, the
church where he sang his first song,
and the hardware store where he
strummed his first guitar.A largerthan-life statue commemorating
his 1956 Homecoming concert
stands in Tupelo’s Fairpark District,
and a driving tour highlighting 13
significant places in Elvis’ childhood
is also part of the visitor experience.
The rhythms of this southern town
that gave rise to the King of Rock
‘N’ Roll began with the natives who
traveled the Natchez Trace Parkway
over 8,000 years ago.This National
Scenic Byway spans 444 miles from
Nashville,Tennessee, to Natchez,
Mississippi, and is headquartered in
Tupelo, where guests can explore the
Natchez Trace Parkway Visitor Center
and discover the parkway’s history
and inhabitants. It is one of the top
10 National Parks in the United
States, crossing four ecosystems and
eight major watersheds.Whether on
two wheels or four, this all-American
road offers travelers the opportunity
to slow down and experience the
unparalleled beauty and rich history
just waiting to be explored.
Tupelo’s beat resounds in the
many attractions that showcase the
city’s unique southern charm. From
the incredible Tupelo Automobile
Museum exhibiting over 100
antique and classic cars and the
interactive HealthWorks! Kids
Museum teaching kids to make

healthy choices, to the Tupelo
Buffalo Park and Zoo housing over
300 animals representing 87 different
species, there is truly something for
every visitor to enjoy.Tupelo’s rich
cultural history is also presented
through a Civil War trail and a Civil
Rights and African American Heritage
trail.
With three distinct shopping
districts,Tupelo is a shopper’s
paradise.Whether you are looking for
locally-owned shops and restaurants,
or even a bit of culture, Downtown
Tupelo is the first stop.Visit an
art gallery that specializes in the
work of Mississippi artisans, a 109year old department store, and the
hardware store where Gladys Presley
purchased Elvis’ first guitar. It’s
owned by the same family today and
still offers guitars for sale.Tupelo’s
Midtown District boasts unique
finds, boutique clothing, and more.
A regional shopping hub, the Barnes
Crossing Shopping District is home
to large, national brands, as far as the
eye can see.
Tupelo’s culinary landscape is an
ever-evolving scene whose constant
is its ability to satiate any appetite.
Perennial southern favorites like
lip-smacking barbecue, golden fried
chicken, and every soul satisfying
side dish to be had, are readily
available. From food trucks to farmfresh creations and haute-cuisine,
Tupelo is blazing an epicurean trail
through the state of Mississippi.
Let your mouth water by following
#tupelofoodie on Twitter and
Instagram.
Tupelo’s food culture is also

inspired by Elvis, inviting patrons to
enjoy a meal where he was known
to eat. Johnnie’s Drive-In is a fullservice drive-in restaurant, serving
up the same diner food that Elvis
loved. Guests can even sit where he
sat in the “Elvis Booth.”Among the
varied menu items at Johnnie’s is
the doughburger.A mixture of meat,
water, and flour, the doughburger
was first introduced during World
War II when many items were being
rationed.A festival is held each May in
Tupelo to celebrate one man’s take
on the doughburger. In 1947,Truman
“Dudie” Christian converted an old
Memphis streetcar into a diner that
operated there for years, serving the
“Dudie Burger.”Today, the retired
streetcar is parked at the Oren Dunn
City Museum where the annual
Dudie Burger Festival is held.
Over 1,400 burgers are sold during
the one-day event that features
1950’s-style entertainment.

Festival season is in swing all year
round in Tupelo. From special events
that pay homage to Elvis Presley’s
influence on America’s music to
celebrations of the thriving arts
organizations in this community,
Tupelo’s festivals attract a large,
diverse audience, truly offering
something for everyone to get
out and enjoy. From Chili Fest in
October and the Tupelo BBQ Duel
in March to the Wine Downtown in
April,Tupelo also celebrates its food
culture through its annual festivals.
Tupelo offers an authentic,
Americana experience with modernday amenities and southern charm
at its 150 restaurants and 1,900 hotel
rooms.At its heart,Tupelo is full of
contagious optimism, making it a
center of positivity, drawing visitors
in again and again.
Begin your Tupelo journey by visiting
tupelo.net.

We Welcome All Military Personnel for R&R
Make your reservations online at:
www.BiloxiBeachResortRentals.com
or call today 888-748-2228

Stay in Biloxi’s Best
Beachfront Condos!

We accept all TAD/TDY
and Per Diem Rates

Beau View
Legacy Towers

Sea Breeze

Ocean
Club

Sienna
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Who’s Ed and Why
Did He Build Coral Castle?
Edward Leedskalnin was born in
Riga, Latvia on August 10th, 1887.
When Ed was 26 years old, he
became engaged to marry his one
true love Agnes Scuffs. Agnes was
10 years younger than Ed and he
affectionately referred to her as his
“Sweet Sixteen.”Agnes canceled the
wedding just one day before the
ceremony.
Heartbroken and deeply
saddened by this tragic loss, Ed set
out on a lifelong quest to create
a monument to his lost love that
has become one of the world’s
most remarkable accomplishments,
originally called Rock Gate Park
but now known as the Coral Castle.
With no outside assistance or large
machinery Ed single-handedly
built the Coral Castle, carving and

sculpting over 1,100 tons of coral
rock, as a testimony to his lost love,
Agnes.
What makes Ed’s work
remarkable is the fact that he was
just over five feet tall and weighed
only 100 pounds. In this part of
Florida, the coral in some areas can
be up to 4,000 feet thick. Incredibly,
he cut and moved huge coral
blocks using only hand tools. He
had acquired some skills working
in lumber camps and came from
a family of stonemasons in Latvia.
He drew on this knowledge and
strength to cut and move these
blocks.
Ed had lived in Canada,
California, and Texas but when he
developed a touch of tuberculosis,
he decided to move to a better

climate to help his condition. Ed
moved to Florida in 1918 and lived
in Florida City until about 1936.
Ed was a very private person and
when he heard about a planned
subdivision being built near him he
decided to move to Homestead. In
1936 he bought 10 acres of land. Ed
spent the next three years moving
the Coral Castle structures he had
already begun to build from Florida
City to Homestead, a distance of 10
miles.
How did Ed move all these
carvings a distance of 10 miles? Ed
had the chassis of an old Republic
truck on which he laid two rails. He
had a friend with a tractor move
the loaded trailer from Florida
City to Homestead. Ed lived a very
simple life; he did not own a car.
Instead, Ed would ride his bicycle
three and one-half miles into town
for food and supplies on a regular
basis.
Many people saw the coral
carvings being moved along the
Dixie Highway, but no one actually
ever saw Ed loading or unloading
the trailer. Ed did much of his work
at night by lantern light and to
help protect his privacy, he built
numerous “lookouts” along the
Castle walls.
In 1940, after the carvings were
in place, Ed finished erecting the
walls.The coral walls weigh 125
pounds per cubic foot. Each section
of wall is eight feet tall, four feet
wide, three feet thick, and weighs
more than 58 tons!
When questioned about how
he moved the blocks of coral,
Ed would only reply that he
understood the laws of weight
and leverage well.This man with
only a fourth grade education even
built an AC current generator, the
remains of which are on display
today. Because there are no records

from witnesses his methods
continue to baffle engineers
and scientists, and Ed’s secrets
of construction have often been
compared to Stonehenge and the
great pyramids.
The only written records Ed
left to are five pamphlets that he
wrote.“A Book in Every Home”
which contains Ed’s thoughts on
three subjects – Sweet Sixteen,
Domestic and Political Views.
He wrote three pamphlets on
“Magnetic Current” and his
“Mineral, Vegetable and Animal
Life” contains his beliefs on
life’s cycle.These pamphlets are
available only in our gift shop.
In December of 1951 Ed
became ill. He put a sign on the
door of his Castle saying “going to
the hospital,” took a bus to Jackson
Memorial in Miami and died three
days later in his sleep at the age
of 64. After his death, a nephew
living in Michigan inherited the
Castle. In 1953, shortly before his
death, the nephew sold the castle
to a family from Illinois. During
the switch in ownership, a box of
Ed’s personal effects was found
containing a set of instructions
that led to the discovery of 35
one hundred dollar bills, his life
savings. Ed made a small living
giving tours for 10 and 25 cents,
from the sale of his pamphlets, and
from the sale of the land where
U.S. Highway 1 passes the Castle.
In Ed’s case, he labored
intensely for 28 years working on
this astonishing masterpiece. Ed
was a common man who touched
the lives of all who met him in an
uncommon way. Forever carved in
stone, the Coral Castle is a timeless
beauty that defines Ed’s undying
love for his “Sweet Sixteen” and
will continue to astonish Coral
Castle visitors.

at ease.
surround yourself with the things
that matter most.

Find your island and find family time naturally. Find white-sand
beaches and warm Gulf waters. Find manatees and dolphins go
together like sandcastles and swimming. Find endless smiles in a
handful of seashells. Find your island at FortMyers-Sanibel.com.
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COLOSSAL NEW EXPERIENCES
AT UNIVERSAL ORLANDO® RESORT

On a warm day in early June
1990, a star-studded ribboncutting ceremony opened what
would quickly become one of
the most visited theme parks on
the planet. Twenty-six summers
later, Universal Orlando® Resort
continues to grow, recognized
worldwide as home to some
of the most immersive and
ground breaking experiences
anywhere. This complete vacation
destination includes mind-blowing
theme parks, spectacular onsite hotels, plus one-of-a-kind
dining and entertainment, all in
one convenient location. With so
much to see and do, guests need
multiple days to enjoy it all.
At Universal Studios Florida®,
visitors go beyond the screen,
behind the scenes, and jump right
into the action of some of the
greatest films and TV shows ever
created. Within one fan-favorite,
The Wizarding World of Harry
Potter™ — Diagon Alley™, the
faithfulness to the best-selling
books and blockbuster films is
beyond compare. There is an
amazing array of rides like the
Hollywood Rip Ride Rockit® roller
coaster, along with shows, movie
sets and attractions that make
guests the stars.
Right next door is Universal’s
Islands of Adventure® theme park,
home to The Wizarding World of
Harry Potter™ — Hogsmeade™,
where guests are immersed in

innovative attractions inspired
by the greatest movies, heroes
and legends. From high-speed
roller coasters and unique water
rides to thrilling experiences
like the colossal new ride Skull
Island: Reign of KongSM, opening
this summer, where ferocious
monsters fight for dominance
while you just fight to survive. At
Islands of Adventure®, there are
literally adventures around every
corner.
Sitting right between both
theme parks is Universal
CityWalk®, where dining and
entertainment are anything but
ordinary, from fine dining to quick
bites on the go. There’s a variety
of live music, from rock to reggae
to New Orleans-style dueling
pianos, even karaoke with a live
band and backup singers. There’s a
20-screen Cineplex, miniature golf,
nightclubs, a variety of shops and
the phenomenal Blue Man Group
live show nightly.
An overnight or two is the best
way to experience it all, and the
resort’s uniquely themed onsite hotels, each within walking
distance of the theme parks,
make that simple. The hotels
offer convenient complimentary
transportation to the parks.
Universal’s Cabana Bay Beach
Resort is a perfect re-creation
of the iconic beach resorts of
the 1950s and 60s, offering
family suites that sleep up to

six complete with kitchenette.
Our other hotels include the
Italian-themed Loews Portofino
Bay Hotel, the electrifying Hard
Rock Hotel®, and the South Seasinspired Loews Royal Pacific
Resort. And this summer, guests
will be transported to a Caribbean
paradise at the brand new Loews
Sapphire Falls Resort. Reminiscent
of a leisurely estate in the heart
of the tropics, every comfort has
been built into this brand new
jewel.
With unparalleled theme park
thrills, family entertainment,
incomparable dining, and

incredible themed hotels in
the middle of it all, Universal
Orlando® Resort offers the epic
vacation families deserve.
Looking for terrific savings as
well as unforgettable excitement?
U.S. service personnel can Buy 1
Day, Get 2 Days Free*. With this
exclusive ticket you’ll enjoy three
days admission to both Universal
Orlando® theme parks for the
price of a 1-Day Park-to-Park ticket
(limited time offer, restrictions
apply).
Save when you buy your Universal
Orlando® Resort tickets in advance at
your participating ITT/LTS Office.
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Create Your Summer Vacation
Memories in Myrtle Beach, SC
Summer vacations create
memories that last a lifetime, with
the good times and resulting stories
being retold for years afterwards.
Few destinations have provided
more fond memories, for more
people, than Myrtle Beach, S.C.
The Grand Strand, as the area
is affectionately called by locals,
attracts more than 17 million visitors
from across the globe each year, and
the summer of 2016 is poised to be
the most exciting yet.
In a destination teeming with
attractions, Myrtle Beach’s drawing
card remains the 60 miles of pristine
Atlantic Ocean beach and water
temperatures that stay above 80
degrees during the summer months.
So whether you are swimming,
skimming or surfing the salty water
is warm, but still refreshing.
But what else is there to do?
Part of Myrtle Beach’s appeal is the
multitude of offerings that await
visitors once they step away from the
rhythmic sounds of the surf.There
isn’t a beach town in America that
offers a more diverse trip than the
Myrtle Beach area.

Key Attractions
The House of Blues grew out of
founder Isaac Tigrett’s love for the
unique American art form known
as the “the Blues.”Weaned on this
music during his early childhood in
Tennessee, one of Isaac’s goals was to
introduce the world to the music of
the rural south, including the Blues,
Rhythm and Blues, Gospel, Jazz and
Roots-based Rock & Roll.
The House of Blues is dedicated to
educating and celebrating the history
of Southern Culture and African
American artistic contributions to
music and art.
In recent years, the most
prominent new addition to the

tourism landscape has been the 1.2mile long Oceanfront Boardwalk
and Promenade, highlighted by the
SkyWheel, a 187-foot Ferris wheel
with enclosed air-conditioned
gondola cars that provide soaring
views of the coast. Even if your
feet never leave the ground, the
Boardwalk, which reinvigorated the
historic beachfront section of town,
is a must-visit.
The recently remodeled
Springmaid Pier, is a fisherman’s
dream.The area’s longest and most
accommodating pier is 1,060 feet
long, 36 feet wide, with a 110-foot
T at the end. Fishermen that aren’t
afraid to get up early when the fish
are biting, can catch lunch and have
it prepared at a local restaurant.Trust
us, there isn’t much better than fresh
fish. Regardless of what you catch,
the view from the end of Springmaid
Pier is guaranteed to produce a
scrapbook-worthy picture.
The most highly anticipated new
attraction in 2016 is Rockin’ Jump

Myrtle Beach, the area’s first indoor
trampoline park and home to the
Ninja Course, a challenge inspired
by the hit television show “American
Ninja Warrior.”The 23,000-square foot
facility, which opened in May, also
has a large open jump arena, two
trampoline dodge ball courts, Slam
Dunk Zone, the X Beam jousting
challenge, a Stunt Bag area and Rock
Climbing Walls.

For the Little Ones
— or Kids at Heart
WonderWorks — is an
amusement park for the mind with
50,000 square feet of “edu-tainment.”
The attraction combines education
and entertainment with more than
100 hands on exhibits that challenge
the mind and spark the imagination.
This once top-secret laboratory was
located in the Bermuda triangle.An
experiment gone awry lifted the
laboratory carrying it to Broadway at
the Beach in Myrtle Beach where it
landed upside down.

Pirates Voyage, a live dinner
theatre show, puts the swashbuckling
excitement of two pirate camps at
arm’s length as they battle for lost
treasure on full-sized pirate ships in
a 15-foot deep indoor lagoon.And,
at the NASCAR® Racing Experience
you can either drive a real NASCAR
racecar or enjoy the speed and
excitement as a passenger in a ridealong.
Ripley’s Aquarium, which has
been voted the top tourist spot in
South Carolina, is a memory-making
attraction. Ripley’s is home to an
85,000-square-foot aquarium, and
in 2016 will feature the Stingray
Experience, allowing people to meet
and snorkel with an array of stingrays.
Walking through the aquarium as
an eight-foot shark swims overhead
never gets old.

For Outdoor Enthusiasts
and History Buffs
Myrtle Beach State Park allows
guests to enjoy an undisturbed
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maritime forest and the best surf
fishing coastal South Carolina has to
offer.And, Huntington Beach State
Park provides amazing opportunities
for some of the best bird-watching
in the United States, as well as many
ways to experience native wildlife of
the area.
Brookgreen Gardens is one of
America’s premier botanical and
outdoor sculpture gardens, boasting
the largest outdoor collection of
American sculpture in the world.
Celebrating its 85th anniversary
this year, Brookgreen, a 9,100-acre
property, combines art, history and a
zoo to deliver a day that is heavy on
culture, natural beauty and education.
Hopsewee Plantation was
built nearly 40 years prior to the
Revolutionary War, and offers a
window back in time.The home,
which remains a private residence,
is built of black cypress, which helps
explain why the original structure
remains intact.

Sports, Shopping and More
The Myrtle Beach Pelicans, the
Class A affiliate the Chicago Cubs,
and Broadway at the Beach, a
shopping, dining and entertainment
mega complex, which is home to
Ripley’s Aquarium, are also located in
the heart of Myrtle Beach.
Just up the road in North
Myrtle Beach, Barefoot Landing is
Broadway’s equal. Barefoot Landing
is home to House of Blues, the area’s
premier concert venue,Alabama
Theatre, which provides a nightly
show, and a host of outstanding
restaurants, highlighted by Greg

Norman’s Australian Grille.
Speaking of Greg Norman, golf
never goes out of season in Myrtle
Beach, as readers of “USA Today”
and Golf.com, who voted the area
America’s best golf destination,
can attest. In the summer time, the
Grand Strand is home to golf’s most
family-friendly initiative, as nearly 50
of the area’s 100-plus golf courses
allow kids to play for free when
accompanied by a paying adult.

Haven for Foodies
Medieval Times is an exciting,
family-friendly dinner attraction
inspired by an 11th century feast
and tournament. Guests are served
a four-course banquet and cheer
for one of six Knights competing
in the joust and other tests of
skill. Expect almost two hours of
jousting, swordsmanship, thrilling
hand-to-hand combat, displays of
extraordinary horsemanship and
falconry as part of an exciting yet
touching story set in Medieval Spain.
Croissants Bistro and Bakery,
open for breakfast, brunch, lunch,
and dinner, serves fresh, local
vegetables and seafood, and is a
favorite among locals and visitors
alike.With over 100 dishes on the
menu, 250 wines and 700 cakes
in the gallery, the reasons people
love Croissants are many.The locals
recommend that If you are there for
lunch, the meatloaf sandwich is a
winner.
Classic Italian is a timeless favorite
and Rossi’s is a local institution.
Serving traditional Italian dishes,
USDA Prime beef, al dente pasta, and

a creative menu (the fried lobster
comes highly recommended), Rossi’s
offers a complete dining experience.
If the food alone isn’t enough, Rossi’s
is also home to “Eighty-Eights,” a
piano bar featuring nightly live
entertainment.
Sea Captain’s House is one of
the area’s best and oldest restaurants,
overlooking the pounding surf of the
Atlantic Ocean. Not to be outdone,
Bandito’s and Second Avenue Pier
Restaurant both offer fine dining
overlooking the Atlantic, with plenty
of fresh seafood and a variety beachinspired food options for everyone.
In Murrells Inlet, the Seafood
Capital of South Carolina, Drunken

Jacks headlines the eateries along
the ever-popular Marshwalk.At the
opposite end of the MarshWalk
is The Wicked Tuna, which is
every bit the equal of Drunken
Jacks, serving sushi and a creative,
contemporary menu that has made
it one of the Grand Strand’s most
popular restaurants.A second Wicked
Tuna location is opening oceanfront
in central Myrtle Beach this summer.
Enough to entice you for a
summer visit? Myrtle Beach and
memories that can last a lifetime
walk hand-in-hand for many families,
and that will certainly be the case
in summer of 2016. Come visit and
create your special memories!
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Reset Yourself in Hendersonville
Reset yourself in Hendersonville,
known as The City of Four Seasons,
offering cool mountain breezes
and warm southern hospitality.
Hendersonville is located in Western
North Carolina, 22 miles south
of Asheville, in the Blue Ridge

Mountains on a plateau, 2200 feet
above sea level.
Hendersonville is ideally located
for exploring town and country
with varied attractions, festivals,
cultural and recreational activities,
historical sites, golf courses, family
activities, a historic downtown
with unique shops, excellent
restaurants, and quality antique
stores. Henderson County offers
many diverse attractions, all located
within a few blocks, to a few miles
of downtown: these include the
Henderson County Farmers Curb
Market, Jump Off Rock scenic
overlook, Historic Johnson Farm,
the labyrinth in Holmes Educational
State Forest, the waterfalls in Dupont
State Recreational Forest, the
Western North Carolina Air Museum
and the Historic Hendersonville
Depot.
Historic downtown features
interesting architecture, delightful
shops, museums, and locally owned
restaurants.The serpentine street
features planter boxes brimming
with seasonal flowers and trees.
Downtown hosts many activities,
as well as, art shows, an antique
show, car shows, and parades
throughout the year.About 30 nonfranchised restaurants can be found
in downtown Hendersonville.
The Historic Village of Flat Rock
began when families from South
Carolina’s Low Country came to Flat
Rock to escape the sweltering heat
and the epidemic of yellow fever
and malaria. South Carolina’s Low
Country gentry affectionately called
Flat Rock,The Little Charleston of
the Mountains.The entire district
of Flat Rock is included in the

National Register of Historic Places.
Historic Flat Rock is home to several
attractions such as:The Flat Rock
Playhouse, State Theatre of North
Carolina; the Carl Sandburg Home
National Historic Site; and St. John in
the Wilderness Episcopal Church as
well as many unique specialty shops.
The North Carolina Apple
Festival is held each Labor Day
weekend.This event celebrates
the fact that Henderson County is
seventh largest producer of apples
in the country.The N.C.Apple
Festival is four days of fun packed
entertainment from music, street
festival, orchard tours and much
more. Join us for a family friendly
weekend of none stop fun and
adventure.
Summer evening concerts
showcase traditional mountain
music, square dancing, folk, blues
and country Monday nights and
oldies rock and dancing Friday
nights.The concerts are held under
the stars at the Visitor Center, located
on Main Street in downtown.
Music On Main Street showcases
a diverse lineup of musical talents,
from rock and roll to beach music.
Monday Night Live features a
diverse line-up of folk, country and
blues.The sounds of fiddles and
banjos playing at the Street Dance
have been a part of Henderson
County’s heritage for 95 years.These
concerts are held early-June through
mid-August. Experience Rhythm
and Brews concerts each month
from May through September each
year in downtown Hendersonville.
Pick up a Cheers! Trail Guide
to discover Henderson County’s
wineries, breweries, and cideries
that provide tours and tasting room
experiences to sample mountain
grown selections. Henderson
County is home to Burntshirt
Vineyards, Saint Paul Mountain
Vineyard, Southern Appalachian
Brewery, Sierra Nevada Brewing
Company. Sanctuary Brewing
Company and Flat Rock Ciderworks
have opened tasting rooms on Main
Street in downtown Hendersonville.
Several new venues are due to open
this year.
The Visitor Center, located at 201 South
Main Street in downtown Hendersonville
is open Monday-Friday from 9 a.m.-5 p.m.;
Saturday, Sunday and holidays from 10
a.m.-5 p.m. Contact visithendersonvillenc.
org or call 800-828-4244.
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Summer Adventurers Look to
Cog Railway for Summer Fun

By Marianne Hayes

If you’re on the lookout
for some out-of-the-box fun
this summer, you may want
to put the Mount Washington
Cog Railway on your list. The
first mountain-climbing cog
railway, nestled in the jawdropping White Mountains of
New Hampshire, is attracting
visitors of all stripes with its
lineup of upcoming summer
events — with themes ranging
from steampunk to handmade
crafts to classic ingenuity.
This summer is meaningful
as it marks the 150th
anniversary of the Old Peppersass — the original locomotive
that built the railway itself. The
dazzling old engine recently
kicked off the beginning of a
three-year U.S. tour slated to
end in 2019, when The Cog
will celebrate its own 150th
anniversary. Pepper-sass is
planning on making stops in
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania,
and various parts of New
Hampshire. The tour will wrap
up with a final anniversary

bash at The Cog in the summer
of 2019.
People looking for some
out-of-box fun may want to
mark August 20th on their
calendars. Mount Washington,
located about three hours
north of Boston, and six hours
from NYC, will be playing
host to Steampunk at The
Cog. Here, Peppersass and the
Victorian age burst to life in
a colorful celebration of all
things steampunk — including
vendors, a fashion show, and a
themed steam train ride to the
top of Mount Washington.
Peppersass, whose name
was inspired by its pepper
sauce bottle shape, became
the first cog-driven train to
ever climb to the top of Mount
Washington. Ascending the
6,228-foot summit was no
small feat, especially back
in 1869. The event marked
a major mile-stone, one that
many said could never be
done. We have Sylvester Marsh
to thank; the inventor created
the first steam locomotive that
used a cog wheel to grip a

center-notched rail. Peppersass
was a game changer, paving
the way for all mountainclimbing cog railways that
came after it.
Today, the Cog (nicknamed
the “Railway to the Moon”)
takes thousands of visitors
each year to the top of
stunning Mount Washington.
The three-hour ride is known
for its epic views; panoramic
vistas positively dripping with
natural beauty. All the while,
an in-the-know brakeman
offers up fascinating tidbits
about the journey. On the
way, passengers can explore
history and memorabilia at the
newly renovated Cog Railway
Museum before hitting the
peak. At the top, the Weather
Museum (along with unreal
360-degree views) await. This

is where visitors are given
a fascinating peek into the
mountain’s mesmerizing
weather and unique
ecosystem.
Nature lovers, history buffs,
and outdoor enthusiasts alike
flock to The Cog, and with
good reason. When the city
streets grow too crowded
this summer, consider a minivacation to Mount Washington.
It’s a day trip you won’t soon
forget — especially if you hit
up the shopping outlets in
North Conway, NH).
The Mount Washington Cog
Railway is located on Base Road,
Mount Washington, NH; six miles
from MT. Washington Resort and
Bretton Woods, NH.
www.thecog.com
800.922.8825
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Chattanooga

— Mountains, Music and More!
Chattanooga is the Gateway to
Tennessee and is nestled along the
banks of the beautiful Tennessee
River and surrounded by the
spectacular scenic beauty of the
mountains and the Cumberland
Plateau. Enjoy a newly revitalized
green riverfront city, first class
attractions, great Southern
hospitality, rich Native American
and Civil War history, outdoor
adventures and locally owned
restaurants and cafes, a thriving
arts and music scene with plenty
of annual festivals and events that
offer year-round fun.
We are located right off
interstates I-24, I-59 and I-75. You
can park your car and check out
the FREE Electric Shuttle that runs
in a continuous loop for 14 blocks

from the Chattanooga Choo Choo
Terminal Station Complex to the
Tennessee Aquarium Plaza with
over 40 stops in-between most
nights until 11 p.m..
Here are a few great things not
to miss: our Riverfront District
includes the Tennessee Aquarium,
the world’s largest fresh-water
aquarium; a 3D IMAX© Theater;
and one of the best children’s
museums, the Creative Discovery
Museum, for ages 2-10. You can
take a stroll or bike on our 13mile RiverWalk, check out the
$20 million dollar renovation at
the famous 1909 Chattanooga
Choo Choo Terminal Station and
Hotel Complex, or wile away
an evening at a Chattanooga
Lookouts Baseball game on Hawk

Hill downtown. Then enjoy a
prime-rib dinner and music on
the Southern Belle Riverboat or
take a ride on the high-speed
55-m.p.h. catamaran known as
the River Gorge Explorer or
splash down in the early morning
in a Chattanooga Duck, a WWII
amphibious military vehicle for a
fun river ride to remember.
Historic Lookout Mountain
is only 15 minutes away from
downtown Chattanooga with
a whole new list of things to
do from riding the steepest
Incline Railway in the world,
to going underground to see
a 145 foot waterfall at Ruby
Falls to walking through awardwinning gardens at Rock City
Gardens. Experience the Battles
for Chattanooga Museum
presentation on the battles of
1863 and stroll the National
Park Battlefield unit at Point
Park. www.lookoutmountain.
com Don’t miss the 13’ x 30’
painting done by an eye-witness
to the 1863 Chattanooga battles
located in the NPS Visitors Center
across the street from Point Park.
If time allows, head down to
the Chickamauga Battlefield at
Fort Oglethorpe to see the new
movie presentation “Death Knell
of the Confederacy” at the NPS
visitors center and then head out
to drive the oldest and largest
National Military Park in the USA.

Many military leadership classes
have made the pilgrimage to
the Chickamauga Chattanooga
National Military Park established
in 1889 to study the generals that
served there during the Civil War.
If music is where it’s at for you
then check out our Eight-Day
Riverbend Music Festival for only
$55 for all eight nights each year
in June. With over 100 acts on five
stages you will love this awardwinning festival. Find this year’s
acts at www.RiverbendFestival.
com. Want something more
intimate? Main Street and the new
entertainment district at 14th
Street will be perfect for you.
Check out Track 29 mentioned in
Rolling Stone Magazine as the best
new venue in the South (www.
track29.com) or enjoy great BBQ
at Clyde’s on Main, where you’ll
find musicians galore. The new
Puckett’s Grocery is bringing a
part of music city to the riverfront
near the aquarium. Chattanooga
has a variety of musicians that
call it home from the 1920’s
great Bessie Smith, the Empress
of Blues, to Clyde Stubblefield,
lead drummer for James Brown to
today’s top R&B legend, Usher.
You’ll also find a cool art scene
in Chattanooga and it starts in
the 1900s Bluff View Art District
with two great restaurants, a
coffeehouse, art gallery, three
bed and breakfast homes, a free
sculpture garden and the largest
collection of American art in the
southeast at the Hunter Museum
of American Art.
If the great outdoors is more
your style, don’t miss our great
outdoor adventures like kayaking,
paddle-boarding or canoeing
right in downtown. You are only
a 15 minute drive to hiking trails,
mountain biking or rock climbing
indoors and out at places like the
High Point Climbing Center —
where a short lesson can have
you scaling the Pit or climbing
three stories. Check them out at
www.highpointclimbing.com.
Didn’t bring your bike? That’s
no problem. Use our Bike Share
Program where $8 gets you
24-access to over 30 stations and
300 bikes. Then, just 45 minutes
away, you can whitewater raft on
the Ocoee “1996 Olympic” River
or, if you dare, jump off Lookout
Mountain’s west side in a hangglider made for two.
For more information check out
our website at www.ChattanoogaFun.
com or email Shelda Spencer Rees at
ssrees@chattanoogacvb.com. If you are
interested in bringing your military
reunion to Chattanooga, email Reunion
Specialist Chris Petro at ChrisP@
chattanoogacvb.com..
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A Small Town Summer in
Hiking in the woods, fireflies in
the yard, baseball games, farmers
markets and movies under the
stars are just a few of our favorite
things to enjoy during a small
town summer. Of course, we also
enjoy Sevierville’s high-end outlet
shopping, family fun attractions
and outdoor adventures.This
summer, discover why Smithsonian
Magazine named Dolly’s hometown,
Sevierville,TN, one of its “20 Best
Small Towns to Visit in 2015.”

Great Smoky Mountains
National Park
Sevierville is less than 13 miles
from the entrance to America’s most
visited national park, Great Smoky
Mountains National Park.This
breathtakingly beautiful park has
more than 800 miles of maintained
hiking trails and such a tremendous
diversity of life that it was named an
International Biosphere Reserve in
1976. Hike, fish, ride horse back and
picnic alongside a babbling brook.
Visit the preserved homes, churches
and mills of early settlers; there are
more than 90 historic structures
within the park. Nature lovers will
also enjoy watching fireflies all
summer long — or pre-planning a
return visit for next June to see the
synchronous fireflies at Elkmont.
Great Smoky Mountains National
Park is free to enter and enjoy.

Tennessee Smokies Baseball
From our national park to
Sevierville’s ball park, there are
plenty of ways to enjoy all-American
summer fun in Sevierville.Take
a nine-inning vacation with the
Tennessee Smokies Baseball
team, Sevierville’s very own AA

Dolly’s Hometown

Professional Baseball team affiliated
with the Chicago Cubs. Games are
played regularly throughout the
spring and summer, but when the
Smokies are away, look for concerts
and other events at this venue.

Historic Downtown
Every small town must have a
great downtown and Sevierville
does.A recent addition to
Tennessee’s Main Street program,
historic downtown Sevierville
founded in 1795, is graced by an
1896 Beaux Arts style courthouse,
and offers up art events, quaint
shops and restaurants —including a
design-your-own-donut shop and an
award-winning quilt shop. Did we
mention the Dolly Parton statue is
there too? Snap a selfie or a family
photo with the statue of Sevierville’s
hometown girl, then check out the
Downtown Sevierville Farmer’s
Market every Friday morning from
9 a. m. until 1:30 p.m. through
September for fresh baked goodies,
farm fresh vegetables and plenty of
all-natural products.

Movies Under the Stars
Summer is a great time to
watch the stars under the stars —
especially when you’re surrounded
by beautiful mountains and streams.
Appleview River Resort opens
their river-front lawn to the public
for family-friendly outdoor movies
on Friday evenings beginning at
dusk —through Aug. 5.There is no
admission fee, although popcorn
and beverages are available for a
nominal charge.

The Tennessee Museum
of Aviation

One of Sevierville’s hidden
gems is The Tennessee Museum
of Aviation.As Tennessee’s official
repository and archive for aviation
history, the museum pays tribute
to our nation’s veterans as well
as famous Tennessee aviators.The
museum’s rare airworthy warbird
aircraft, including two WWII era P-47
Thunderbolts, make the museum a
must-see.The Tennessee Museum
of Aviation is also home to the
Doolittle Medal of Honor (awarded
to Lt. General James Doolittle for his
valor and leadership as commander
of the Doolittle Raid over Tokyo
during WWII), as well as a host of
other 20th century warbird aircraft
— some of which take to the skies
in impromptu flights.

Family Fun & Outdoor Adventure
Sevierville’s great attractions offer
something for every member of the
family! Visit one of America’s finest
small zoos, Rainforest Adventures,
to see rare and exotic creatures and
learn about the zoo’s conservation
efforts. NASCAR fans will have a
blast at NASCAR SpeedPark, a family
fun park with eight go-kart tracks,
carnival style rides and a huge
arcade.You can also enjoy some
challenging fun on Sevierville’s zip
line and ropes challenge courses.
Adventure Zip Lines of Sevierville
and Adventure Works Climb Zip
Swing are two great choices.
Learn more about all there is to see and
do at VisitSevierville.com.
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Spotsylvania, Va. — Diverse Vacation Spot
Spotsylvania County’s
wonderfully diverse attractions
are conveniently located between
Richmond,Virginia, and Washington,
D.C, along Interstate 95. A Visitor
Center at I-95 exit #126 is open
seven days per week.
Several major battles of the Civil
War were fought in the County, and
the National Park Service (NPS) and
other public and private supporters
have respectfully preserved over
8,000 acres for quiet reflection and
study. The NPS has a visitor center
in the northwest portion of the
County, at Chancellorsville, where
historians are available during the
summer to lead tours and assist
visitors in learning about soldier
and civilian experiences during the
Civil War.
The newly opened Dominion
Raceway will thrill you with fast
pace racing. Local wines and spirits
can be found at one of the four
wineries in the area, reserve your
spot on the Trolley Wine Tour
and let someone else do the driving
while you enjoy the scenery

(only available on Sundays).Three
local breweries and the A. Smith
Bowman Distillery are excellent
complements to the growing wine
trail and have a tie to local historic

attractions. All have tours, and are
family owned and operated.
The Spotsylvania Museum,
located in the center of the county,
depicts a wide range of historical
periods, including Native American
activities and Lt. Governor of
Virginia, Alexander Spotswood,
who greatly influenced the lives
of ordinary citizens in the early
1700s.The Museum provides
maps for self-guided tours of
nearby battlefields and the historic
Spotsylvania Courthouse
area — one block away. It is
also the starting spot for the
Courthouse Trolley Tours
on Saturdays. The John
J. Wright Museum and
Cultural Center will let
you explore the history of
Civil Rights in Spotsylvania.
At the south border of the
County is the extensive Lake
Anna recreation area, where
all forms of resort and water
activities are available. Boat
sales, rentals, launching
and marinas along with
lodging, dining, and related

equipment are available. Lake Anna
State Park has 15 miles of walking
trails, a beach, cabins, and special
events year round.
The immense Spotsylvania
regional mall offers every
imaginable variety of shopping and
dining experience. Many hotels
and B&B’s are conveniently located
near major attractions.
See our web page www.visitspotsy.com.
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Getaway Destination for Relaxing Adventure
By Rosa Lee Jude

Mansion at Ft. Chiswell

Director, Wytheville Convention &
Visitors Bureau

Those who have frequently
travelled the Eastern United States
from North to South have most likely
passed through Wytheville,Virginia,
via the busy interstates of I-77 and
I-81.While the community has made
a name for itself for its reasonable
gas prices and abundance of lodging
and dining establishments, many have
not taken the time to discover the
authentic attractions and premiere
outdoor recreation that the area has
to offer.

New River Trail State Park
As one of the most visited state
parks in Virginia, the New River
Trail State Park is a cornerstone of
outdoor recreation in Southwest
Virginia.Throughout the year, this
facility holds a variety of programs
and special events. Held in September,
the New River Challenge has become
Virginia’s premier long-distance
triathlon.The challenge has a 40
mile bike ride, 12 mile kayak leg and
half marathon along southwestern
Virginia’s 57-mile-long New River
Trail. Participants can either choose
to compete solo or in teams of two or
three.

West Wind Farm Vineyard
and Winery
Located on a beautiful family
farm,West Wind has many ongoing
events throughout the year, these
include “Café Saturdays” with musical
entertainment during lunchtime as
well as their popular summer concert
series that runs from June to October.
Both of these events showcase
local and regional music as well as
homegrown and home-crafted wines.

Wohlfahrt Haus Dinner Theatre
Every eight weeks, a new
Broadway-caliber production graces
the stage. Following a four-course
meal,Wohlfahrt Haus presents
musicals that showcase many

entertainment. All events are free
and held in the center of Wytheville
throughout the day and into the
evening. Included in each day’s
schedule are crafts and classes,
art displays and food, with every
evening topping off with bands
in the open air atmosphere of
a beautiful public park. Besides
this multi-day festival, there are
many special or series events that
are held at attractions and parks
throughout the area.

Downtown Wytheville
different types of music from classic
to contemporary as well as feature
huge production numbers with
unforgettable dancing.These familyfriendly productions are presented
in matinee and evening times
throughout the entire year.

Rich in History
The history of the area patterns
the history of the nation with many
interesting events, legends, and
characters along the way.Wytheville
embraces its heritage with over
five historical museums honoring
medicine, the Civil War, and polio’s
unique impact on the area. The
Great Lakes to Florida Highway
Museum depicts the mid-20th
century era with its unique look at
transportation.A self-guided historic
walking tour showcases local history
from pre-Civil War times until today.
The region’s only African American
Heritage Museum has an emphasis
on education through photographs
and exhibits. Five locations on the
Virginia Civil War Trails mark the
route of Toland’s Raid in 1863 and
offer a beautiful scenic drive between
locations.
Few communities can tout being
the birthplace of a First Lady.The
Edith Bolling Wilson Birthplace
Museum tells the story of a
Wytheville daughter who married the
28th President of the United States,
Woodrow Wilson. Her influential and

controversial life is chronicled in
artifacts from her childhood to her
years in the nation’s capital.
Several mansions dating to the
1800s also offer a historical glimpse
into some of the first families of the
region and their parts in the growth
of Southwest Virginia.The legend and
lore surrounding these locations offer
many interesting stories about the
area’s first affluent citizens.

Chautauqua Festival
This eight-day event has an
over 25 year history of providing

Car cruise-ins and outdoor
concerts are just a few of the
activities you will find on the
streets of the historic district in
Downtown Wytheville. As part of
a revitalization effort begun in
recent years, the events held on
Main Street offer a glimpse into the
pure fun that can be had, no matter
the season, in this small town
atmosphere.
For more information about
everything the area has to offer, contact
the Wytheville Convention & Visitors
Bureau, toll-free at 877-347-8307, or
visit http://www.VisitWytheville.com.

Remembering Their Valor, Fidelity and Sacrice
Discover The National D-Day Memorial,
overlooking the Blue Ridge Mountains
and the town that lost the most citizens
per-capita in the United States at D-Day.
The Memorial honors the Americans and
all of the Allied forces involved. Near The
Memorial is Thomas Jefferson’s retreat
Poplar Forest, the Blue Ridge Parkway,
Smith Mountain Lake and the Booker T.
Washington National Monument.
Now Open Daily!

Bedford Welcome Center • Bedford, VA
877-447-3257 • www.visitbedford.com
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Ball State Online

Earn your bachelor’s in criminal justice
and criminology 100 percent online.
From a university with a national reputation
If you hope to stand tall in the criminal justice field, you begin with a bachelor’s degree.
No doubt you need a degree that caters to your military career, but you also want a
degree that will give you confidence.
Why Ball State’s bachelor of science degree in criminal justice and criminology?
• A national reputation due to a demanding curriculum taught by faculty
who have a mix of professional experience and outstanding academic
qualifications
• A bachelor’s program identical to the one offered on campus and taught by
the same faculty
• Emphasis on development of strong writing, communication, leadership,
interpersonal, and critical thinking skills
• The strong possibility that you will land a job before graduation
• One of the first programs in the nation to be accredited by the Academy of
Criminal Justice Sciences (ACJS)

To learn more about our 60+ online degrees and certificates, visit bsu.edu/online.
We hold four national rankings in U.S. News & World Report’s list of Best Online Programs for Veterans.

